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J. H. HOOPER,

& Job Printer

109 EXCHANGE (ST.,

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
HcD.nongh Patent Bed Laingea, Bnameleil Chairs, &c.
All kinds of repairing neatly done.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly end carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
apgii te

MAGNUS

ARTIST,

fsprepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Rembrant, Medallion,&r„ from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we

Ret rid of Freckle*. Mole* anil other imFor ah of which no
perfection* of the Nkin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
lease. Call and examine for vourselves.
mchlHdtf

removal!

PAINTER,

Office at F. F. Hale’s. Cor. Cross
and Free Streets.
All Orders left
mc9

there will be promptly attended to.
d3m

W. €.

AND

GAS

in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.

CHAS. -J, SCHUMACHER.

"

WATER

PIPING.
ap21

tf

J. M.

A CARD.
I take great pleasure in
recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one o( the best house decorator, ever

PAYSON,

J. II.

EDGE-ITONEH SET,

my 11

furnished it

3m*

Thomas Drown,
FEDERAL

i P 11 otto—Rood work
Price*. Aim to Plea*c.

STREET,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired
Short Notice.
*

Second hand

Clothes Bought and Sold,

on

ap4dtf

W, H, SI M0NT0N,
—DEALER

Copying and enlarging done to order.
new styles, Berlins,
Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
jard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ano all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

JOSEPH

Imported
NO.

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
masts and Spars. Deck Plank and

mhMtf

COMMERCIAL BTRlLx.

MOTLEY dc BLETHEN,

ATTORNEYS

LAW,

AT

ju2

Blethen.

Alden J.

Wm. H. Motley.
mar5-3m

COUNSELLOR
has

LAW,

AT

Rrnnri*,

M.K.

EDiJCATrOPiAL,

fllHERE is to be a Supplementary Summer Term
X of six weeks, beginning Tuesday. Jane 16,
1874. Usual rates of expenses charged per week.
to

PRINCIPAL.

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,
Billings, Principal.

Send for

Circular.

oclOtf

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.
collection, promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Hill Collector.
All

management of the

IPORTL^JNTdD

SPRING LANE.

EXHIBITION

fellidlm

prices.

PORTLAND

will be

House, 12
TWOlar.Story
plenty water.
ply to

A

AT

Apply in person or by
Patterson, Portland, or O. W. Bent,

terms easy.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
-MV

Ml i.auic

Days

XV.BV

or

Street,

Middle
aprl<13m

&

LANE

Portland.

AUSTIN,

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper HangingOrder slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
All orders
corner Exchange and Fcdeial Streets.
promptly attended to.
C. M.

LAN*.

C.

feblidGm

E.

J.

8. AUSTIN.

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

MORRELL & CO.,

House and Ship Painters and (trainers.
Office at 11 llanforth St., Vp Slain.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all order*. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts .taken
in

all parts ot the State.
E.j.IHVBRELL.
B. V. .tlOltltELL.

my26dtf

W.

P. Kimball, W. L. Dana, J. B. Brown, C. K.
Jose, Geo. E. B. Zackson, Wm. Curtis, W. W. Thomas, Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
®. P. Kim HA 1,1/,
) Eire. Com. an
I
U. JO«i:
Pori In ml Imlim"
W. THOillAH.
Irinl Exhibition.
M A. BLANTHAltD, tor. fee.
■

Jr.,j

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 883 CONGRESS STREET,

S^TthiTadvANCE

6

MAY STREET.

Portland

Me.

Practical House & Ship Plumber.
Twenty-six
WITH
prepared to do

years Practical experience, lam
any and all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or Ships, and can safely guarantee
satisfaction. Charges moderate. Work First Class.
137 Federal 8t., under 17. S. Hotel,
mal
tf
PORTLAND, MTfi.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Fresco

Fainter,

Office at Schumacher Bros.. 5 Deering
Block.

I respectfully inform my patrons, that I will he
happy to attend to any jobs which may be entrusted
to me, large or small, and that no one is authorized
mc6d3m
to take jobs in my name.

Stylets, Cirades

Largest
combining all
The

tf

CHARLES PEARCE.

ice!

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all

RESIDENCE

on

and fixes.

and Best Assortment in
the laiest

the State

called

Improvements,

THE

PEERLESS.

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Jinnn^niint. On nihility, IlmM.s nml f»llrjf_
of Air and FfO^OMY of ICIfi.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE fN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

ing.
Salesroom 253 Forr St., J. F.MFRRIJLIa.
Manufactory, Rear of No. IO fro** St.
FOKTL4NU, MAINE.

SCHOONER
ply to
19
my

CILAS.

H. CHASE

ap& CO.

dtf

I WANT a good house drain; what shall I use?
The P. C. D. P. Co.’s Cement Pi|»c is the best thing
we know of.
It is cheap, and it is said to last after
you and X have gone hence.
uiy28d9t

O-AITERI

are

charging

and we don’t

paper has undertaken a noble
that of discouraging deaths. It pub-

lishes marriage notices tree, but charges heavily tor obituaries.
Minnesota has the most extensive Limburger cheese manufactory iu the country. Poets are particularly s arce in that neighborhood, and lovers have to stroll off about five
miles when they want to feel romantic.—

Brooklyn Argus.

at No. 61 Franklin Street.

FOR

street.

accommodate

a

TWO

mylflidtf

Wanted*
YOUNG Man of good nabits, wishes board

A private
family where there
Must
be

ers.

near

the

Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing
the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

WILLTAM

Notice.

THE

Maine medical Association.
Maine Medical Association will holdltsannual Meeting at Army and Navy Union Hall, 301J

!

myl9

d3w
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Have just received per Steamship EGYPT,

It
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STREET,

PORTLAND, ME.

TS.

MATHIAS
MERCHANT TAILOR!
ST.

The Largest & Finest Assortment.
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JAS. WILLEY.
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April and the snow storms
are
over; May and fine
at
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hand, and
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W.H.KOHLING
with his

large variety

of

which he will make up to
suit the

style

and the

cus-

“Don’t you

TAILOR,

arc

large lot ot

STOVES,
kinds of Furniture for

all warranted to

give perfect

sat-

KIKSHAA,

Exchange
<2. B. BROAD Ac
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NOTICE,

“

forget it,”

Street:

PATENT

REIJSTEORCED99
a

great improvement on the
or

common

KASTMAN KROM.,
VICKERY & I.BRIGHTON,
J. B. COREY Or CO.,
E. A. MARRETT.

CO.,

RE.

may27d&w2w
PRINTING of every description neatly
executed at this oliice.

eodlni

GEO. H. STARR.
Portland. June 1, 1874._lV/

$100stamp

ami 10 cents to

10 eta
^

C. II. KAEG A l!0., Box 1589, Batgor. Me.
an29

SAVINGS BANK BUILDING.
myl__iltl
SEW SALOON !
First Class Oyster,
AND

bring

run.

It takes some con-

the old

much in a

squire to believe he’d gain as
straightfor’ard way as by tricks

and turns.”

correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph writes, “On dry or wet ground the
A

effect of the roller is lound to be salutary.
Ploughed and prepared for sowing, dry land
is much helped by the roller. The blades of
grass spring up sooner and retain a firmer
hold in the earth. In a season of drought,
rolling has saved the crop when without n
the seed would have never sprung from the
ground. In wet and heavy ground it is believed the roller, smoothing and hardening
the surface, will leave the soil immediately
beneath the surface in a better condition to
generate thp seed. On grass ground that has
been heaved by the frost the roller has au
excellent effect in fixing the roots. Rolling
the ground is also good when the land has
been laid down unevenly the previous year.
It the land is too dry, wait till just after a
soaking rain, and it will work capitally. It is
a good idea to roll ploughed sowed ground
betoie harrowing, as it presses down the furrows that would be turned back, and makes
the surface less uneven, and the harrow pulverizes it much. We find that on an average
not one farmer in four has a roller.”
LOOK OUT FOR CANKER WORMS.

In many sections of the country orchardists
But in cerare not troubled with this pest.
tain parts of the country this enemy of apple
trees makes fearful ravages in orchards. From
the early spring time till autumn is tlie time
for orchardists to protect their trees against
the ravages of the canker worm, as the slug
which lays the eggs takes advantage of the
first open weather to crawl up the bodies of
the trees and deposit its eggs. If they can be
trapped on the road their pupose is thwarted
and the trees are.safe. Many devices, more
or less successful, have been resorted to lor
this purpose. A tin trough, fitting closely
around the tree and filled with petroleum, tar
or any sticky substance, is a sure protective.
So a small wooden trough lying on the
ground around the tree, filled with the same,
proves effectual. Heavy paper or old newspaper wound around the trees, covering a
couple of feet of the body and smeared with
printer’s ink and molasses or tar, does the
The pecautious in sections
same thing.
troubled with canker worms eannot be taken
too soon.
PREMIUM POTATOES.

The New York Tribune says:—We lately
interviewed a practical farmer who, tor several
years past, has taken the first premium for his
potatoes. In reply to inquiries as to his mode
ot operations, he said that the largest and best
shaped tubers are always selected for planting at diggiug time the previous year; and
UUUO
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CAPE EEIEABETB Tax Payera who use
cement pipe for their draius or wells cau o’ Utain better prices alierwards, for their lteal £stat e.

inyJOdSt

Ice

—

I, A DIES

FOB

Cream

in size until his

potatoes

are

now

St.,

GENTS.,
Flnent Block,

OPPOSITE (.TTY BUU.DIKG,

ROBERT

CLARK, Proprietor.

We are prepared to supply Families and Parties
with every variety of Cake, Ice Cream, Sherbert,
Roman Punch, Jelly, Charlotte de Russe; also
Escalloped Oysters, Salads, Game, Pies, Cold Ham,
Boned Turkey, Chicken, &c., Jtc.
Public and private Dinners, Suppers, Collations,
&c., got up in the best style. Clam Bakes, Excursions and island parties
at short notice.
Wedding Cake of superior quality and finish, packed
and safely sent to any part ot the country.

supplied

Ice

Creams, Cake and Paatry at Wholesale.

|3F“Public patronage respectfully solicited.
Ju2d2wBOBT. CLARK.

Notice.
ARTIFICIAL WORK.
Mrs. Hatchings will open a School for learning Artificial Work, on WEDNESDAY, June 3,1871. at 3D
Salem Street, Portland, Me.
PRICES

Worsted Work,
Feather
“
Hair

OF LEARNING.

$3.00
-----

2.00
2.00

ju3<nw#
IfloiMe f#r Hale?
it ought to have.

Well,
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thoroughly pulverized

Has it

with the

spike

ped in the rows sixteen or eighteen inches
asart. The rows are struck out witli the
plow about three feet distant, and tin; seed is
covered with a good depth of soil. A roller is
nassed over the ground, levelling and smoothing the surface, to be followed in a short time
by the spike harrow. As soon as the young
p.ants appear above the ground the cultivator
is started anu kept going frequently throughout the growing season. Every weed is pulled up as soon as it makes its appearance; lor,
to use his own expression, he is “too poor to
As the plants was strong,
grow weeds.’’
slight furrows are thrown up to them with a
small plow, and these are still further increased afterward by a repetition of the same process.
In digging, great care is taken not to
skin or bruise the tubers, but to handle them
all earetullv. and this enables the owner to
preserve them much better than the careless
Jarmer who throws his jiotatoes about as if
they were cobble stones. Ttrs is the only
magic he employ*. Careful choice of seed,
thorough preparation of the soil, frequent
stirring of the surface and total extinction of
weeds—these are the secrets of his success.
CLOVER AND GYPSUM.

—

AND

a

good drain? No!

Buy CEUIENT PIPE

constantly inhaled. It is no wonder that
there are in consequence constant blood disorders or bronchial or lung disease*.
Beside,
the appearance and the comfort of the animals are sacrificed because cleanliness is impossible under the circumstauces. We very
early in our experience discovered this, and
for mauy years were
constantly experimenting to discover the best stable fl. or. There
ere two of which we can
hardly determine
which is the better. One of these is a double

plank floor.
1 he bottom
plank is hemlock, which is as
good as auy, if kept dry, and is the cheap st
ten teet
long and two inches thick if for
single stalls. This lower floor
being laid is
well saturated with hot
gas lar, and the up01
plank, also of hemlock, which
per layer
under these circumstances is durable, aud
which does not become so smooth and
slippery as oak or yellow pine, and is therefore
it.
laid
are
are
first coated
upon
They
sa'er,
upon the under side with the tar, tnen laid
that the
down.

George Geddes writes the New York Tribune that he has on his farm, in Central New
York, a field which from 1799 to 1873 has had

except clover grown on it and
plowed under, and that wheat, corn, oats,
barley, meadow and pasture have been regu-

no

manure

taken lrom the land in five years rotation—the closing crop beiug winter wheat
with which timothy and clover is sowed.
The clover has been regularly treated with
gypsum lor fitt.y years. He lias particularly
mutieed it of late years and says the land is
■aare fertile now than twenty-three years ago.

larly

STABLE FLOORS.

Tbe question of the best kinds of stable
floors for horses, cows, or other animals to
stand upon, U far from a satisfactory sola
tion, and is constantly being discussed by
We publish the followiui
stock keepers.
from the American Agriculturist, not because we believe that it solves the question,
but because it is agitating in the right direction:
floor*
Upon the proper arrangement of the
of stables depends much ot the comfort ot the
stock aud economy in saving manure. Nothiuy: is more detrimental to stable floow. l hey
anjmals than foul earthen
manure, they are
are saturated Nviih liquid

{Swavs^damp,

smell conan unhealthy moldy
and millions ot the
pervades them,
fungoid growths
germs ot possibly poisonous

staiiUy

at aitce.

dot

joints

are

broken,

a"d

firmly

These plauks should be one
and one-half inch thick and seven feet long.
The) form the bed of the stall, of which two
and one-half teet are occupied by the feed
trough, aud lour and one-ball feet give stand-

spiked

ing

lor the cow. At the end of ibis
floor of the stall is a depression one
and one-halt inch deep, into which all the
This may be made
manure drops 01 drains.
of any width that is desirable.
When the stalls are single two feet is a sufficient width, with a sidewalk of one foot
wide. If the stalls are double four leet give
The depressed portion of
plenty of room
the floor should be well coaled with gas tar
aud sprinkled with saud while the tar is hot.
The tar is a great preservative of the wood.
Such a floor is quite impervious to water,
and is equally good for a hog pen as tor a
For horses, the floor should be
cow stable.
laid with the best white oak, hemlock being
too soft to stand contact wi*b the shoe calks.
The other floor is the cobble stone and cement floor.
The floor being graded with a
gentle slope, of half an inch to a foot, is
paved with cobble stones selected for evenness ot size and
for their shape, which
should be that of an egg with one broad and
one pointed end.
The smaller end is laid in
the earth and the broader one uppermost.
lie
well rammcl down, and
They should
when the floor is laid, all loose sand is to be
from
ofl
it.
The finishing ol the surswept

bed

room
or

ian.

10

uun
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cement and seven pails ot sharp
sand are well mixed dry, and then water is
added sufficient to make a thin mortar.
This is quickly spread over the paved floor
and worked into the spaces between the
stones with an old stiff corn br om. It is
laid on thick enough to fill the spaces evenly,
and with the broom a fair smooth surface is
formed through which only the tops of the
stones are seen. A thin wash ot pure cement is spread over tlie whole, and it Is left
to dry. The next day a coating of hot gas
tar is laid upon it until uo more is absorbed,
and flue sand scattered upon it. Tbeu we
have a floor which will last indefinitely if
only cate has been taken to make a solid
foundation and to ram the stones down solidly. It is entirely rat-proof; dry, and therefore healthful. This floor Is also pig-proof,
and suitable tor bog pens which have nothing beneath them but the ground. It is obvious that this paved surface is solely a
ground floor, and can not be used over a cel-

hydraulic

lar.

_

June Fashions.
FURTHER HINTS ABOUT DRESSES.
As the season advances some fashions are
confirmed, while others offered by the modistes are rejected, The sacques and jackets
that find favor are not slashed i ke those of
last year, hut each seam is sewtd to the end;
they are also louger than formerly, and are
The
very loose, easy and careless-looking
Medicis sacque is the popular lasbiou ; for undress wraps this pattern is lengthened behind to make it even with the fiont. The
plain back then (its smoothly over the slight
tournure.
Black cashmere sacques are worn
until they are displaced by lace sacques at
mid-summer. Many of them are literally incrusted with jet beads, dotted about in most
irregular fashion, while others are wrought iu
vermicelli pattern, or in more elaborate arabesques. Jet trimming bought by the yard
iijvvivw

|n.vpiv

embroidery done by

vi

band

vaiiu,

auu

tuc

jet

tbe garment is
the extravagant substitute.
Modistes pay
French women large wages to do ibis work.
Ladies who have plenty of deisure sew the
beads on their own garments of black silk
and cashmere.
BLACK

on

GRENADINES.

Many u.esses of black grenadine are being
made by the modistes lor summer wear. The
newest gienadines have pin-bead
dots, crossbars, and lozenge-shaped figures; but there
are also many satin-striped,
water-striped,
polka-spotted, and plain canvas grenadines.
fans
continue
in
Large
favor, and those
painted by hand are objects of desiie, being
more fashionable at
present than those
mounted with lace. The newest fans for
full-dress toilettes are of parchment or of
white kid, with a gay landscape after Watteau exquisitely painted on one side, while
the Oilier is
plain white, with a simple border; the polished massive-looking sticks are
of opal tinted
price $50. Black fans,
according to Spanish taste, may be worn
with all toilettes; those of black silk with
colored illuminations also cost $50. Lower
priced black-silk fans, with garden scenes
done in shaded gray frescoing, have sticks of
real ebony miaul with
peatl—price $18.
Fans ot pale rose or Sevres blue Bilk, mounted on sticks of carved ivory, have odd little
pictures ot sto. k= and lizards, with lakes,
lilies and glasses; one has a branch of a
tree, from which hangs a huge serpent entwiued with roses; j>i ice $30.
Curiously
colored pearl sticks are shown with pla n
silk fans. Tbe prettiest lace fans have the
figures of lace applied on tulle, and laid
smoothly over silk; these have white ivory
sticks, and are chosen for brides. Brown
and black Japanese fans, with gilt or silver
figures and lacquered sticks, supersede the
warm looking scarlet fans of last Bummer;
price $1.25. Large liuen fans are ninety
cents.
FRENCH PARASOLS.

pearl;

New parasols just received from Paris are
smaller than the sun umbrellas brought from
England. They are made of black twilled
silk, with thick ebony haudles, widened at
the end, and supporting the silver initials of
the weaier. A small chain is attached for a
chatelaine hook. Price $8.
Strauss

and

Waltz Music.—There

was

m me music uni

harrow. Previous to breaking up, however,
the whole surface is heavily manured and
this manure raked into the furrow as the
plow passes round. The tubers are cut into
quarters a few days before planting and drop-
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DINING SAJLOOlNr
230 Congress

> Choice Trinidad Ifloln*179 IIIIUN.
TlfcBCEM) HCN in lots to sail purchasers.
For sale by

^

No. 99 Exchange St.,

Straps.

CHOICE llOEASSES.

bosom.

Slit out in the Plaits

For sale by

JOB
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Doc. not Crack

“jus so veil as any

—

of Market Street,

POBTI.AND,
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Shirt Bosom
Is

cor.

long

science, and belief in right and wrong; I see
that clear, pretty clear. You’d hardly ever

and

who calls himself

tailor,”

STREET.
ff

Ladies’ Belts and Shawl

—

ap7

SIBLEY’S

do it

man

No. 162 1-2 Fore

nt

to make folks see what’ll be for their

interest in the

creasing

AND

BECKETT,

REASONABLE PRICKS.

ODDER

cuieness

1IC

tomer.

can

all descriptions In the very best styles and at

Orcisastreet an
w H HALL
tf

hasted lor 32.00. Bov’s Suits cu
No. i6(j Middle St.
(Up stair,.

128
mv21

&c.

more than one prominent Ameripolitician who might have sat to George
Eliot for this portrait: “The squire’s cate
enough, but it takes something else beside

Agricultural.

KOHLING

Baking, Broiling and Flat Iron Heating.
These stoves

the beet newspapers in the Unit-

are

St.,

I take this method to inform ail
my friends and former customers
that I have assumed charge of the
custom Boot and Shoe department
of C. P. Jellerson, and shall be
pleased at all times to serve them
in the most acceptable manner
and strive to please all.
Don’t

LOOK.

with all the different

more

ROLLING TIIE GROUND.

—

RECEIVED.
A

and cut

—

the

Goods !

MIDDLE

JOHN

MILITARY HATS & CAPS

011

Dress and Cloak
Making.

C.

somewhat,

still shorter.

There is

Come!

have resumed business for the manufacture of Ladies’ Belts, Book and Shawl Straps. Worsted made
up with Russia Goat and Nickel or Gold gilt mountings. Broad’s Patent Wire Stiffening Frame. Also
sole manufacturers of Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
Orders by mail or express will receive immediate attention. Fancy leather work of all kinds.

MADE to

cm nl

Jnl______

ALS»

politeness

Soil ground is chosen for the
crop; it is very carefully and deeply plowed

isfaction

Street

will curtail dress-skirts

enormous.

MERCHANT

hand at his store

CAPS,
»

the lowest prices.

he

W.

this.”

published ?” “Elsewhere,” replied
the editor abstractedly.

137 MIDDLE STREET.

Invited to examine.

Middle

HATS,

A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

fr°m my la,,k8
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me

a

Vienna has organized a “train-tearing soEach member pledges himself never
to avoid a woman’s train in the streets, and
to step on as many as possible. This reform

“Where

—

Spring

JUST

aill the fashionable styles of

of

w;11'
THEA^™.J!,ward
leading to the emmet

are

keep constantly on

and particular information inquire of

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

all')

New

dim

will

made.

EXCHANGE

THAT

by looking

and Decorated.

a. _A_. SUSSKRAUT
imicj

One of the largest and best assorted Stocks in this
city will be sold, at once, If satisfactory terms can he

98

CO.,

has

Spring

137
«r»10

myl5

The most desirable location inPortland

my23dtf

—

att

No. 231

14G JIIDDhE

Hand

—

Plain, Gold Band,

A

mi

on

Excellent Goods!

YOU MAY KNOW

lull

Toilet Ware.

Goods.

For full

a

fellow just gave

another,

can

in pur-

when

my30illw

dinting, tea.

CIJTTS,

oiuck.

prices

lO CLAPP’S BLOCK.

RELEASE

Purchasers

neitiu

our

com-

that the man who

The word “elsewhere” is still used

A Good Assortment

CO.,

FRENCH CHINA,

FOR SALE.
A

Goods,

so

A
than any other by the Chicago journals.
man asked a Chicago editor the other day,

BARGAINS !

—

&

Boot

assortment of

Caps,

Building,

apl3

aud learn

new

and desirable styles of

1 U. S. Hotel

store

THE

Congress Street, Portland, commencing on 'luesday
June 9th, at 10 o’clock, A. M., and continuing three
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
days.

lme of nice

full

our

DAVIS &

Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
Company are hereby notified that the Annual
Meeting of the Company will be held at their Office
on Franklin Wharf on WEDNESDAY, June
17th,
1874, at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice ol Officers for
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.
CHARLES FOBES, Sec.
Portland, June 2, 1874.
ju2dtri

on

Visit
suit ot

MEETINGS^

ANNUAL

—

Silk and Twist

Spool

deep pocket that

ed States

so

Corticelli

ROSS,

THE

CELEBRATED

THE

Removal.

jroraiano,

AHD GET

Also Kept

weather

a

are no other boardCity Building. Address
M., Press Office.

REMOVALS.

Estate

in

—

Seamless,

AND OTHER POPULAR MAKES;

cigar,

ciety.”

‘Don’t you forget It”

(Every Fair Warranted,)

aplOdtf_

tv

EASTJHAN&

a

in

with

GLOVES !

Thomson's

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and bis Wife can
be accommodate d with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

OF

to match all colors of Dress

choice stock of

Pattern Hats, Hress

KID

Board*

Spring Millinery Goods 1

new

my2Mlw*

LOT

&c., just received, together
a perfect assortment of

Gentlemen Boarders at

few

a

DOLLAR !

NECK TIES, RUCHINGS,

GARLAND

CANNo. 6. Maple Street.

the premises.

paid, &c.,

But Leave It Here,

Ladies and Gents, give
attention to the following

all other Corsets offered
at the low price of

vest has a

hides a

after you have told him “I haven't

JlarcliiuiiBNs Corset ftir

uew

NEW

II. $. HASTINGS,
BET DEL, MAINE.
dtf

MRS.

Story

opened

see our

Hose for Children.

ONE

9 Lewis

Address,

my6

House in good repair. Containing
9 finished rooms. Convenient for two families.
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent Block,
r at 55 York St.
aprJ4dtf

and all the

at

apl8dtf

Street.

bought and sold. Apply to F.
U. PATTERSON, Dealer In Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

a

same

Newry Corner, five m.les from Bethel Depot.
Good fisbiug and hunting. Charges m Oder at
Refers, by permission, to Abner Lowell, 155 Middle
\
-/A

lo Loan.
secunty,
taxes

and

who want to read

women

asks you for “the mate to that” can never
bring a blush to your face by discovering it

YORK,

FROM THE BEST MANUFACTURERS.

a

SALE.

Houses

On,

excels

T

d3m

vicinity—Rents collected,

goods and prices

new

pletely

—

C A R D

|.«„ ni

Summer Board.

by

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

We have just

nr the

BOARD.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

TWO

Lewis

by leaving

bly

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, S4s.
This lot, has a front, of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have Ix-en drawn
How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences. and adapted for the same. Enquire of

Commission.

tamo

iii2<llw*

on

SALE.

FOR

NEW

TO

up-

CORSETS !

nth,
street, Gentleman’s AmeAPRIL
thyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitarewarded
the
No.

Great Bar-

on

The
—

YOU EYEE SAW.

and

twenty young

essays, there is only time to hear
ten of them in an evening, and nobody wants

Trimmings.

$1.00

are

graduating

to he left out.

1

for

Boston Globe: Dark night broods upon the
Sacramento High School, lor whereas there

EVERYTHING DESIRABLE.

Lost.

the best of water for manufacturing purposes; tbe location is very good for purchasing
hides and bark, being located within a few rods of
the Canal atid the Portland and Ogdensbnrg Railroad. Tbe bark is ground by water power.
There
are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser can have
There is no doubt that the
one acre to the whole.
town would exempt the capital of the Tannery for
A large ]»ortiou of the
some years from taxation.
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real

Jonathan Smith,

luiiiuu*

sure

Fancy

1_ GEO. HUDSON, Woodford’s Corner, Dee ring.

gain.

or

tlmi

gallon jug will join its comrades iu the happy hunting grounds.—Detroit Free Press.

DONT SEND YOUR MEASURE

Found.
On fSTBX

Styles

Measure !

nr

Congress Street.

Owner wanted.

supplied

_A

i/u

Silk Parasols

juSdlw*

340

fptlKCiFi

mar21tf

Tannery

A.

PARASOLS!

Lost.
Congress Street, near Oak, a, POCKET BOOK
ON containing a small sum of money. The finder
will la* suitably rewarded by leaving tlie same at

of West-

Latest

Correct

PARASOLS !

Be

A

Ju-d3t*

The Seneca tribe of Indians now consists of
old horse, a chief, and three gallons of
whiskey. A few more setting suns—a few
more moons—a brief season, and that three-

MADE IN —

Made here in this City.

HOSIERY !

MEMORANDUM BOOK, with Papers relating
tci the estate of Samuel Chase, Iasi known to
be in the hands of Stephen B. Chase, deceased. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same

A

Tannery

The

buyers.

everything

Lost.

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles. Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x CO on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
30 apple and pear trees, * acre choice
well
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade tiees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

a

—

Handsomest

LOST AND FOUND.

Sale
two-story House, finished
throughout, with stable attached. Also a good
L. F. WALKER,
garden lot. Inquire of
my7dlm*
Yarmouth, Me.

may26dtf

For Baltimore.
Fannie A. Bailey.” For freight

OR

tf

apl5

a

for Sale at

the closest oi

snit

at No. 98 Free Street

Cook

HATS AND TtemjniNG GOODS.

d&wif

KEILER,

A

\

in the Town
brook.

to

wards. The best
the lowest.

WANTED 1

E. B. ROBINSON, a! C. E. Jose & Co.’s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premises.
dtf

Sale

prices

and

A
the

—

C.

ice,

ADY lire

are

so

SHOE,
—

for

A Missouri

EOT

Buttons, Fringes,

Wanted.
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 1565, Portland, Me.
my6tf

Cape Elizabeth, 1$ miles from Portland Bridge,

Village,

at

tf

myl5

for Sale

Spring Millinery

relating to the Exhibition should be
addressed to the Sec’y Portland Industrial Exwho
will extend any desired information,
imiiTiON,
and tile all applications for space and entry.
The Exhibition will be open dai’y from 9 A.M. to
10 P. M.
The
prices of admission will lie:
Single
admissions 25 cents. Children under 12 years of ago
10 cents. Schools will he admitted as a body, in
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretary upon application.

my27tf

A

tf

Yarmouth

IN

Pay liberal.

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
PROTESTANT Woman, to do general housework. Apply at No. 42 Park St., atternoons.

near the Baptist Church. Town Honse. store.
‘Vc., on Ocean House road, a 1 story Hoouse of 9
rooms.
Also small
and one or two acres of
or more, if wanted.
For particulars enquire of

More,

Letters

■

L.

GIRL to do

For Sale.

A

'Ruildiner will n&rmit.

General

A Call at No. 131) CamberHousework.
land street.

for Sale.

The object of this Exhibition is to gather
together specimen products from all our factories and workshops, thereby demonstrating
the importance of Portland as a manufacturing center.
A deep and widespread interest is manifest
on
the part of manufacturers, artizans and
inventors of the city.
The applications for space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in City

BOOT,

pound

a

know what will become of poor folks who
have to live on ice.

work,

oc7tf

WANTED.

and one-half miles from City Hall; “very
pleasantly located. House contains ten rooms,
all in nice ordei; also carriage house and a new stable. Good garden, with about fifty apple and pear
trees. Price, $2,800. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent,
my293w*

apl4

135

A

in good
repair, suitable for two families, situated on
tlie southerly corner of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House auy lime after 10 A. M.

power. built to order.

DR.COLEMAN
DENTIST,

place

Wanted.

For Sale.
PLEASANT two story dwelling House,

Stable,

and board at 75 Free street.

T»_.J._•
i. aoouiui/buiiu

COOK at No. 56 High Street, to whom the best
wages will be paid. Satisfactory references
required.
my22tf

DESIRABLE country residence for sale, situ-

my20

rooms

Laces for 48, 50, 60, 70. 80
and 90 cents per yard. Lower by
20 to 30 cents a yard than are to
be fonnd elsewhere.
Be sore and see these goods with

my292w*

ated at Windham Hill. A good location lor a
Physician—formerly occupied by Dr. G. L. Kilgore.
Terms e asy. Apply to D. D. CHASE, 175 Middle
Street, Portland.
myl6eodlm

Money

Evening, ten

Rooms To Let.

TVEW

SITUATION as Private Music Teacher in a
family, or to secure a limited number of pupils,
as assistant.
Satisfaction given. Address
at once, Miss N. A. CAUlt, Portland, Maine.

roy28eod2w

AT 7 1-2 O’CLOCK,

and

stJlict._

A

or

For Sale.

ursr ciass neai Estate
or

continue, Da 7

three cents

—AND FROM A—

Wanted.

letter to F. G.
South Paris,

Me.

Uw

And

Notice

A NICE FITTING

MALTA LACES!

eodtf

No. 5 DEERING ST,

bathing-room, water on 1st and 2d floors, and
1b carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables,
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
1U0 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated on the Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of the depot amt in the immediate
viciuity of churches and schools. Price low and

IN

Kxrhnnwr Ml.

AT

Forest Ave-

On

South

COMMENCING

315 COMMERCIAL STREET,
VU

Large lot.

rooms;

bolden in

Tuesday Evening, June 9th, 1874

Short

tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle'
fe4dtf

Introduce

to

nearly new, good cel-

rooms,

Country Residence
For Sale,
Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse
property. The house is in good repair, has 15

A

lOO

WAN TED—A COOK

Desirable

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Agents toi R. Ball's Wood Working Machinery, and Blanchard's Patent Boiler.

ja2-t*lw then tf

To Let.

for the song sent us,

one

my30dlw*

JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.
Portland, May 16,1874.
myl6d3w*

mar28

OF

Free Street.

52

pleasant

WM. II.

Hall Building

Makers and Blacksmiths.

bowels.”

or

Can make from #4 OO a Day and upwards. Persour troubled witbCaiarrh bad b tter consult the
Dr.’8 agent, Federal Street, two doors from Temple—who will guarantee a cure or refund the money.

d3w*

FOR SALE.

F.

VIA CHI NETWORKS Citv
MANUFACTURERS

Agents

A

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash

WITH
for
At

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
families or single gentlemen.

DR. H. P. EVANS’ CATARRH REMEDY.

Terns moderate.
E tate Agent.

A
PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

prepared

room

“Fill up with wine your flowing
The spelling is not correct.

beginning,

Some ol the Ohio ice-dealers

On

Gentleman and wife,
Locust St. nic28tf

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

WASTED.

TWO STOKY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
Pr.ce $2500, Enquire of
GEORGE RACKLEFF,
mc20dtf
Woodford’s Corner,

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

C.

my21

THE

American Printers’ Warehouse
19

Apply

WM. H. JERRIS, Real

to

JUTS,

J. r.
mel7

rooms

neighborhood.

of Manufactures

dtf

my9

20

Hill; contains twelve finished
and plenty of water; well arranged for two
ONgasMunjoy
families.
Good

mc21

Board

juldti

mav23d2w

Estate Broker,

80 MIDDLE ST.

to

furnish

LOWER

Pleasure Boat Wanted.
Feet, more or Less.

the

on

repair.
aqueducts,

feblO
under the

near

are

Industrial Exhibition

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

on

Deering (Stroudwater Village) containing 118
in good
INVats,
miwtly covered. The buildings
is
The
with water
two

GRAND

de-

a

at No. 8 Brown street.

fenced,

G. M. BODGE,

removed to

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE HTR1ET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

LOT

For

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

Apply

ply

For

3m

in

rooms

A

Terms

street, above Oxford, 34 by 90
A feet, only 28Smith
cents per foot, and only $200 cash

Cigars,

45 Dantortb Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely. D. D., Visitor.
O. L.

O’DONNELL,

JAMES

TWO

land,

STREET,

PORTLAND,

jn2d2w

McLellan’s Book Store.)

Dresser &

of all

CONOKESS

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET,

(Over

EUGENE,

Domestic

and

mn nil torturer

360

all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

HOLYOKE'S WHARF.

may 20

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

and

IN—

G.

moderate

at

eight

or

CAPABLE GIRL to do general housework at
Deering. on the line of the horse cars, one
from Preble House. Good references required.
Ap-

TWO

All the

Clothes Cleaner !

front.

50 feet

Cottage in Deerftng

HIE.

Exchange Street.

22

TWO

Wanted.

Franklin street—one
Park—for 35 and 50 cents per foot.

A

Street.

PORT (.AND,

Office,

PORTLAND, ME.

64

No. 152 Middle

desired.

Commissioner’*

Street

at

LADISOl,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paring done Promptly.
Paving Materials

OF

«hronomct*r makers’* Tool*,
miitlicmntiral, Optical anal Philo,
nopkirnl Inatninieul*, Nchool
ApparalHH. Ac.,
56 market Wired, Printer*
Kxehnngc,
PORTLAND, NIK.
C. F. WOODFORD,
C. P. BABCOCK,
mj 19
d&wtim

"Jr*1 .nn‘*

PAYER AND CONTRACTOR,

Office

JOBBERS,

MANUFACTURERS

3 Door. Sail of Temple St.,

good lots

5 DEEBING BLOCK.
the public that I have taken
business of Clias. J. Schumacher aud will attend
promptly to all Jobs entrusted tome. I shad endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held lor so many years.
Win. NEHEUACnER.

No. 90 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
STORE
F. J. ROLLINS,
Apply to

unfurnished Rooms for
without children. At No 4

sirable location, west ol City HalL
Address Box 630 Post Office.
tf
jul

PAINTER, Suburban Residence

respectfully Inform

my291w*

Let,

that “centenGood gracious!

us

not oftener than that ?

Attention of the Public
to the fact that he is

Gleanings.

Colonel Forney informs
nially the sky brightens.”

We cannot find

Casco street, No. 8.

on

aI,14tf

Tenement Wanted.
Of six

and

can

Office at Schnmaclicr Brothers,

MODEL MAKERS &

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Portland, Me.

KjG.-lesiasiicai uecorator.
jmu.Hu_
WOODFORD & BABCOCK,

CLARK,

easy.

call

The subscriber wishes to call the

Rooms to Let With Board.

Emery street, between

on

Cushman,

and

Gossip

Lower Tenement to Let.

ja2

street.

required.

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER.

FRESCO

Spring

THURSDAY MORNING. JUNK 4, 1874

on

Elm

VERY nice house lot

A

lian# St.

to do general housework.

A Good House lor Sale.

Portland Tea Store,
2tawtf
mcb7

I
the

D. JOST,

FRESCO

Norway,

Office, No. 99 Middle Street,

316 CONGRESS STREET,

GEO.

A. R. L1NDBERG,

Vice Consul of Sweden &

GEO. E. COLLINS,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Furniture
oct5-’69TT&Stf

•oxed and matted.

■I°2___tf_
on

Art-lrcsqor
at A. B. MORRISON’S, 17 Alder Street.
AGIRL
dtf

Dan forth

SMALL two story house, six rooms, in the
rear ot Mechanic street.
Price $1200—half
balance to suit.
on

gress Street.

rooms, situated
SEVEN
the premises.
inquire

Wanfed-

Chestnut street, ten
rooms, for one or two families. Sebago water.
Large lot. Price $2800—half cash.

rpwo good house lots

Box

juiS'lw*

UPHAM
Estate Agents, 7 Exi

Real

THE PRESS.

Notice I

Special

OrdEsq.

OR. ORltWAY.or address Mrs. J. A.
No. 36 Ediugboro Street, Boston, Mass.

To

grates
Terms favorable.

cash;

Parlor

ju2dlw

12 well finished rooms,
water, bath room, gas throughout;
set in sleeping rooms, nice McGee furnace, &c.

A

MANUFACTURER OF

cen-

Partner, $800 Capital.

a

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN

MISCELLANEOUS.

TO LET.
Furnished Room at 396 Con-

suitable

rooms

Must be located In tb*'
Andress P. O.

the city.

Good

throughout, bay window, first class neighborhood.
Only $2000 cash required, balance on very easy time.
A good chance.

TWO STORY HOUSE

few

a

lavA
1874-

House 159 Congress Street (over Dr.
1IHEway’s)
lately occupied by B. F. Mitchell,

KENEDY,

-5—

Jn3_tf

in the city, well established.
BUSINESS
protits. For particulars enquire of
& GARDINSK.

on

Brackett,

Gentleman and Wife

a

Wanted,

near

A

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

MARKS

a new

near

JR.

BY

for housekeeping.
tral or western part of
1362.

French roof house, fifteen rooms,
ALSO
Pine street. Spring water, gas
Thomas,

on

tf

Wanted.

THE

nice three story brick house

corner

Ag’t,

A
4,

Tenement to Let.

of Fore and
Deer Streets.

Factory

ju3

desirable piece of properly on Spring street,
opposite Tliomas street, house of brick, French
roof, twelve rooms, warmed by steam, gas throughout, hot and cold Sebago, nice Grapery, Stable, and
splendid lot of 20,000 square feet.

ALSO
street,
hot and cold

MAINE.

LEONARD

At

—BY—

a

UPH.O LSTEREE

BUSINESSCARDS.

Book, Card

TTTNE
JUNL

TO LEI.

Girls Wanted

Real Estate for Sale.
Next East of City Hall.

MAINE.

Androscoggin

es'_
KINGSBURY

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

M.

MORNTNO
WLUttJMlNli

_WANTS.

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

Building,)

PORTLAND,

a

One inch of

WM.

THURSDAY
itiunouA*

___

PORTLAND PUBLISHING
€©.,
At 109 Exchange St, Portland.
Hoail subscribers
vanee.

=

VOL. 13.

»

_-___

stiange mixture oi pensiveand inebriating spirit but faintly represented in the ball-rooinslof London and Paris,
even by the same Strau-s, when directing the
same orchestra, and playing the same tunes,
which makes me also remember the evening.
The exquisite modulation of the triple tempo
which no French orchest ra can render—lull
to the utmost fullness, yet not heavy—round
aud equal, yet still with a slight propelling accent—tbe precision and the" pleasure among
the players, and tbe unstudied quiet animation of the waltz master himself, made up a
uess

irresistible charm—a case of that tascination
by perfect concord, without any apparent
mechanical weaiiness, which long practice
only cau give—a delicious example of some of
the most luscious tope.. |hat happy orchestral
combination can produce, called out in expression and enhancement of some of the
most beauiiiul music of modern Europe._
From Recent Art and Society, by U. JJ. C.
Does Advertising Pay?—There is no instance on record of a well sustained system of
judicious advertising failing of success.
“Mv success is owing to my liberality in ad-

vertising. ""Bonner.

..

‘I advertised my productions and made mon''—Nirholaa IjOV. mottrth
“Constant anil persistent advertising is a sure

prelude

to

wealth.—Stephen (Hrard.

“He who investsone dollar in business should
invest one dollar in advertising that business
—A T. Stewart.
"Without the aid of advertiseinenis 1 could
have done nothing in my speculations
I have
the most complete faith in printer’s ink.
Advertising is the royal road to business.—fiornum.

“Advertising has furnished

petence.”—Amot Lawrence.

me

with

a

com-

Job Printing.—Kvery description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at tbs lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Priuting House, lot
Wm. M. Marks.
Exchange St.

KEN WAV BKOTHEIIS,

Architects and Civil Engineers,
No. 6 PlHrnlx Block,
N
^ ■jj 3 XT XX

M A I N B

\Ve arc prepared to make Designs, Drawinps ami
Estimates, for every description of Architectural and
Work.
Engineering
over thirteen

years’ experience in the
Hying
European and American practice, we are in a position to put through work in a satisfactory and reliable manner.
Our engineering surveys are not to be surpassed
for accuracy and despatch.
We take pleasute in showing to gentlemen who
may favor us with a call, SPECIMENS ot our work,
embracing l>esigns for Churches, Public Building*,
Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been engaged.
Communications by mail promptly attended tp.
References permitted to Patterson & Ed wants.
Lewiston; Little, Sm’th
Co., Auburn; B. F. Sturgis, M. D., Auburn; Robinson & Beede. Auburn;
Capt. W. H. Smith, ‘Allan Line,” Portland.
mch4is3m

THE PB^S S.
THURSDAY

MORNING,

JUNE 4, 1874

furnished
with a Card certificate .countersigned by Stanley T.
hotel
and
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat
managers will coniet a favor upon us by demanding
credentials oi every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several ‘‘bummers” are Reeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, eveu passively, a party to such frauds.
Every

regular

attache of the Press is

Certain men who amuse themselves and
annoy their friends by continually declaring
against the unpractical and superficial education of women, will be delighted to learn that
a bread-making match has just come off in
Miss Catherine Beecher’s

Seminary at HartSome time since, so the story runs, a
who had married a graduate of the

ford.
mau

school found that she was deficient in breadmaking, though a model in all else. So he
offered prizes to the undergraduates. Four

married ladies and
the

were
Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all

cases

but

as a

neeessarily
indispensable,
guaranty ot good faith.
not

undertake to return

We cannot

munications that

are

for

or

publication

reserve

com-

not used.

professor of chemistry

a

judges, and

awarded none of the
had offers of marriage; which goes to show
that men are terrible liars when they affect to
to call the
approve what they are pleased
were

“practical education”
The Modern Sword of Damocles.
Abstract theorizing about any public danger falls very dead on the threatened public
unless some recent and potent illustration can
be adduced to arrest attention. So the journalist, who addresses bis words of warning
and advice to discouragiugly inattentive eyes
in time of repose, avails himself with avidity
of any circumstance which will make good
counsel practically useful. The Mill River
disaster furnishes a vital text for a vast
amount of newspaper preaching just now,

probably,

and

journalistic inspiration,
the way of protection

under

excellent bread
Since the prizes
competitors have

some

the result of the trial.

was

permitted

step
eminently satisiactory—it is
ed the district system—a

ing,

that lias
on

It is full time that the sword which hangs so
generally over our heads should be fastened
more securely.
It is not only the man who
pays for the sword, but also, aud for the pur
poses ot legislation chiefly, the man who adjusts the fastenings, who is responsible. Professional and moral responsibility is not suffi-

cient to make us secure in our lives and estates. The state ought, therelore, to inter-

through its legislature and courts. No
state ought to be as Massachusetts is, without a legal penalty for engineering and archivene

tectural crimes.”

Chicago papers are loud in praise of a
certain Dr. Paul Praegler, who has just succeeded in

transfusing

Blood from a lamb

to a

human being,—not through the sesophagus
according to the time honored custom, but

directly

from vein to vein,

lteally we lail to
praiseworthy in the operation. Most men have enough of the sheep
about them already. It is quite likely that
a little of the lamb wouldn’t injure those
dogs of war, the Western editors, and that it

see

what there is

would tend to sweeten their acidulous tempers ; but the rest of mankind are saccharine
enough in all conscience, and can bleat to

a

fifty

its

eral members were very strong in their convictions that women should not speak or
pray in public, and quoted St. Paul, who, by
made responsible for heaps of
in support of their views. The
matter was referred to a committee of seven.

25,000

slaves a year are

bad

faith,

and

contemplates squelching

after the King Theodore and
fashion.

Kiug

all hands that ho is an

able,

now.

and declared the governor’s
iiuwcvci,

il

YYas

enraged
“goose-cooked.”

preuy generally conceded

that the bill conld not be passed over the veto. At a caucus of the “Liberals” after the
adjournment of the legislature it was decided
to still press the bill and in the event of failto pa3s it, to support Major Jones’ bill.

ure

This bill provides for a state detective force
ot thirty men, a reduction of seventy from
the old force, and abolishes the police commissioners.
Tnu conference committee

on

the

curren-

cy bill is seeking a comoination of provisions sucli that the bill may pass both branches

While tearing out the inside of South College,
Dolby University, the workmen came across an

that Dartmouth College offered .to receive the
Bowdoin insurgents, President Chamberlain
addressed a letter of
to
C

inquiry

™..e

-—

-uuiwum,

viiciung

me

President

reply

tbat

a

prompt and decisive refusal would be returned
any application from the insurgents.
Pres-

to

ident Smith says:
Let me add that in my
judgment you have
doueyust right In sending away the students
who are in open and defiant revolt. You
could
do nothing less. And I hope no one of
them
will be restored,or permitted to enter
any other
college, till he has submitted to the outraged
authority of Bowdoin. I think I understand
the ujiiuus of their position.
They are quite
willing to he suspended for a t'me if they can
secure thus the abolition or material modification of the ruilitaryjdrill.
They expect to do
this, and. to return as a goodly company of
suffered
for
the welfare of the
martyrs, having
college, and triumphed over the Faculty. I
hope there will he no change in the matter of
the drill, until they have had a reasonable time
given them to submit to it, and that without
any promise on your part as to the
future; and
that when their
prescribed day of grace is over,
the door will be closed
agajnst them.
When
they ure.m their places, doing their
duty, it
will he tune to consider the
question of a
change. For the sake of venerable Bowdoin,
and of all the col
leges—nay for the sake of the
young men themselves—rebellion must not triumph, but law, order and legitimate

whit r«7fnd

X^hTT ^

the veritable
“snake in the
for she smashed the
an
siveone by the way, and

thermometer,

compe]|’ed

g|“
txp ir

^

fortunate man to buy another
filled with
standard temperance

beverage,

mercury.

Zt

Seminary.—The eximination of the classes>)f the Bangor Theoogical Seminary was continued, Tuesday, in

he evening Prof. Sewall of Bowiloiu College
lelivered the annual address before the lihet>rical Society on ‘‘The Dramatic Element of the

iible."

door above Brown. Portland, Me.

F.

eodsn

MIDDLE

Pimple

Remedy, the
Black

ware

Pnrfa>nns

Sch Giraffe, Bunker, St Stophens, NB-master.
Sch Albert H Waite, Pettiugili, Kennebec, to load
for Washington—J S Winslow & Co.
Seh Railroad, Webster, Castine— Nathl Blake.

Also

Sid 23d, barque Ellen Dyer, Clapp, Progresso.
Cardenas 28th, brig Myron us, Higgins, from
Marseilles; Prairie Rose, Griffin, Portland: «ch Hattie Ross. Farr, do.
Sid 23d, barque S W Holbrook, for North of Hatteras; brigs J W Spencer, Thomas, and Merriwa
Downes, do; 28th, Tubal Cain, Stone, do.
Ar at Matanzas 24th, brig Georgo S Berry, Keazer,
St John, NB; 25th, J Bickmore, Croucben, Portland!
Sid 23d. brig Minnie Miller, Leland, for New York
27th, barque Florence Peters, Branscomb, do.
Sid ftn Cadiz 11th, brig Sarah Gilmore, Clifford, for
Ar at

Portland.*

Ar at Baltimore 3d inst, brig Hattie M Bain.Thestrup, Sagna.
Ar at New York 3d, brig L M Merritt, Herriman,

3agua.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar at SW Pass 1st, ships Gettysburg, Stuart, Liverpool, (and sailed for NYork);
Baden, Dyer, from Havre.
Sid 1st. ships El Capitan, and Montebello.
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 25th, sebs Webster BerNew York; Harry White,
Hopkinz. do;
nard, Smith,
Annie
R Lew is,.Lewis, Boston; Lizzie
Bangoi; S P Hall, Chipmau, New York. Lane, West,
Old 25th, schs
Tannhauser, Grover, far New York*»
3 lp Seabury, Trim. Bangor.
BL'S?
DIM26nh’
Jlla &'ay- Driako. Washington, DC
L P
Mallory, Stetson, New York.
KEY WEST—Cld 20th,
hargue Eliza White WotL
ton, Matanzas.

nfw YoAkC°LA_CId

27th’ l’ar<1Ue Scotland' K°g«ra.

CuAtT™ARWerLS_Ar

2,tb’ ^ C°°k

»**■.

P™AdA^A,^TiV;ety,8CiIeeKCiUS)?k(!’MUCbenMcFaJ|l*n. Waldoboro.
BerfyUNewYon'GA_Ar26th’3°‘h'barQU°

WHARF,

ffSvPannrhSC_Ar
Sid
sch

* Ifllcc 189 Commercial, cor. of Center St..
v here we shall be pleased to see all our old customc rs an«l the public generally.
We are prepared to take orders for Coal for present

26th,

Mary

G

uses

description

sell-adjusting straight
ot Cotton, Silk and

Hope Manufacturing Co.,
NEW YORK.

.,

warranted to stand 7,1 pounds to
llie square iucli. Most KUKHEK
IIONE, RUBBER BELTING and

attached ,IOc per set.
Common Brass Hose Pipes with
stopcock, 1.50 each. But lew persons will use the common style of

Pipe after once seeing HA LL’N PA-

Low Priced

MUSICJBOOKS.
Attractive, Useful, and Very Popular
Clarke’. Dollar Instructor* for

TENT
COMBINATION
HONE
PIPE, with which you can produce either a solid stream or
sprinkler by a simple turn of Hie
stopcock. Please call and examine
these Hose Pipes even if yon do
not wish to purchase, at HALL’S
WATERPROOFING ANI> RUBBER
WAREHOUSE, MIDDLE
a-; in

REED

ORGANS, PIANO

RIVER OF

LIFE.

AND VIOLIN.

35 cts.
Best Sabbath School
Song Book.

CANTATA OF ESTHER. Dramatized.
cents. Immensely popular.

50

Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tunes,
40 cents. Much enlarged.
Sung everywhere.
RIVER OF T.TER

M r-ta

Hoot-

CnKK.il.

Assortment from

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL for Piano, CabOrgan, Guitar, Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute, Flageolet, Clarionet. Price of each Book 75 cts.
RIVER OF LLFE, 35 cts. Best Book for Sabbath
School.

cts

upwards.

Six Large all Linen Towels tor 50c.
“
“
Three “
Striped Towels
for 50 cents.
Our Damask Towels at 25 cents
are a Great Bargain.

DRESS~G00DS
possible prices.

*

Ar

Winter use, at the Lowest Market Itate3.
s I and u ril (Jonh of nil kimla. Hard aud

29th, sch A D Henderson, Henderson Boston
ALEXANDRIA-Ar 30th, sch South Shore Whit
emore, Boston.
Passed up, sch B F Lowell, Rice, from New Vn.i,
10tl£

fte.,

or

Better goods at equally Low Prices.

M. B,—Job Lot ot all Linen Genuine Russia Crash at 8 cents per

C. H. DITSON & CO.
B’dway, New York.
d&waw

711

my21_
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of

Administrator of the estate oi
JESSE GIBBS, late of Winchester,
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased,
who died leaving estate to be administered in the
County of Cumberland, and given bonds as the law
directs. And I do hereby appoint Henry Smith, of
North Bridgton, my Agent or Attorney in the State
of Maine. Ail persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased arercquired to exhibit the same:
and all persons indented to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
MARSHALL GIBBS,
of Winchester, Mass., Adm'r.
or to HENRY SMITH,
of North Bridgton, my Agent or Attorney.
19.1874.

ju4w3w23

ADA B. WORTH, late of Portland,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and baa
taken upon herself that trust as the law directs. All
persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment to
LYDIA C. KILGORE, Executrix.
Portland, June 2,1874.
judlaw3wTh*

Congress,

1

;

corner

ju4

Matthew

Brown Streets.
dlw

MARY A. CONNOR, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, Jii.,Administrator.
Portland, May 19, 1874.
ju4dlaw3wTh*

Loring, Short
We have in stock

or

before the 11th inst.
B. B. MURRAY, JR.,
Acting Quartermaster General.

Ju4<13fc

City of Portland.

ORDERED.

pearTtkees.
With all kinds of Frnit and Ornamental Trees,
Vines, Hoses, Evergreens for Hedges, Shrubs, Bulbs,
and Plants in variety. The largest and best assortment ever otteredtn Portlanct. All m want of Nursery stock of whatever description should call on

WOT. MOKTON & SON,
1!*S & 130 Middle Ml.,just below Phillips’
Drug tutor,-. Portland Me.
t3?“Store closed on Saturdays.

myl2dtf2p

Rockaway House,
MT. DESERT,

Tills House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
Table abundantly supplied with
good
substantial fare. Good Fish and
Accomo-

agreeable.

Boating.

dations for ninety people.
T. LORD ROBEIITH.
ju4dlm*

Lost from Schooner Little Kate,
Cape PorpoiBe, while at anchor on Jeffrey,
May 25tli, a 13$ foot DORY, painted white with

OF
blue

umier streak.
In her were two pair of oars and
troll roller. Anyone finding her will be suitably rewarded by applying to
CAPT. RICHARD J. NEMAN,
ju4dlw
Cape Porpoise, Me.. June 1, 1874.

a
a

$400.

Partner

Wanted.

$400.

with $400
cash to join tho advertiser in a business that
will pay. Address
BUSINESS, this Office.
I
3t*
ju4

AN

active, equaro-dealing young

man

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Tones up
the

System.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Builds up
the

Broken down.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Makes
the Weak

Strong.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

ol

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Female
Weaknesses.

Gold

Leaf, Bronze and Plain
Tints, Borders, Decorations
and mouldings.
Also

an

Immense Stock of

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Boils
and Humors.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures Diseases

Satin & White

of the Kidneys
and Bladder.

Papers.

Loring, Short &

Harmon.

glass.

rrJIR. T. W. EMERSON his Slot.nl
our Store.
Particular attention given to

hanging

paper..my2Sd2w2<lp

flne

( ACTION. Be sure you get the right article
See that “PERUVIAN SYRUP** is blown in the

Co.

Providence Tool

dress.
MET II

LEWIS OLIVER A PHILLIPS

ffm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

86

W FOWLE Sc MOftM, Proprietor
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by dealers gener

my6W&S2p&w3m

ally.

BEADING BOLT AND NET WORKS.

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

W. GIFFORD A Co.,

A

Manufacturers oi

road

Supplies.

Marino Hardware & Ship Chand

lery.

We invite especial attention to
this department of our business,
and to the great inducements ottered to purchasers, both in

w2w23

cars

Street.

years of age is wanted
of a Babe. Good w:ige«
apply to 129 Oxford

juidtf

NEW BRITAIN

PURE WHITE LEAD
ample experience in practical use, this
AFTER
lead is
conceded to be all that is claimed
and
now

for

it,
market.

is

guaranteed fully equal to any in the

It iH strictly tithe, containing
nothing but line
white lead aud the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is of extraordinary fineness.
State Assayer’s Office, )
20 Slate St., Boston,
f
Gentlemen:—I have ana.vzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with resul
as follows:—This white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has good
covering power,
and is in every respect of stan iard
quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State Assayer and Chemist, Mass.

Man.

ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND
AMERICAN

pair Shops.

Hartford, Conn- Feb. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied t.iat it is equal to
Your l uiv,
any now manufactured.
V. 1.

Sole

PERRY,

PORTLAND, ME.

aP27___eod6w
Craig, Jackson & Brackett

eodly

K. H^WES

PLASTERERS,
STUCCO & MASTIC WORKERS,
NO. 6 SOUTH STREET.

Whitening,

Whitewashing,

Sheet

Splendid assortment ot Centre
Flowers, Brackets, Trusses, Ac.
»P3

eodtf

To loan on first class Mortgages iu
Portland and Vicinity in

to orders.

STREET.

“

Cienfuegos

“

“

Sagua
English Island

“

•»
“

816

2d p

SALE

eo<l&w2w

theCOOLERS,

the best kind are

NEW WATER

Manufactured from SPATE STONE.

These Cool-

keep water sweeter, ami purer, and are more
economical ol ice than
any other in the market.
*or sale by
trade
Crockery and House

ers

Furnishing

generally.

JOHN MIXER Sc MONK, N. E. Agent*,
*36 Milk Street, Boitou, JHaia.
my27eod6t
__

Light-House Board, I
)
Washington, May 12,18»4.
at this Office
Proposals will be receivedl
until 11 o’clock A. M. on WEDNESDAY, the
of the

SEALED

10th dayol dune. 1874. from ship-builders only, for
necesfurnishing the materials and labor of all kinds
in accordsary to construct a first-class Light-ship,

and drawings, bearing date
ot which may be had on application
at this Office, and to the Light-house Inspectors at
the Custom-house, Portland, Maine; at No. 14 Pemberton Square. B( ston, Massachusetts; at Tomkinsville, Staten Island, New York; and at No. 209 South
Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

specifications

ance with
as above, copies

myl83taw3w

BLACK

JOSEPH HENRY,

Chairman.

This beautiful and noted young Stallion

fT*Y\

Cornish, April 13,1374,

apl5vod3ui

SUMMER SUITINGS,
“

TROWSERINGS,
FANCY WORSTEDS,
Black and Bine West of England
Broadclotbs and Doeskins,
and

having

a

Cutter that is second

to none in the

city

we

feel assured

in saying that those who intrust
their orders to us will be sutistled
in Fit, material and make,

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.
Ju3

la'2w

HEALTHY
onmuLMmo.
momenta In one’s life when the need
THERE
of something possessing restorative
stimuis felt
are

lating properties
simply with a view

or

and, it at hand, indulged in,
the system against
sickness, against great anticipated danger, against
bodily weakness, or against dark troubles of iho
mind. Whatever may occasion the use of the ordinary stimulants (spirituous liquors) when continued
tor any length of time they are in ntanv instances
followed by deplorable results, especially when taken
by the weak, the uervous and the sickly. Hut notwithstanding their injurious effects, tutoxfcarts are
Irecly prescribed by physicians and friends. A great
want exists for a
to

fortifying

RESTORATIVE

eodly

AIITO

STIMULANT,

Free irom these serious objections, yet palatable,
even inviting to the sensitive palate. «hlch will create no morbid appet ite tor Itself, and operate as an
assistant to digestion, as well as perform the functions of a stimulant. Such we conlideutlj believe
is to bo found in

wniicning, « oioung, Whitewash*

An elegant combination of the True Jamaica (linger,
with the choicest Aromatics. It is beyond all comparison the most healthy, invigorating tonic and
stimulant before tlio public. It ia ea>neatly recom-

ing> Cementing, Ac,

Mo. 21 Union

Street,

PORTLAND,
CONTRACTOR

ME.

aprleod3n»

BONDS

INTEMPERATE
In assisting them to overcome a morbid appetite for
intoxicants. Taken by one of confirmed habit, it
will allay thirst, generate a healthy flow of the gastric juices, thereby furnishing the proper solvent for
food, and permit, by taking the place of intoxicants,
and assist, by its renovating action on the systom,
the complete restoration of the
appetite, health and

strength.

...

BelfastBangor

<?,8
«’8

*

*

"

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

Chicago

mended to the weak ami nervous, to those recovering from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor. It is invaluable to the

fj’s
«*
SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

Portland
Bath

GINGER.

FOR

CONCRETE
WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS, Ac.

J?,8

Is sold by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicine.
WEEKS A POTTER, BOUTON.

I*

Greneral Agents.

8s
■

■

Cook Comity

7’s
7’s
7’g
ti’s

■

Louisville Ky.»

•

Maine Central R. R.
£. & K. American R. R. Gold
FOR SALE

SWAM X

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
J. W. PEKKINS A CO.,

W holesale

BARRETT,

100 MIDDLE STREET.

in y

A.

T.

Portland,
Lrwi.ioa,
’.
Hnngor,
.....
Ruth,
....
Ciuciuunti,
Toledo,
ALSO

State of New Hampshire,
And other Securities.
FOR

SALE

OF—

Havana & Domestic
AN
AN
AN
AN
f’»
S’.

AN
ON

BY

EXCHANGE STREET.

niy27eo<!tf
^'versreen Cemetery./—Owners of lots can
Lave a beautiful artiiicial Sbme Flower Vane, (at a
reasonable price) delivered tree of charge. They
stand coltl and heat, and do not need painting.
Plants thrive iu them. Tbe sun’s rays do not bum
them.
ju4U3t

AND

Cigars

—

CIGARETTES,
NO. 113 FEDERAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Cuban Cigarette* Npnui«b
paper, warranted HavuUii lobateo. I wail make the
Lowest Price* in the New Kuglaud State*.

__dim

ICE.

if. 11. PA1SOM X CO.
32

LAMB,

—MANUFACTURER

—

•

Nalar,

w

NOTICE.

eod tebl87

CITY BONDS.

Stair of

Agents.
20dl

BY=.

8eP2L

DIAMOND.

will make the present season at the sub
'seriber’s stable in Cornish Village, Black
It
.Diamond was sired by Penobscot Boy; he
by Old Drew from a Messenger mare. Black Diamond has trotted a three in five race during the last
year, winning with ease and making his best mile in
2.51 without fitting. He is eight
years old, sixteen
hands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of Mack
brown color ami has fine natural trotting action.
Terms—To warrant $25.
WM, H. WARREN.

We have some very choice English Goods of our own importation in

JAMAICA

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office

JLowest of Low Prices.

Blasterer, Stucco and
^Mastic TVorker,

BY

THOS. LYNCH & CO.

_
my2°

at tbe

GATLEYr SANFORD'S

R. K.

molasses in Hhds.. Tcs. and Bbls.
FOR

DAVIS,

and Loan

Agency
Brown’s Block.

MOLASSES! MOLASSES!
Choice New Orleans molasses.
“
“
Porto Itico
“
“
Demarara

to suit.

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per'
cent, inetrest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and principal collected without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investments and
improvements made on commission and on shares.
Bankable paper bought and sold.

in

Violins, Guitare, Accordeons, Concertinas, Banjos,
Flutes, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Cornets, Piano Stools.
Extra Violin Strings, wli desale and retail.
Music Rolls, Folios, and every description of Musical Merchandise.
Music sent by mail, and particular attention given

inannei'

CTIMIII

$20,000

O. R.

Music, Books, &c., &c.

and

made into garments to order in the
in the most Fashionable and tasty

Coloring.

ESTEY’S REED ORGAN, Real Estate
Alio, Dealer

TO

Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,

sums

77 MIDDLE STREET
O.

i>ani ot Palmer Knox was by the Robinson Horse,” he by Bucephalus. Palmer Knox is
ha?f brother to Plato, record 2.27. Gilbreth
Knox,
2.26}, Lady Maud, 2.22}. Camors, 2.20}, and many
other last borses. He won the two besi purses on
two succeeding* days at the State Fair in
Bangor,
1873, trotting the full mile iu 2.38 without skip or
break. The next week at Portland be won the best
purses on wo succeeding days in three straight heats,
T"aking but one break in each day. Shortly afterwards the Fair at Saco awarded him the first premium for the l>est st( ck horse, also the best
purse for
the best and fastest trotting Stallion. This Stallion
will stand at Coffin’s Stable, on South
Street, in Portland Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays
of each week, and at
McKenney’s Stable in Bkldeford the rest of the time.
Terms $50 season, cash or note at time of first service.
Season from May 1st to August 1st. For
particulars seo posters or address tfi. H. McKEHNEY
Biddeford, Jr M. G. PALMER, Portland.
ucn. Jvnox.

WHIPPLE Sc < ©.,

Agents, ill Market Square,

fe23

WOOLENS

This fast trotting and perfect Stallion is nine years
old, dark brown, 15* bands, weighs 1100 nound*: Sire

SUCCESSORS

Prices.

For the balance of the Season we
shall offer our entire assortment of

44 Broad Street,
Boat.a

Department.

Goods and

1. H* WORK, Agent,

ja21deowlrr

Custom

he

“All i. not gold ilml glitter*.”-CEMENT
PIPE does not glitter much, but il is as
good as
gold tor the purpose for which it is made, viz. drains
sewers, Ac.
juld»t

A BOTTLE.

PRICE, $1.00

32-page pamphlet, containing a history of the
PERUVIAN SYRUP, a valuable paper on progress
n medical science, a treatise on Iron as a medical
agent, testimonials from dist nguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be sent free to any adA

PALMER KNOX.
la

VICKERY Ac LEIGHTON.

77 MIDDLE
my29eod3in

In Board op Mayor and Aldermen, J
June 3, 1874.
)
That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in two daily papers iu this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7$ o’clock P. M., at the Aidermen’s Room in the City Building, will hear all i>arties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
into Neal Street, about 600 feet; Brackett Street,
fiom York to Dan forth Street; Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal Streets; Congress Place, from Congress to Deering Street; Brown
Street, about 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets. And that thereafter this Board will
determine and adjudge if public convenience requires
the construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,
d3w
ju4

the

Blood.

Complaint.

assortment

Consisting of

DULEN

Agent for the Celebrated

and to be entitled to consideration must be received
on

Vitalizes

Cures
Liver

WRINGER

EXCHANGE STREET.

W. W.

The price of each article must be stated.
The articles must be made according to samples at
this office, and must be delivered on «or before the
first of August next.
Envelopes containing proposals should te marked
on the outside, “Proposals for furnishing Uniforms,”

PERUVIAN SYRUP

diw

J'-G

180 Uniform Conto for Infantry.

Alcohol.

Dyspepsia
and Debility.

fine

__

180 Pairs Pants for Infantry.
180 Caps for Infantry*

no

Cures

Harmon,

&

carefully selected

a

!

ALLEN’S FI1TTIT STORE

STATE OF MAINE.

following named articles, viz.:

Contains

PERUVIAN SYRUP

R00MPAPERS1

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES

~BANANAS

Master Car Builder, H. i & F. R. R.

ADJUTANT GENERAL’S OFFICE,
I
Augusta, June 2, 1874.)
Sealed proposals will be received at this office for
furnishing for use of the Militia of this State, the

PERUVIAN SYRUP

dlw

in

j“3

of

m 11

is hereoy given, that the suoscriber has
Heavy Hardware and Railbeen duly appointed and taken upon himself
NOTICE
the trust of Administrator of the

1LR

a Protected
Protoxide
Iron.

Is

ROOM PAPERS

lYustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill JR. JR. Re-

COVELL & CO., Agents,

Georgetown.

BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, schs Effio J Simmons
iatrington. Bowdoinham; May McFarland MeBW
,r'
and, Boston.
Ar 1st, schs Lizzie Wilson, Wilson, Matanzas- n T!
iVebb, Gioss. Eleuthera; E H Atwood,from Ban.™,
* r’
iolou, McKown, Bowdoinham.
Cld 1st, tirig Concord, Pratt, West Indies: sch 11.
; ;ie Poor, Dickey. Eleuthera.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, brig Marshall Dutch
'urner, Portland; schs E LPorter, Hudson. Kenne’
1 >ec; Alice M Alien, Brigham, Abacoa; John Bovn
3
1 on, Hill, Calais.
Cld 1st, brig Caroline Eddy, Larraliee.
Trinidad
i I D H art, Burges, Portsmouth; Rising Sun,
Colburn’

lampden.
Below, schs Tahmiroo, from Bangor
J tinuey, from Kennebec.

SHAWLS!

Striped Ottoman Shawls for $1,50.

BAR HARBOR,

Annie

Boston.

l

A large variety in desirable Shades at the Lowest

SHAWLS,

Alii'lv R-*

ju3

WINNER’S BAND OF FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin,jbornot or Clarionet, and Bass.
Sent post-paid en receipt of retail price.

tliiUO

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Culled la our Slack of Dry Good*
Hold cheap ul Wholtuanle.

12 1*2

m.

C*k.*1

inet

Bridgton, May

alcohol.

WITHOUT

HOTEL.

Song Book.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.

Permanent Tonic

made from new Rubber, and the
has a pure Rubber lining,
which makes it durable and is

lings securely

dressed to

A

Hose

RUBBER STEAM PACKING, Ac.,
finished and Uglily ornamented, and
WAKUAMTCD I'OB -5 YEAKS! is made (to save expense) from
the grindings ot old Rubber Boots,
SAMPLE MACHINES
WITH TABLE AND
shoes, far springs, Ac., which be
1 KKADLE forwarded to anv
part of the World on
receipt of TifiN DOILARM!
ing lileless stuff allows the w ater
Special terms ami extra inducements to male and
to penetrate the lining ot tlie Hose
female agents, store-keepers, &c.
I
County rightsgiv- into the cloth and soon becomes
en lo smart ageuts tree.
Samples of sewing, descrip- I rotten and
worthless. Hence nothtive circulars containing terms,
testimonials, engravings. *ic., sent tree. AU money sent in Pose Office
ing but a pure Gum lining iu Hose
Money Orders, Drafts, or by Express, are perfectly
is of much value whether subject to
secure.
Sale delivery of our goods guaraureed.
or not.
Our brass coupAll orders,
communications, etc., must be ad- pressure

twelve to
to assist in
For

R«ed.

Bliss, Simmons, Quincv
In port, sch Farragut, Hart, for Maine.
CHARLESTON—Ar 1st, sch M M Poto,
Abbott

o r

entirely palatable. The ofnsive taste of the Oil has long acted as a prominent
o ejection to its use; but in this form the trouble is
e it irely obviated.
A host of certificates might be
ivenhereto testify to tae excellence and success of
1 Vilbor's Cod TAver
Oil and Lime. But the fact that
is regularly prescribed by the medical
faculty is
® line lent.
For sale by A. B. WlLBOR,
Chemist, Bos)B» aud by all druggists.
ju2deodlw

all

uses

sixteen
AGIltT,
TOWELS 2 paid.
taking
further inlormaiiou

“Ch

removed

Giuther, Embroider, etc.,

needle,

Thread. Makes the strongest stitch known, the cloth
will tear, before the seam will rip, uses the thread
direct from the Spool. The Machine is
beautifully

Girl Wanted.

Philadelphia.

WOOD,

entirely

Large

a

and

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Havana 26th, brig Lena Thurlow. Corbett.
*

REMOVED TO

over

to be conorder.

SO EASY TO LEARN THAT A CHILD CAN
RUN IT, will do all kinds oi Sewing, from the finest
:o the cnarust, will Hem, Fell, Tuck, Braid,
Cord,

NO. 11

Ladies’ Regular Hake Ralbriggan Hose,
Silk Clocked, 50 ceuts a pair,

Go.

Brig Mary A Chase. Dolan, Kennebec, to load iee
tor Washington—J S Winslow & Co.
Seh Delmont, Blake, Philadelphia—E G Willard.
Seh Harriet Chase, Quinlan, St John, NB—John

MOONEY,

the Oil is

SIZE.

yard.

Spring.

DEALERS IN

mtage of this compound

patented attachments.

Splendid lot of Bananas will be offered to-day at

Hosiery, Hosiery,

Russian Counseller, (Br) Foster, St Stephens.
Sch Speaker, Matthews. Boston.
Sch Elizabeth, Davis, Boston.
Seh Sympathy, Elliot, Lynn, to load for Mt Desert.
Sch M D Wilson, Noble, Salem, to load tor Calais.
Soh Buena Vista, Rines, Wiscasset, with heading to
Emery & Fox.
Sch May Wyman, Sawyer, Tremont for Bostou.
Sch Ratan, Whtilemore, Ellsworth tor Salem.
Sch Maine, Lord, Sullivan lor Boston.
Sch J H Romer, Romer. Tremont for Boston.
S«h Ligure, Stanley, Calais for Boston.
Sch Floreo, Dodge, Bangor for Norwich.
Scbs Kosciusko, Clark, and Susan Jane, Wescott,
Bangor for Boston.
CLEARED.
Barque Sarah, Ingersoil, Buenos Ayres-A & SIE

REMOVAL.

le nauseating taste ol
“ a 1 the whole rendered

numerous

Complicated Machinery
stantly gelling out of

You who have the privilege of
nsing RUBBER HONE for luxury
dust,
>r necessity in preventing
watering gardens or lawns and extinguishing Arcs, please remember
that we propose to supply the demand for 3-ply hydrant RUBBER
IIONE at prices from 14c per foot
upw ard in any length you require.
Our best IIO-E, like our best RUBBER MACHINE BELTING and
RUBBER STEAM PACKING, is

Attention of Trade

Sch

sudtt

Lime. The adthe plain Oil is that

Now and

Vo

lO, 13 1-3, 15, 17. 30, 35 and 30 cents.

Wednesday, Jane 3.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS—passenger,
and mdse to John Porteous,
Seh J H Counce, Trim, New York—coal to Stone-

STREET.

Pure CinI l-ivcr Oil mid

Only Ten Dollars.

rhi* naoMt Nimpleniid <'oiuparl! The moat
Durable and Krononaicnl ! ? A model of combined Simplicity,
NlreugUi and Beauty!!

1-3 and 43c each.

LARGE

PORT OF PORTLAND.

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

Wilbor’s Compound

MACHINE,

TABLE AMD TREADLE,

OV

MACHINE NEWS.

Boston,

ray22su3m

37

Handkerchiefs,

Henimoil

y_ay.

fflibist'vre Almanac.Jane 4.
Sunrises.4.25 I Moon rises.11.40 PM
Sunsets.7.311 High water.2.30PM

ana

HAND.

RUBBER HOSE IEOH in the BLOOD

WITH —.

—

GENTS’ ILL LINEN

6
New York. .Aspinwall.. .June 6
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.... June 6
City of Brooklyn -New York..Liverpool.. .Juue 6
Republic.New York. .Liverpool_June 6
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.June 6
City of New York. .New York ..Havana.June 7
•Claribel.New York. Hayti, «&c... June 8
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.... June 9
Crescent City...... New York.. Havana... .June 9
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool.. ..June 13
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... J une 20
Sarmatian.Quebec.. .Liverpool... .June27

$3.00!

t I

30, 33, 30, 33,

Henry Chauncy...

80ST0X & MAIXE RAILROAD TICKETS

ALWAYS ON
Portland, May 15,1874.

Handkerchiefs !

Hemstitched

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool....Juue

BOTTOM DROPPED OETl

fdgiugs,

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN &TEAJIEBS
Name.
From,
For
Date
Trincaria. New York.. Glasgow
..June 4
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg
.June 4
Metropolis.New York-..Bermuda
June 4

$3,001

Soft Wood,

Colored Borders, at 25, 30, 33,
37 1-2 and 42 cents each.

Betsey

SPECIAL NOTICES.

RICHARDSON’S

—

Handkerchiefs !

Hemstitched

In ComiBli. Mav 29, Mrs.
Lincoln, aged 88
years 2 months. [Boston papers please copy.]
In Scarboro, May 18, Miss Mary Moulton, aged
59 years.
In Dayton, May 18, Mr. Jas Maddox, aged 62 years
In Bremen, May 23, Mrs. Mercy Osier, aged 82
years 7 months.
In Wintbrop, May 29, Mrs. Daniel Chandler, aged
57 years.
In Woolwich, May 30, Mrs. Caroline A., wite of J.
A. Shaw, aged 42 years 3 months.

food nod Digestion.
dyspepsia the gastric juice which should dissolve
ha food is only formed in small quantities, and what>ver may be the
fe.ling of emptiness and weakness
n such cases, the
dyspeptic should eat very sparingy. To remedy the evil, the mucous membrane of
he stomach, which secretes and emits the gastric
luid, should be stimulated and toned, and the best*
1 u fact the only sure preparation for this purpose is
lostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Not only does this ad1 airable stomachic promote a sufficient and
steady
upply of the solvent which converts the food to the
of
but
it
also
urposes
life,
regulates the flow of bile,
outrols the bowels, and has a most invigorating ef, sct upon the nerves. The glow which the
very first
< ose diffuses through the
system Is an earnest of the
iiore permanent vitalizing effects which are
produc< <1 by its persistent use.
It improves the appetite,
< beers

HAVE

STREET,

Portland and Mrs. Susie L. Harmon.
Pverard Holmes and Lizzie R.
i
In Wayne, May 30, Samuel P. Libby~oTXeeds and
Miss Emma L. Norris of Wayne.
In East Readfiold, May 30, Chas C. Merrill and
Miss Ida J. Maee.
In Boston, June 2, John H. Russell and Miss
Amelia M. Chase, both of Portland.

In

AND

AT

LADIES’ ALL LINEN
gntf

-rim pies.

w

lay morning.

< 30AL

SEWING

MISCELLANEOUS.

er

7, 8. 10, 12 1-2, 15, 17, 20.

5. 6,

Lyman, June 1, by Rev. J. C. Andrews, at the
residence ot the bride’s father, Levi L. Cummings of

YORK COUNTY.

&

—

In

badly

the spirits, and renders the body hardy

*

$io-

HEREBY GIVEN, that the SubscribNOTICEhasISbeen
duly appointed Executrix of the
Will of

Handkerchiefs,

Hemmed

Or for his Improved Comedone and
great Skin
Medicine fnr
Heads or 1? lesliworms. Or consult
B. C, PERKY, the noted Skin Doctor, 49 Bond
Street. New York.
ap308neod&w3m20

Mrs. Melinda Leighton of Saco died very sud
lenlyof heart disease, probably, in Saco, Tues-

EVANS

PRICES !

infallible.

injured probably fatally.

STO. 11 EXCHANGE
my26

THE USUAL

at

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

For Moth Patches, Freckles
Tan ask your Druggist for Perry’s Moth and
Freckle Lotion, which is harmless and in every case

_J

Mr. William Gifford of Fairfield was
injured recently by a runaway horse.

WONDERFUL!
FIRST CLASS FULL SIZED

A

LEAVITT.

and

The Somerset Academy at Athens is to be
enlarged this summer.
It is thought that the damage done by the
gale at Harmony, Cambridge and Ripley will
reach $25,000.
Reuel Patten’s barn in Pittsfield was struck
by lightning Sunday and two oxen killed.
Mrs. Emerson, a pauper belonging in Athens, who has been boarded at Skowhehan,committed suicide by drowning last Saturday rather
than go back to Athens.
Joseph Skilling’s house and stable in Ripley
were burned last Friday.
A Grange has been formed at Norridgewock.
Charies G. Gurney of Skowhegan, while on a

from

HALF

DIED.

* V.

510.

estate of

SOMERSET COUNTY.

or

Slightly Damaged,

EXCHANGE STREET.,

A

90
junta

The shower of Sunday night at Garland was
of the severest ever known and much damage was done to graiu and gardens.
Albert Mudgett’s barn in Dixmont was
struck by lightning Sunday evening and burned,
with ten tons of hay and straw.
Dr. B. F. Teft of Bangor delivered the oration at Kenduskeag, Decoration Day, and Capt.
F. A. M. Stackpole a poem.

'Xo

HANDKERCHIEFS 1

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

one

\!

Matter’s Celebrated All Linen

All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe aa well as profitable.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

trong.

“JOB LOT”

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTBICT BONDS.
BEAL ESTATE MOBIGAGEg.

KNOX COUNTY

nrnn

au26snti

mc3

The Rockland liquor agency bought last year
84,088..‘15 worth of liquor and sold $7,212.14
worth at a gross profit of $2,506.27.
Capt. Wellman Spear of Rockland was severely injured in Boston last week by the giving way of a stage on which he was walking on
hoard his vessel.
A double decked barkentine of 800 tons and
a three masted schooner of 600 tons are
building at Rockland.

Ifllt'lb' lUon/Inn

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Decorations, Ac.,

ancient bell tongue.

Current Notes.
Aroostook is evidently tired of waiting for
congressional hopors. Speaking of the successor of Gen. Hersey, the North Star
says:
A new man picked up in Bangor or anywhere

SPOKEN.
May 21, lat 36 10 N, Ion 48 30 W, ship Seminole,
from San Francisco tor Liverpool.
May 17, no lat, Ac, ship Transit, Percy, from Liverpool for Portland.

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,

ang.

casus, and by early autumn 20,000 will bave
got beyond the reach of Russian authority.
The authorities at Moscow attempted to stop
this exodus, but the entire population showed symptoms of rising in revolt, so the at-

Mr. Geoffreion enters the Cabinet
Minister of Internal Revenue.

1st, schs Janet S, Hall, and M
L St Pierre. Carter, Portland; Ernest. Quinlan; E B
H
and
Beard, Lewis,
Holder, Holder, do.

anti

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Quebec.

and others.
Ar at St John. NB,

Stated Meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic
Association will be held at Library Room, Mechanic’s
Hall, on THURSDAY EVENING, June 4th, at 7J
o’cl ick.
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.
sntd
,
ju2

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Hon. Mb. Fournieb becomes Minister of
Justice in the Canadian Cabinet in place of
Hon. Mr. Dorion, appointed Chief Justice of

York;

MARRIED.

q

The prince of blatherskites, George Alfred
Townsend, says that Gen. Butler will run
for the governorship of Massachusetts, his
friends claiming that the general demoralization of the country has raised him to the position of a man no worse, only more cursed,
than the rest.

BLOCK,

M. C. M. A.

NEWS.

The new Russian law of compulsory military service threatens to depopulate * the
Crimea.The Tartars are erhigiatiug to theCau-

as

one

Several ladies will enter the next class at
Bates College.
The house of Uriah F. Libby in Leeds was
entered by hnycrlora Sumlay Anri gun auH
eral other articles stolen.
It is supposed that
the thief is George Ashmore of Lewiston.

desisted from.

Sid 18th, scb W S Jordan. Baker, United States.
In port 20th, ship Annie Fish. Hoflses, tor Bombay.
Ar at Cienfuegos 28th ult, brig Atalaya, Cole, from
New York.
At Baracoa 17th nit, seb Maid of the Mist, for New

_

James Armstrong of Houlton had his right
foot badly torn while at work in a circular saw
mill in that town.

was

Chapman, New Orleans.

usual.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

man and his conservative position
will have the greater strength from his locality. The West will hardly be ablo to object
to him as tne representative of Eastern tnteiests and his Influence on the right side of financial matters will be potent.

Ar at Leith 19th, ship Cora, Coombs, Calcutta.
Ar at Bremerhaven 17th ult, Willie S Thompson,

Prepared only by A. Q. SCHLOTTERBECK
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,

at

STATE

discreet and

inSrrWl‘iChWaS
wS
as

~ Oi

ult, ship Timour, Robbins, trom

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

_

upright

tempt

as

21st

New Orleans.

SPRINGER
CLAPP’S

Bombay

At Puma Arenas March 18, brig Kitty Coburn, for
San Francisco Apl 10.
Ar at Liverpool 20tb, ship St Joseph, Colley, from

a MARBLE PURITY.

candidates for the office

Allrnna knltn..

Ar at
Rnnt.nn.

A safe and sure remedy tor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it

the auuexed prices: Common to
fair 20 to 22 cftits; medium to good 22 to 25
cents; choice 20 and 27 cents; selections 28
cents.

Coffee

,SeWireiSaCruSadur’

spirit

Tuesday

him

of Congress and receive the executive
approval. This is almost as difficult a task as
ridiug two horses going in opposite directions, for the majority of Congress favors inflation while the President is
unaltetabiy opposed to it and declines to express an opinion on ncy measure until it comes
regularly
before him. In his firmness lies the
for
no bill will
of the country
receive his
sanction which does not contain provisions
authority.”
looking distinctly toward resumption. It is
Winter Amusements.—A fine
instrumental
quite possible that no legislation on the subhas been organized for
lyceum
ject will be perfected and such a result will combination
courses for the coming winter
season, consistprobably be as satisfactory to all parties as
ing of a sextette of the finest soloists in the
any compromise measure that will be
likely country underMr. Bernard Liztmann, leading
to pass.
violinist of the Theodore Thomas Orchestra”
Four of the six were the leading solo
In Chicago the
performcrusading spirit has really ers of the
Thomas
boiled over in a few
and two come
instances, unless we dis- from Europe. ThisOrchestra,
combination will bo furnbelieve the veracious
papers of that cityished to lecture committees
tie latest instance in
point happened Friday. A. Jones, who will attend tothrough Mr. Geo
the engagements
t00k i*ome
ibroughout New England. He will also take
atherm
<i"ed with sPirits ako
charge of Mr. H. O. Barnabee’s business,
i0Cai“yt0k> hi. ind will furnish other fine lyceum talent.
Vi*’- apprehensions
Bangoii Theological

Safety

County.

T’Vro fit

The accession of Gen. Bristow to the
Treasury Department '13 received with general satisfaction by the couutry. It is
agreed
on

are

of Sheriff of the

FOREICKPORTsI

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

was

County, Indiana,

dy, and Union.Crocker, Machias; Sylvia. Batson,do;
Victory, Clifford. Rockland; M L Crockett, Crockett,
Beliast; Nellie M Power, King, PortlanJ; Areola,
Wolstou, Dover.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 1st, sch A Hammond, Goldthwalte, Saco for New York.

OF

nrai_'3

Governor Taylor of Wisconsin took a ride on
the cars recently and refused to pay the conductor more than threo cents a mile.
A hundred and forty-five grangers in Cass

forwarded. The English government is satisfied that the Sultan of Zanzibar is acting in

j

GOODS

3,

<

*

Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 2d. sells Robert Foster, Evans. Millbridge; Gen Meade, Patterson, and Martha Weeks,
*
White, Bangor; J G Ferris. Wiscasset.
Ar 3d, schs John Tyler,Rowe, Calais; Sarah. Han-

the will receive pupila in Object-drawing and

Painting,

Vermont considers herself in for a large apple crop this year.
A Toronto despatch says that Mr. Hicks (?)
is to succeed Mr. Brydges as Manager of the
Grand Trunk Bailroad.

The English treaty with Zanzibar for the
suppression of the slave trade on the eastern
coast of Africa appears to have failed in accomplishing its object. A new overland
route has been established from Larno to
which

Where

News and Other Items.

the way, is

over

ROOM

49 1-2

foolishness,

—

hag removed her Studio to

rendered with pleasing
effect, and at the close of the afternoon exercises the Anvil Chorus by sixty performers
with pianos, organs, anvils, &c., completed the
musical exercises. To-day the graduating exercises proper occur.
W.

accompaniments

NEWPORT—Ar 2d, sch Xylon, Mitchell. Harring(lost part ol deck load.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar l«t, brig Hattie E
Wheeler, Armstrong, Sagua for Portland; schs Lizzie, Leighton, Weehawkeu for Newburyport; Canary
from Batli for New York; New Zealand, Bangor for
New London; John Mayo, trom Liucolnville for New
Bedford.
Sid, schs Abbie E Willard, Fannie & Edith, Hattie
M Hayo, Mary
Eliza. J H Chaffee, Willio Harrs,
R M Brookings. U L Tay, R L Hersev, Addle Kyersou, Fannie Flint.
Ar 2d. sch Sedona, Wall, Ca’ais for Providence.
Sid 2d, schs Sedona, Massachusetts, Mary, New
Zealand. Northern Light, Canary, Caroline Grant,
and Frank Herbert.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 1st, schs Maggie Belle, New
York lor Rockland; N A Farwell, from Savannah for
ton tor New York,

prices to close them out.

MRS.

The nineteen solo singers showed the
admirable training in this department, and reflected much credit upon Prof. Morse and his
assistants.
I should have remarked that previous to the
oration yesterday Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony
with pianoforte, organ and other instrumental

The Presbyterian Assembly appears to
delegates who are entitled to
rank with Dogberry, and write themselves
down as asses. At St. Louis the other day
the question of the praying of women at the
weekly prayer meetings was taken up. Sev-

VARIETY

Baraooa.

Bangor.

REMOVAL,

success.

embrace some

bo had of all Druggists,
mel2eod&wlyanll

Laura, Jorgenson,

Cld 2d, Oarques Ornius, Bailey, Cork or Falmouth;
Grenada, Hodgdon, Galveston ; Alfred, Bart, Bath:
Henry Flitner, Dickey, Caibarien; sch Mary Helen,
Sanborn. St Pierre.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 1st, sch Mabel Thomas, Bandall, Boston.
STONINGTON— Ar 1st, sch Roamer, McFarland,
Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, 6chs Annie P Chase, Poole
Baltimore; Wigwam, Field, Millbridge; Maria Ann,
Colton. Dennysville; Five Sisters, Wallace, Machias;
Frank Barker, Plaisted, Bangor.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 1st, sch Com Tucker, Munroe,

153 Middle Street, Vickery & Leighton.
d&wsn2w
ju2

Persian and Jewish costumes.
This beautiful
oratorio received full justice at the hands of
the musical department, and made a perfect

ex-

LARGE

marked at

Sarah J. Hall, pianist. The chief interest thus
far centered on the entertainment of last evening, consisting of the oratorio of “Esther,” in
which the performers appeared in full Median,

ex-

can

DRY

This year, as last, the music for the varioui
exercises was furnished by the music department under the popular and efficient mauagemsnt of Prof. W. F Morse, director, and Mis*

by “right,” cardinals, admirals,
dukes and that sort of thing.
The president
of the council, presumably De Broglie, was

Brava,

A

preciated by the audience.

members

functions of chief of the
ecutive power in case of the death of that
alted personage.

Schenck’s Almanac
free.

en, subject, “Elijar,” was one of special mert,
and was not only appropriate but highly ap-

hundred

to assume che

throughout the country.

This aftarnoon occurred the anniversary
cises of the Calliopean and Adelphian Societies. Kev. Henry E. Robins of Colby University delivered the oration which was worthy
both of the man and the occasion.
The poem
by Rev. Geo. Lansing Taylor of New Hav-

members,
named by the Executive,one hundred and fifty
to be elected by every 300,000 inhabitants,and
one

Pratt of Fairexer-

first class local paper in

hundred

Bethel, aud Clara E.

field.

the

It is our deliberate opinion, else would be
likely to hold the place two or
made up from long and careful
observation, three terms, and we are tired of standing behind. We think the other counties in the
that this transfusion of blood from dumb
beasts is an old custom. We have no desire fourth district should maguanimously say to
Aroostook, “Name the mau you want for
to tear any laurels from the brow of Dr. Paul
Congress and we will sustain him, as you
Praegler, but certainly there are men who have sustained so many times the men of our
furnish in their appearance indubitable evi- choice.’' This seems to us to be right, and
dence that the life-fluid of the frisky calf we ask for our rights.
Gen. James M. Leach, congressman from
runs in their veins; others who have had an
interveial connection with our old friend of the Vth North Carolina district, declines a
fable, the ass; still others who are undoubt- renomination, because, after 25 years of public service, he finds himself comparatively
edly allied by blocd, transferred or olheiwise,
and now desires to make some provision
poor,
with that ungracious
animal, the hog; and
for his family.
not a few who have formed an alliance with
the feathered world,
Somebody has palmed off a story on the
showing unmistakable
traces in their carriage and demeanor of Inter-Ocean as original which is taken bodily
kinship with that pompous and immature from a novel published years ago entitled
“Shakespeare and bis Friends.”
little fowl, the cockerel.
The Albany Journal thinks the contemGov. Talbot’s message vetoing the biil plated
reciprocity treaty with the Dominion
to abolish the Massachusetts State Police
will prove more satisfactory and beneficial, if
was, as might have been expected, received consummated, than that which went into
with approval or disapprobation
according to operation in 1854 and terminated twelve
the pre-cor.ceived notions of the members of
years after.__
the legislature. Those who favored strict
proBowdoin and Dartmouth.—The statement
hibition are reported as jubilant while those of
having been confidently and currently made
more liberal views were
considerably

perfection

Miller of

De Broglie’s “grand council” was designed to be the very biggest of its kind,quite
stupendous in fact. It was to be composed
oi tnree

was a

Livermore Falls. J. H. Thompson of Kent’s
Hill, and O. H. Bunion of Bangor.
For reading the prizes were given to Abbie
T. Sturtevant of Norlh Fayette, and Lizzie S.
Milliken of Augusta, who rendered respectively “The Shunamite,” by Willis and “The
Famine” by Longfellow, with honorable mention of M. Belle Holt of New Sharon, A. May

points and the people of Rockland are
to be congratulated on the auspicious beginning of this enterprise. It embraces in its
field of operation Thomaston and other
neighboring towns and the heavilv populated
granite islands in the Bay.

safety, if there were to be a subsequent examination by some responsible
authority not

unnecessary disasters.

a

Tlie standard remedies for all diseases of the lungs
are Schknck’h Pulmonic Sybup, Soiienck’s Seaweed Tonic, and Schenck’s Mandrake Pills,
and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Scbenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens tlie morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it ott by an easy expectoration, tor when the phlegm or matter is rip# a slight
cough will throw it ott, the patient has rest and the
lungs b< gin to heal.
To enable the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Scheuek’s Sea-weed Tonic must
be freely used to cleanse the stomach ami liver.
Scheuck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile start#
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Scbenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food, and prevents souring. It assists
the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and Pulmonic Syrup will
in ke good blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will surely get well if care is taken to prevent
fresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can be consulted at the Quincy House.
Boston, oo Wednesday. March 25th, April 8th and
22nd, May 13th and 27tn.
Advice w ill be giveu free, but for a thorough examination with the Respirometer, the charge is $5.00.
Schenck’s Medicines are sold by all Druggigt#

Of the niqpteen parts, fifteen made sorrowful allusions to some one’s
death.
The two prizes of equal value were
awarded as follows:
For declamation, “Irish
Aliens and English Victories,” by Edward 8.
Hayes of Farmington, aud “The Future of
America” by L. M. Nason of Bouny Eagle,
with honorable mention of 0. C. Haskell of

all its

legislative provisions.
Nothing is more fallacious than the theory
that men will guard against danger for their
own selfish interests.
On the contrary experience shows that they will resort to deplorable shifts to save present expense, and the
sickening record of frail dams, weak bridges,
tottering buildings and cockle-shell ships
demonstrates the tendency to build at the
least possible present expense and lake the
chances for the future.
About all we have to depend upon now is
the conscience of mill-owners iu a matter
where the observance of its dictates will cost
money. The proprietors of the Sebago Dam
aro taking steps to make that structure secure; but the dwellers in the Presumpscot
Valley would feel a more absolute seuse of

of one of these

It is

sameness

Bradley, Cardenas.
Cld 1st, brig Shannon, Sawyer, St Jago; sch Azel-

ila &

NO. 11 EXCHANGE HTRRET.

prominent feature.

a vote was

conductors.

that

extent

an

Matanzas 13 days.
Ar 3ii, brig C A Sparks,

Jul_sntf
B Dr* Schenck’s Standard Remedies !

The

not dead.
Students well know the difficulty of obtaining appropriate selections for
hese exercises, yet the obituary element pre-

failed to such

Ar 2d, barque Celina, Hodgdon. Buenos Ayres 40
jays; brigs Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Messina Ht> days;
Julia F Carney, Eldridge, Bucksport 7 days; schs
5 S Lee. Brown, brontera; E S Newman, Newman,

WJMT. ALLEN, JK-,

vas

proved

and its
make-up attests
thorough journalistic training and skill of

desirable, nay, essential, that the dam be well
built and that the water be securely confined
within safe limits—and this can be assured
only by official inspection tinder stringent

rence

he
he

its second

attractive

occasions.

Richardson, Bangor; Lizzie J Clark,Pendleton,
lo; LS Hatch, Kelsey, and A G Pease, from Portand; Lyra. TurDer, Bangor; Como, Stinson. Millbridge; Garland, Libby, Bridgeport; George Brooks,
Lindsey, Portland; Corvo, Pickering, Rockland; Anaie Mutchic, from Newport; Veto, Watts. Thomaston; Cherub, Fletcher, Providence; Julia,fw Calais;
Revenae, Phinney, Gardiner.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NTEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Doe.

ON AND AFTER THIS DATE all nf
ay Imported Havana Cigars will be sold by
t he $1,00 worth at the same price as per #1000. I
tier to-day a flue
Havana Cigar—The
J Golden Hell—aImported
regalia britauica, at
$100.00 per 1O0O.
lOO.
10.00
5.00
(box) 50.
lO Cents Bach.
Also a fresh lot of the well known brand Felicj aaa at $0.00 per 100.
Tlie business reputation of this house is a sufficient
guarantee that no domestic cigars will be palmed
>1? as import ed.

“tick, tick, tick, tick of
throbbing pulses,” as it resounded through
hall, told that the traitor though dying,

oruier

NEW YORK—Ar 1st, nebs Maud. Robinson. Saeua
l days; Eddie Pierce. Hawes, Eleutbera; Annie C
^ook, ook. Savannah; Mary Lord, Lord, and Ter•apin, Wooster, Windsor, NS; Redondo, Moore, from
jalais; Tennessee, Fay. Rockland; Canova, Wood,
rhornaston; Onward, Leiand, and S L Burns. Cros>y Calais; Ai nie P March, Goodwin, Salem; Nellie

IMPORTED

iow,” “Irish Aliens and Euglish Victories,”
‘Mother and Poet” have all done service on

The Rockland Daily Globe comes to us as
fresh and bright as a June morning. The
typographical appearance of the paper is very

equally

loaded with all manner of eatables. After the
feast was well under way, however, the ruler
of Syracuse directed his
guest’s attention
upward to the sword which was suspended
over the flatterer's head
by a single hair. The
danger to which Damocles was thus subjected
is repeated iu the case of the inhabitants of
New Eugland who live below dams. In Massachusetts and Connecticut the hair has already broken. Of late, buildings of various
kinds have fallen with
monotonously painful
results.
At the
present time a court
in
the
Stale of New Jersey is
trying to fix the responsibility for the occur-

ormersdid themselves credit in the execution
f their parts, yet the selections, to one accust omed to these annual occurrences, could
hardly
1 lave the merit of
freshness.
“Emmett’s
I Speech," “The Polish Boy,” “Belief of Luckj

ests.

vary desirable in the interest ot manufacturing industry that dams be built and

There can be no
pecuniarily interested.
doubt of the necessity of effective legislation
in this direction, and the people should not
permit next winter to pass without it. It
will be resisted by mill and dam owners but
the security ef the people is paramount.
The N. Y. Evening Post, in an elaborate
and thoughtful article on the
subject, eays:
“Iu the old days, Dionysius taught Damocles
a moral lesson by
placing the latter at a table

\

spirit of progressive intelligence incompatible
witji any such neglect of its educational inter-

to accumulate

but it is

HAVANA CIGARS.

passed providing for a suitable building for a town ball and high school
and $15,000 were appropriated for the purpose. Now a meeting has been called for
Friday next to see if the town will vote to rescind its action of April. Back tracks are
not good things to lake in this class of move-

course

accumulated;

eadiugs. Of the fifteen ladies and nine g ntle1 aeu on the programme, one lady and four genlernen were excused, making the performance
nuch briefer than formerly, a most desirable
Such exercises, however interesting,
eature.
vhen continued as in former times till rnidbecome rather wearisome.
, light,
The per-

Anniversary

1

year of successful trial of the Free High
School and in April, at a special town meet-

great masses of water and hold them over
populous valleys with no security for the inhabitants but the assumption that they will,
for their own protection, build sufficient barriers against the destructive element. It is of

that water be

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The town of Westbrook has evinced for
several years past a very commendable enterprise in educational matters. It lias abolish-

In the first place it is found that neither in
Massachusetts nor Maine is there any efficient legislative provision for the supervision
Men are

at Kent’s Hill.
Kent’s Hill, Me.. June 3,1874.
The exercises of commencement week began
iuesday evening with prize declamations and

of women.

many useful steps in
l
from a recurrence of similar disasters elsements, and Westbrook lias hitherto shown
where will be taken.

of dams.

The

CARGOES OF

PURE

I C E
Furnished and Whipped by
detkUstf

N. O CRAM.

—
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Examination

of Charle* T.

Charge
THE PRESS
V iy be obtained at tbe Periodica! Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Kobinsou, Bruiiell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Giendenning, .Moses, Hendertrains that run out ol
son, and Chisholm Bros., on all
the eitv.
At Biddeford, of Pilisbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Watervllle, of J. b. Carter.
At Bail), of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and

Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New AdvertiMcmeutM To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Lecture—Rt. Rev. Bishop Bacon.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Plant#—F. O. Bailey & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Job Lot—Covell & Co.
Womlerlui Sewing Machine.
Low Priced Music Books—Ditson & Co.
Lost from Schooner Little Kate.
State of Maine—B. B. Murray, Jr.
All is not Gold that Glitters—Cement Pipe.
Ptar Trees—Wm. Morton <& Sou.
Attention of Trade— Vickery & I.eigbton.
Kockaway House—T. Lord Roberts.
Partner Wanted.
City of Portland—H, I. Robinson.
Girl Wanted.

Legal Notices—3.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cogia Hassan’s Announcements—6.
Burleigh’s Announcements—2.
Stereoscopic Views—Schumacher Bros.
Retirnd—Walter Baker & Co.

P. S. & P. Railroad Co. vs. Franklin J. Rollins.
Trespass against defendant, as collector of internal
defendant *s profits, etc., accruing be1 and December 3, 1870; and the main
question Is whether such tax, for that particular period, was under the statute, recoverable. The district attorney also contended that trespass would not
be against the collector even though the tax was ila

tax

on

August

tween

legal.
J. & E. M. Band.

N. Webb, Dist. Attorney.

Municipal
JUDGE

MORRIS

Court.
PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—Michael J. Ward.

Intoxication.

Thirty days.
John Anglin

Brief Jottings.
The Alumni Association of Westbrook Seminary meets at tbe Seminary building this even-

ing.
Corpus Christi to day.
An interesting feature of the decennial

exer-

cises at the Western Normal School will be a
history of the first teu years of the school by
Professors Kelsey, Woodbury, Rounds and
others.
D. W. Clark & Co., are putting in large platform scales near their ice house on Market
street, to weigh ice.
Another discharged Eastern Railroad conductor is to sue the road for defamation of character.
The trains that run into this city were the
lightest yesterday of any day for some time.
The U. S. Cutter Levi Woodbury is at Rye
Beach, N. H., assisting in landing the new Atlantic cable.
We have received from C. K. Hawes a song
and chorus entitled ‘‘The Temperance Crusade.”
Music by C. K. Hawes, words bv
Moses Owen.
Mr. Champlin, of the firm of Twitchelh

Champlin & Co., has recently purchased of
Stephen Nason of Presque Isle, a stylish pair
of

matched mares, five years old,

wainrliincr

Ift.’xft

coal black,

nnnmlia onrli

The “Portland freight” of the Maine Central
Railroad was eighteen percent, larger in 1873
than in 1872. The “Boston freight” for the
same period increased sixteen percent.
The new Revenue steamer Alexander J. Dallas will take the place of the Woodbu,y on this
station about July 1st.
General exercises were held at the High
School yesterday morning.
A species of cuttle fish has been found in
dredging about the Grand Trunk wharves.
The best bananas ever seen here are now in
the market.
Peter Chandler fell from the second story of
his house on Danforth street yesterday morn-

ing, striking
injuries.

his head and

on

sustaining serious

The regular monthly meeting of the Overseers of the Poor was held
at the Alms House
last evening.
Affairs there are in excellent
condition
Bishop Bacon is to deliver a lecture at the
Cathedral Sunday evening before the Catholic
Union.
The Junior exhibition at Westbrook Seminary
off last evening, and proved a successful
affair.
Union haue raised a
• The Portland Catholic
sum of money to send by Bishop Bacon to the
Pope. It is to be presented to the Bishop Sunday evening at the close of the lecture.
Forest City Temple of Honor at its meeting
last evening voted to make its annual excursion to Lake Sebago on Tuesday, June 231.
The simple announcement of an excursion by
this order is a guarantee of a good time, a good
crowd and plenty of both.
There was a large number of arrests for intoxication last evening.
came

Miiitaiy

rejoicing to think that there
Fourth of July in this city at which

men

are

is to be one
they will not have to march.
Capt. Henley of Caps Elizabeth, was thrown
into the water yesterday afternoon by the upsetting of his yawl boat in the harbor, but was
rescued.
Industrial Exhibition.
The Portland Industrial Exhibition, which is
to open at City Hall next week, will be one of
the greatest attractions that has been in the
Persons who require
city for a long time.
fixtures as extra accommodations must notify
the committee at the hall to-day from nine to
twelve o’clock, as the space is rapidly filling
The

up.

Preparations are going on in a way that fully
sustains the expectations of the committee.
The prospect is that the city will be filled with

people

to

see

what Portland is

doing in

the way

of manufacturing.
Applications for space must bo made before
Tuesday morning, as the committee must have
time to arrange the hall after the goods are all
Those
received, before the exhibition begins.
who apply late must be secondary to the early

applicants.
Already two hundred applications have been
received, and the space remaining must be divided among later applicants who apply.
From the number of tickets that have been
Bold it is evident that the exhibition cannot
but be a success. The tickets sold will ensure
a good number of visitors daily.
The heavy goods have already begun to come
in. Those sending iu their goods early receive
the best of the space.
Yacht

Club.—The regular
monthly meeting of this club was held last
The club niianievening at the club rooms.
mously passed the exceptional compliment of
pi icing the name of ex-Commodore Jas. M.
Churchill upon the list of honorary members
Portland

for his valuable services and unselfish interest
The followin the welfare of the institution.
ing route was decided upon for the annual
cruise—to Bootbbay, Wiscasset, Bath and
via New Meadows, the trip comprising
about a week.
A vote of thanks was
passed to Messrs.
Senter & Co., ot 54 Exchange street, for the
present of a beautiful and valuable spv glass.
Samuel E. Smith, esq., of
Wiscasset, has
joined the club aud added his beautiful yacht
Idlewild to the fleet. Au invitation has been
extended to the South Boston Yacht Club to

return

the annual cruise.
hoped that the City Government will
make a liberal appropriation for a regatta on
the 4th of July as that was the feature of the

join

in

It is

celebration ou the last 4th, aud as there is a
growing interest in aquatic sports among our
people it is well to give it proper encouragement.

___

Ubopprd Dead.—Last evening about six
o’clock a man was observed to lean against a
post in front of the United States Hotel, wn’le
blood spouted freely from his mouth. A gentleman standing near by hastened to his assistance, of whom he inquired for a physioiau's
office. The gentleman, assisted by another,
helped the sick man to Dr. Small’s office,where
he expired in a few moments. A letter postmarked Bropkton, Mass., was found iu his
pocket, addressed to L. B. Chase, care of A. J.
Chase. The body was taken to Kick’s undertaker’s shop, where it was viewed by Coroner
Gould, who deemed an inquest unnecessary,
aud Mr. A. J. Chase at once sent for. It was
evident that the cause of death was the rupture of a blood vessel.
Mr. Chase soon arrived and recognized the
dead man as his brother, Leander B. Chase, of
Sebec. He had beeu suffering from lung difand for the past four weeks had been
in this city under the professional care of Hr.
Shaw. He was thirty-four years of age and

ficulty,

was

on

a

unmarried.

day

a

splendid

lot at

Piracy.
U18GKLLAIVEODH NOTICES.

Yesterday morning

the steward

was

5,000

cross ex-

of new
Hassau’s.
yards

prints

received

to-day

at

Cogia
amined.
The next witness called was the seaman AlGo to Burleigh’s for your gentlemen’s furbert Pinkney, who testified substantially as
nishing goods.
follows:
Cogia Hasban sel's trimmed hats at less
I reside at Digby, Khva Scotia. I was a seathan the cost of materials.
man on board the “Annie B.” on her voyage
from this city to St. John. The prisoner was
The Eureka Spool Silks are full size.
We left here at twelve
on board at the time.
o’clock. The prisoner assisted in setting sail.
The largest stock of hats, flowers and ribI turned in about eight o’clock. At eight bells
bins in Maine at Cogia Hassan’s.
the prisoner called me and said it was my
watch on deck. I went out of the forecastle on
The best place to buy clothing is at Burthe port side I heard the captain saying someleigh's, 89 Middle street.
thing, and asked the prisoner what he said,and
the prisoner told me to come aft and trim |tbe
Latest novelties in ladies neck wear at Comain sheet, Robbins started forward and I afgia Hassan’s.
ter him.
The next thing 1 saw he fired at the
captain, who was at the wheel. Then he turnStereoscopic Views.—We offer a large and
ed round and tired at me, and the ball went
fine assortment of European aud American
through the shoulder of my coat. I then ran Stereoscopic Views at only 50 cts. a dozeu. The
forward and went up aloft into the fore-cross
best bargain ever in this market.
trees.
I was very much frightened. The night
Schumacher Bros.
jul-lw
was dark and overcast, and although I could
see persous moving ou deck 1 couldn’t distinMillinery Rolling at less than jobbers prices
was in the cross-trees I
guish them. While
at Cogia liassan's.
heard a scuffle on deck and a man .cn me out
and kneeled down behind the capstan ou the
We would call attention of our readers to
forecastle deck and tired two shots at me. In
the advertisement in another column of the
the meantime 1 heard two shots, I supposed
Hope Manufacturing Co. of New York. They
from the captain. After that I saw the sails
advertise what is the most wonderful invencome down by the run.
After awhile the caption of age, a first class Sewing Machine, with
tain asked me where the passenger was, and L 1 Table and Treadle complete for Ten Dollars.
told him he had taken a boat and goue towards
Bead their advertisement headed ‘‘WonderI saw the prisoner get into the i ful.”
Monhegan.
boat and leave. I then went down and helped
Buy a trimmed hat at Cogia Hassan’s.
the steward put Solomon Camp, the mate, into
the birth.
Befinf.d
by the skillful application of costly
The government then Called as a witness
and powerful machinery, so as to be a light,
Beniah P. Brackley, City Marshal of Rockland,
mild beverage, agreeable to the most delicate
who testified as to his being notified of the ardigestive organs, the Cocoa preparations of
Walter
Baker & Co., Boston, are commended
rival of the “Annie B.” in Rockland, on Sunto invalids and convalescents as well as to those
day, the 24tb, and of the assault. He went on in full health. Purchase no other, if you wish
board and saw the captain, who gave him a deSince 1780 these preparations have
the best
been in extensive use.
After looking after
scription of the prisoner.
him in various places,he found him on Monday
Blessings brighten as they take their
night aboard the Deer Isle packet. The wit- flight.—if you have a good head of hair take
ness says:
care of it; once goue and we realize its loss far
its presence. The
more than we appreciate
He was sitting in the cabin without coat or
hat, and I stepped up aud asked him when he Bearine is taking the place of all other hair
was in Porilandlastihe said two days ago.I then
dressings, because it is healthful to the hair
and delightful to use.
tom mm to 110m up him lianas, which ne am. t
ju3d&wlw.
put the irons on to him and then said, “Where
TjV.
T
Tlnffinfi
\X7rt iwnlrn
are those
boots?” and before J. finished luy
question he said '‘these boots I have on are not duction of 50c to $1 per bbl. on all our flour
0. A. Weston & Co.
mine; mire are over iu the corner.” His boots from Juue 1st.
21 & 23 Free street.
(the ones now in court) were then handed out
of the corner. He put on his hat and coat and
N. B.—We claim to have the best flour in
I put him in the hack. He then said, “1 know
the city.
je2 lw
what you arrested me for; it was that scrape ou
board the vessel, hut I was not in my right
Mbs. Manchester, the celebrated physimind when I did it.” I asked him what"he did
cian. will be obliged to remain in Portland till
with th® boat, and he said he left it on the
Juue 10th.__
backside of Mouhegan. I asked him how he
got over, and he said they set him over to the
main laud and he walked up to ltockland.
I
asked him how he came to do it; if he was used
well aboard the vessel, and he said be was well
used. I asked him if it was a drunken fight on
board and he said it was not. 1 put him in the
MATTERS IN MAINE.
station house and aftewards captain Secord
and Mr. Pinkney identified him.
E.
Marshal
H.
Wilson
testified
to
reDeputy
[Special to Press.l
ceiving two cartridge cases from a deputy
collector of customs which were said to be
Executive Council—Personal.
picked up on board the “Annie B.” and which
Augusta, Juue 3.—The council adjourned
were of a much larger calibre than the pistol
to day to meet the 30th inst. No decision was
produced and identified by the captain.
The government then called Obed E. Lamreached on the Granger turnpike or Inspector
son, who testified that he resided at Jonesport,
General of Fish matters.
Maine, and was mate of the schooner “Sabao”
The Governor will attend the commenceof New York: that on the 23d of May they
sailed from Portsmouth for Jonesport
ment exercises at Kent’s Hill to-morrow.
When
off Mouhegan on the morning of the 24th they
[By Ass'iciated Press.]
observed the “Anuie B.” about ten miles disRowdoin’t Faculty’* Ultimatum Likely
tant, bearing north-north-west from Mouhegan
to be Accepted.
and about seven miles distant from > onhcgau,
Brunswick, June 3.—The ultimatum of the
with the colors up and uuiou down, which is
the sigual of distress. They bore down on her
Faculty of Bowdoiu College will probably he
and run under her starboard quarter and were
ccepted by most of the suspended students.
hailed by some oue who said they had taken a
The Juniors held a meeting in Brunswick topassenger from Portland who had about
murdered all hands and killed the mate. The
day and adjourned until to-morrow without
witness took two men and went aboard and he
takiag any formal action. A large majority of
found the vessel disabled aud floor all around
the class express a desire to resume their conaft cf the bouse and ou the port side as though
nection with the college aud it is probable that
who had been wounded had been
m

and William Good. Assault and batFined $5 each with costs. Paid.

tery.

of

Bobbin*

fine. Allen advertises to
low rates.

—

United Mtates Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGES CLIFFORD AND FOX.

loci

Bananas in enormous quantities are now offered for sale in our market, aDd the quality is

THE “ANNIE B.’>

i.nr«.n

O
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somebody

leaning

ail but four

five will do so. A letter from
tlie secretary of the Sophomore class states
that at least two-thirds of that class will return aud it is said that nearly all of the Freshman class
will return. The Sophomore and

against the side of the house.
The main part of the blood was by the after
up

gangway that went into the cabiu. There was
a little puddle and some of it was dotted.
Pound oue of these cartridge cases that have
been produced iu court ou the port chaiu of the
“Annie B.” forward, and the deputy collector
foand the other on the top of the gallant forecastle. He staid by the vessel uutil she was
»
taken into Kockland.
There is but oue wituess, Dr. Frye of Kockland, to be examined for the government.
Dr. 11 arlow, superintendent of the insane

quite

Freshman

classes

Friday

morrow or

will meet in Portland toto take formal action upon

the subject.

is in towu, summoned by the defendant, and will make an examination of Bobbins,
t' a prisoner.

HAMPSHIRE.

Orgrnization of the Legintlalure.
Concord, June 3.—The New Hampshire
Legislature commenced its annual session this
forenoon.
The members of the House of Representatives assembled at 10 o’clock and were called
to order by Samuel C. Clark, clerk of last

o’clock this morning.
The court room is crowded each day. Yesterday the wife of the prisoner was allowed to
ten

year.

To the Senate there were four Democrats
and four Republicans elected by the people,
leaving four vacancies to be filled by the two
branches in convention.
The Senate will uot
elect its officers until these vacancies are tilled.
At 11.30 o’clock, after the members of the
House had presented their credentials, Gover
nor Straw and Council came into the Hall
met
his Excellency administered to them the oaths
of office.
A ballot for Speaker was taken, which resulted in the choice of Hon. Albert R. Hatch,
Democrat, of Portsmouth, he receiving 176
votes.
Hou. James YV. Emery of Portsmouth,
Republican, the Speaker of last year, had 163
votes.
Cbas. H. Smith of Newmarket, was
elected Clerk, J. B. Mills of Manchester, Assistant Clerk, James M. Bornhatn of Hopkin-

paid the st'ictest attention to everything said.
Among other w itueses present from Deer
Isle is the physician who attended Robbins at
the time he was injured by falliug from .the
carriage several years ago. He reports that the
prisoner was out of his miud for nine hours at
that time.
City Affairs.
A special meeting of the Hoard of Mayor
and Aldermen was held at 5 o’clock yesterday.
After a hearing in every ease, on the petition
of parties interested, the following order was

passed:
Ordered, That the Committee on Sewers be
authoriz;d to construct the following sewers:
In Danforth street from High through Maple
to York; in Munjoy street from Wilson to
Congress; in Cotlou street from Free to Fore;
in Salem street from Emery to Briggs; in

The petition of the Portland Tenement, Company for a sewer in Carroll street was referred
to the Committee on Sewers.
Adjourned.
Army and Navy.—At a regular meeting of
the Army and Navy Union held Tuesday evening the thanks of the Union was voted to comrade Kaler of the Kirkwood Houee, and S. H.
Stevens of the Boston and Maine Kailioad, for
the many courtesies shown them on the occasion of their late anniversary celebration.
A vote of thanks was also extended to Mrs.
T. C. Hersey and others for their liberal donation of flowers on Decoratiou Day.
Maine Journal of Education.—The Maine
Journal of Education for June has been issued.
It is an unusually good number, and contains
many very readable articles. The question,
“Who Examine Supervisors?” is
specially
worthy of attention and is calculated to make
the dry bones rattle. Selected articles give good
hard raps at certain humbugs in the way of
teaching grammar and history, which are deserving of perusal by every teacher.

depths with the inspiring music of a hand or
The proprietors of the instrument stood

gan.

in the middle of the street and turned out the
music while his wife sat under the shade of a
neighboring tree knitting. At times she would
pause and pass round her hat to collect the
money and then resume her knitting.

They

took the steamer Express at Custom
House wharf at 2 p. m. and returned at G p. m.
The weather was not exactly what was wished,

but the young people had a very successful excursion.
They were under the direction of
teachers LeFavor and Gould.

|

On returning to their chamber the Senate
elected Hon. Wm. H. Gove as President by a
res uution.
He accepted in a brief speech.
The organization was completed by the electiou
of Hon. Thos. J. Smith of Dover, clerk, Cbas.
A. Jewell of Plymouth, assistant clerk, aud
Dudley Evans of Alton, door keeper.
The New Cable.
Portsmouth, June 3.—Many people visited
Rye to-day expecting the arrival of the cable
but were disappointed. Col. Eastman, attorney for the Cable Company, has just arrived
here from England via New York
Gen. Gilman Ma’ston of Exeter, is also here to
represent Gov. Straw and the Cable Compauy.
Col. Eastman says 30 miles of the cable for this
shore end is on board the Embassador companionship to the Faraday and unless detained by
accident or heavy fog prevailing on the banks,
be expected the vesseis here Thursday. The
cutter Woodbury with Collector Howard and a
large party on board will probably sail to-mor
row morning for the east expectiug to meet the
cable vessels this side of Portland.

MASSACHUSETTS.
New Reformers.

Boston, June 3.—At the Congress of NationPersonal.
| al Brewers to-day, President Clausen claimed
that the brewers were doing a good work for
Rev. Mr. Bickneil lectured at Winthrop on
temperance. He said that the number of barthe 25th ult., and ex-Gov. Washburn on the 1st
rels of fermented liquors brewed and sold in
the States and territories during the year endinst.
ing June 30th, was for 1872, 8,009,969, for 1873,
Rev. Dr. Hill will give the address before the
8,910,823. The increase iu the internal revenue
students of the Maine State College at the next
ieceipts of the last over the preceding year was,
in number of breweries 133, in aggregate of tax
commencement, August 5th.
paid $900,854 and average per brewery, $16,C. A. Vickery, of this city, sails in the Poly586. The steady increase of the consumption
nesian for Europe from Quebec on Saturday.
of fermented liquors, proceeding at the rate of
almost a million barrels a year,and this in spite
Rearrbsted.—Yesterday officers York and of all lauatical temperance agitations proclaimed
from the pulpits of churches ann by
Horr arrested John Curtis, the leader iu the rebands of praying women, encouraged and foscent escape of
and
turnfrom
Alfred,
prisoners
tered by the National Temperance Society, is a
ed him over to the
custody of Sheriff Warren of popular endorsemnt of its refreshing, iuvigorYork couuty. Tlio man
ating and nutritious qualities. He further statwas arrested at Gorham s Corner. Ho is
ed that the total investment in beer making is
suspected of the robbery
of Bunt

s

store

AfNl{AL

$152,776,690.

Monday night.

Shoot.—The executive committee

of the* orest City
Shooting Club held a meeting last evening and decided to hold the
annual
shoot on the grounds in
11th inst,

There is

Deering. Thursday.the

prospect of a very large
attendance, as many members of the Maine
Sportmeu’s Association will be present.
a

The Baby Crop.
Mr. Editor:—We are informed that there
were521 births iu Portland during the year
ending April 1.
During ti e last fifty years I have collected all
the statistics of births frum all countries where
I could find that they had been registered with
any care. Till the last twenty years they did
not vary much from three and a half per cent,
of the inhabitants, since which time they have
gradually diminished. Now, if we count hut
50,000 inhabitants, we have less than one halt
of the per centage that we had in our grandmother's times. If we look on the vast wilderness ttiere is between the Atlantic and
Paaific
oceans to be cleared and convened into a cultivated field of fruit and flowers, ought we not
to view the baby crop to be the most
important
that can be raised iu New Euglaud?

Sen xx.

June 3.—The House CommitCommerce to-day considered the Senate
hill abolishing compulsory pilotage without
action.
New York Produce Exchange and Reciprocity.
A committee of the New York Produce Exchange had a very satisfactory interview with
the President and Secretary of State to-day
witli regard to the proposed reciprocity treaty
with Canada.
They leave to-night believing
the treaty will lie sent to the Senate for consideration in a few days
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today ^-Currency,$10,(183,(136; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

Washington,

tee on

deposit, $56,540,000; coin, $82,593,047, including
eoin certificates $33,275,TWO; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Appropriation for Surveys.

The House Committee on Appropriations
have agreed to approprii te $100,000 for the continuation of Hayden’s surveys and $24,000 for
those of Powell.
The Currency Printing Question.
The Committee on Banking this morning
were
engaged in the consideration of the
It was stated
currency printing question.
by the representatives of the printing bureau
that patents for certain parts of work were
taken out and assigned to the government for
its own use and denied that royalty was given
to any patentees, the advantages they received
being derived from the purchase of patented
arucies useu

oy me oureau, including paper.
The Arkansas Committee.

The select committee on Arkansas affairs, of
which Mr. Poland is Chairman, has examined
Chief Justice McClure and several other wit
nesses who have related with much minuteness
the history of the struggle between Baxter and
Brooks and the present condition of affairs in
that state which they represent so bad that
prominent republicans adverse to Baxter are
being everywhere incarcerated orcompelled to
seek safety in flight. All the witnesses thus
far examined are partisans of Brooks. The
committee start for Little Hock at the end of
the week.
The Pilotage Bill.
Representatives Cox and Harbenson for the
Sandy Hook pilots appeared before the House
Committee on Commerce to-day in opposition
to the Senate bill to abolish compulsory pilotage.
Bonds Called la.
Secretary Richardson to-day notifies the
holdersof the following 5-20 bonds that they
will be paid and that interest will coase on the
3d of September; viz: Third series, act of
February 15, 1862, dated May 1, 1862, as follows: Coupon bouds $50, No. 10601 to 12100,
both inclusive, No. 34100 to 37400, both inclusixe;$500, No. 17601 to 19,300, both inclusive;
$1000, No. 41001 to 46100, both inclusive. Total $4,500,000. Registered bonds $50, No. 1411
to 1450, both inclusive; $100, No. 10561 t > 10,680, both inclusive; $500, No. 6301 to 6390, both
inclusive; $1000, No. 25,651 to 26,100, both inclusive; $5000, No. 8101 to 8300, both inclusive;
$10,000, No. 10321 to 10509. both inclusive;
grand total. 5,000. Of the amount outstanding embraced in the numbers as above, $4,500.000 are coupon bonds and $5,000,000 are
United States securities
registered bonds.
forwarded for redemption should be addressed
to ibe loan division of the Secretary’s office,
and all registered bonds should be assigned to
the Secretary of the Treasury for redemption.
Visiting Indians.
A delegation of lndiau Chiefs representing
the R°es and Mandans of Dakota bad an interview with the President this morning to pay
Matters.
Gen. Bristow will probably take charge of
the Treasury Department Friday next.
He
had an interview with the President to-day.
Among the appointments for the revenue
marine made by the President Wednesday was
that of C, H. McLellau of Maine, to be 3d
Lieutenant.
The personal effects of Senator Sumner were
sold at auction in Washington yesterday. Some
of the articles brought a good price but were
principally by his admirers or friends.
bought
The Secretary of the Treasury Issued a circular in accordance with the President’s proclamation to carry into effect the treaty of Washington so far as it relates to the free importation of fish and fish oil into the United States
from Newfoundland, hut providing said proclamation does not effect goods which w^re
held in bonds in ports of the United States at
the date of the proclamation.
Mr. Sawyer Determined to Stick.
New York, June 3.—The Herald’s Washington despatch says that Assistant Secretary
Sawyer slates that neither the Ways aud Means
Committee nor the censure of the combined
press of the eouulry cau move him from his
office. He is miimr In remam
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Washington. June 3.
Mr. Scott, from the Committee ou Finance,
reported favorably the House bill to amend the
charter of the Freedmen’s Savings Company.
Passed.
This bill authorizes the appointment of three
commissioners by the Comptroller of the Currency, to wind np the affairs of the institution.
Mr. Anthouy from the Committee ou Naval
Affairs, reported favorably a bill giving the assent of Congress to the acceptance by officers
of the United States steamer Monooaey, of silver medals awarded to them by the King
of
Siam.
Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on Finauce, reported favorably the House bill explanatory of the act of June 30th, 181.14, in regard to savings bauks, with au amendment
which was agreed to aud the bill passed.
It provides thct all deposits made in the institutious now exisiiug which do business only as

recognized as such by
the laws of the respective states or by Congress, are hereby declared exempt from taxation the same as deposits in savings institutions
having no capital, as though they have a capital stock or bond for additional security of their
depositors and pay dividends thereon, and no
tax shall be assessed upon deposits
made iu

—

anu«re

such institutions or collected of them ou said
deposits, otherwise than herein provided; provided that all profits of such savings bauks less
aforementioned dividends ou sto ks, not exceeding at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum,
are divided among the depositors aud that the
capital stock so invested only in the same class
of securities as is used for investing the deposits that interest at the rate of not less thau
4J per cent, be paid in all cases to their depositors, to be made good if necessary from the
capital stock.
The Senate proceeded to the consideration of
the consular aud diplomatic appropriation bill.
Several amendments were agreed to aud the
Itill nQQtPfl

Mr. Sargent called up the pension appropriation bill which was read. He explained that
the total amount appropriated by the bill was
$29,980,000, a decrease o£ $500,000 compared
with the bill of last year.
The pension roll
would he smaller and smaller every year,unless
should
Congress
improperly increase it by put-

ting

on new cases.

The ouly amendment reported bjrthe committee was one to fix the fee for preparing
vouchers and administering oaths at 25 cents in
each case, instead of 20 ceuts as in the House
hill, and it caused some discussion.
Mr, Washburn of Mass., said there sliou’d
be a provision by which fees of ffleers in large
cities should be cut down. In other cases a fee
of 30 ceiits on each case now allowed gave the
agent ouly a fair compensation.
The amendment of the Committee fixing the
fee at 25 cents was agieed to acd the bill pass
ed.
Mr. Washburn then called up the cheap
transportation resolution submitted by him on
May 13th, instructing the Committee on Appropriations to report amendments to the
pending river aud harbor appropriation bills
to complete the survery and estomates for each
of the improvements recommended by the select committee on transportation upon the
four routes indicated Indicated in the report of
the committee. His object now was to obtain
an expression of the views of
the Senate on
the subject. The cost oj these surveys would
be in the neighborhood of $200,000.
Mr. Scott submitted an amendment as follows:—“And also upon a route from the mouth
of the Goufihiogeup river to the slack water up
said river to its head waters at the foot of the
Alleghany Mountains, thence by canal to the
Cumberland, intersecting there the Chesapeake
aud the Ohioeanal.” Agreed to.
Several other amendments were sffered and

rejected.

the course of some remarks npon the subject. Mr. Oglesby criticised the report of the
Transportation Committee, sayiDg that he
would not feel authorized to vole money to carry out the scemes of Mr. Windom.
Without concluding the discussion llie Senate adjourned.
I
HOUSE.
A joint resolution was passed giving the
requisite twelve months notice of the termination of tlie treaty with Belgium owing to the
irregularities militating against American
1

Wall Street Broker. luriignanl.
Tlie amendment to
Niiw York. .Iline 3.
tlie revenue bill authorizing the revival of the
tax of one-twentieth of one per cent on sales ot
gold or silver bullion, railroail bonds, etc., excites an indignant protest of tbe Wall street
brokers, who say it is an outrage to impose a
special tax on their branch of business, and its
effect would he to drive honest brokers out of
the
business, while dishonest men would evade
the tax. The stock
and gold exchanges will
to day appoint a
committee to go to Washing10
tl,e passage of the bill.
A n' °,!*poae
Alluding to the abnormal condition of the
stock market at
of
present, a
tbe short interest in Wall representative
street is reported
as saying that Wall street
to have relapsed in
to a state of complete
stagnation, there being a
general indisposiiiou tn speculate „n either
side ot the maiket. He said that
prices would
probably continue to droop until ihey reached a
level where capitalists would stand
ready to
buy. Tbe prostration of the iron and other
commercial and manufacturing interests and
the stoppage of the construction of new railway enterprises had materially redu ed the
earnings of the roads, inasmuoh as there was
no longer tho same amount of
freight traffic

Session.

SENATE.

savings bauks,

packing

Air.;Hale

report

on

of Maine, presented the conference
the navy appropriation bill. Agreed

of

sions

totally

disabled

men

were sent to

the

committee.
Mr, Lamison of Ohio,from the Committee on
Naval Affairs, reported a bill in relation to the
correction of prize lists. Passed.
Mr. Lawrence of Ohio, from the Committee
on War
Claims, reported a bill extending to the
third of March, 1875, the time for
presenting
petitions tor the allowance of claims to the
Commissioners of Claims.
After a speech in explanation of the bill by
Mr. Lawrence, an amendment was offered
by
him for the appointment of two additional
commissioners, which was adopted and an
amendment otfered by Mr. Cobb of North
Carolina to allow claims for buildings and
grounds occupied by the army or navy in the
States was rejected. Yeas ill, nays

ii

commerce.

Mr. Wheeler of New York, from the Committee on Appropriations, reported back the
Senate amendinaiit to the army appropriation
lull anil the House proceeded to take action
thereon.
The first amendment was to add to the provision limiting the number enlisted uien to 25,000.
were
Indian scouts
The words including
concurred in with an addition that the provision shall not be construed to diminish the signal service and that the signal corps shall be
in a i tied as now organized uuder the authority
of the Secretary of War.
The next important amendment was to insert in the paragraph which forbids the pay
meat of money for transportation to railroads

nanas come
our

the best lots ever seen in
offered for sale; Norfolk strawberto come In at 25c a box.
Grain re-

are

begui

quotations, noted else where. Lead is quiet. Leathis steady, with prices a little stiffer in best grades.
Lime is unchanged.
Lumber is dull. Molasses is
firm. Nails are steady at $4 25.
Naval stores are
quiet with the exception of a further reduction in
er

turpentine, which we quote at 46^50c. and a fall in
rosin, now selling at $4@7. Oils exhibit no change,
except in inseeds, which have fallen to 94@95 for
crude and 99c@.$l for boiled. Paints are steady and

a

changes; eggs have advanced to 17a.l9c iu lots;
potatoes have falleu to 85@90c. Provisions are firm
with a slight rise in extra plate beef. Salt is steady
and in good demand. Sugars are showing an advance of about an eighth; granulated is
quoted at
I0}c, Coffee A 10c, extra C 9}c; Eagle sugars are unchanged, extra C selling at 8}. Tins are steady at
some

1 navs.

Mr. Maynard of Teun., moved to
lay the bill
on the table
Lost, yeas 83 nays 133.
Mr. Maynard then moved to recommit the
hill to the Committee on War Claims.
Agreed

last week’s

quotations. Wool is in some demand
from manufacturers, but sales are not large, and
are
prices
unchanged; lambskins range from 30@$0c.

the
the

Constitution of the United States, it is provid-

freely, and

in

steady, with the exception of corn, which has
touched bottom at 9u@u3c; oats still sell at
70@75. Hay shows no change. Iron is dull at last
week’s quotations. Lard is very firm at advanced

Carolina, providing that

Mi, Kelley of Penn., asked leave to offer
following:
Whereas, By sec. 7th, article first, of

coming

in

mains

submission to
State in retention or
service in the enrolled militia or in the confederate army shall not he
regarded as conclusive
proof of disloyalty, was rejected without yeas
au

are

about

Another amendment offered by Mr. Cobb of
de-facto authority of

markets

ries have

Sjmtheru
the

flat;

the western hankers

fares; cod have fallen from 50c@$l, pollock are rising a little hake have started up 50c, and
haddock are coming in at $2 25@2 50. Flour is dull
with a downward tendency, with concessions to be
obtained from the quoted prices. Fruit is higher;
new Valencia rasius are quoted at
13@13i; sound
lemons command $11 a box, and ar»? advancing; ba-

Committee of Conference. Messrs Rush,Small,
of N. H., and Holman were
appointed on such

North

is

with goo l

The Senate amendments to the House hills
to amend
pension acts and increase the pen-

FREIGHTS.—Freights, both transatlantic and
coastwise, are very dull. Nothing is offering for Cuba or River Plata. Coastwise freights are dull and
unchanged.

I

ed that all bills for raising revenue shall originate in the House of Representatives, and by
sec. 8th of said amendment it is
further provided that Congress shall have power to lay and
collect taxes, duties, imports and exercises and
to regulate commerce with foreign nations;
therefore
Resolved, That the President of the United
States he and hereby is requested to inform the
House whether the Executive Department of
the Government is at this time engaged in considering terms of treaty by which the commerce
between the United States and British provltlAUU
MurfK
A mnnin.i in »
1,

Foreign Export*.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Sarah-351,935 It lumber, 10,220 pickets, 2 harnesses, 2 carriages.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Harriet Chase—150 tons old
iron rails.
DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Receipt*

of

Floor.

Consignees.
Ebls. Co nsiunees.
Bbls.
olidge.100 Norton & Chapman.. 90
Hathaway & Wood... .100
Total.290
By water conveyance 1,000 bush corn meal to Geo

D W Cc

press terms of the Constitution.
Mr. Cox of New York, objected, saying the
W True & Co.
resolution was a reflection on the administration and he would rather encorage tho administration in this matter. He wanted reciprocity.
Rockland Lime Market.
The resolution was not received.
Rockland, June 2. Common, 90c @ 110; Casks,
Mr. Hurlbutof 111,, from the Committee on
20 @ 25c; Wood, 4 00 @ 4 50.
Railways and Canals, called up the bill for the
improvement of the mouth of the Mississippi
New York Stock and Money Market*
river and proceeded to explain and advocate it. !
New York. Juue 3— Evenina.—Money was easy
Mr.
chairman of the committee, i
at
@ 3 per cent, on call. Foreign Sterling was
2}
the
bill
in
that
form
much
opposed
as being too
| firm at
"aj 488 for sixty days, and 490} @ 491 lor
like the Sanborn contract matter.
Engineer demand.487}
The custom receipts to-day were $ .67,000.
problems should be studied and solved by the G Id opened at 112 and
closed at 111}—the lowest
United States Engineer Corps, and that whatpoint of the day, with sales interim at 111} @ 111}.—
ever work may be decided
The rates paid tor carrying were 2} @ 1J per cent,.,
upon shall be exealso flat for borrowing. The Assistant Treasurer paid
cuted directly by government.
out to-day $73,000 on account of interest and $15,The House took a recess.
000 in redemption of 5-20 bonds. The specie engage.Evening Sewion.
ments for to-morrow’s European steamers are $350,Speeches were made on the Mississippi river 000 gold coin. Governments were stea y State bon<Is
were uominal.
The st ck market has been active
bill by Messrs. Wells, Stone and Clark of Misand irregular during the day on fluctuations rangsouri, and Cork of Ga.; by Page of Cal., on the ing from
3
} @ iier cent, aud closed firm. The princoolie question, and by Milliken of Ky., on the
cipal activity was in Western Union and Lake Snore,
Methodist church question. Very few were
in which the changes weie frequent. Western Union
was strong alter it became known that a dividend
present.
had been declared and advanced to 73; a decline ot
71} tollowed this, but at the close the price was back
OREGON ELECTION.
again to 72}. The company’s report shows that the
net profits for eight years from July 1, 1866, to Juue
30, 1874 ('he moutbofJune estimated) were $23,ot' this sum there have been distributed in
Democratic Governor and Re- 077,069;
dividends to ^ckholders $4,859,239, and disbursed
for interest sn bonds $2,530,749, making a total of
$7,387,989. The balance, $15,689,079 is represented
by new work, the parcbaie of stock in other compa-

McCreary,

publican Congressman.

nies and net profits of $1,698,216. The following resolutions were adopted at its meeting to-day:
Resolved, That a dividend ot 2 i>er cent, from the
net earnings of the three months endinging June 30
be aud the same is hereby declared payable on the
15th of July next.
Resolved, That for tbe purpose of such dividend
the stock books will be closed at the close of business
on the 25th inst. and be opened on the morning of
16th July.
The Total transactions were 185,800 shares, including 57,400 Western Union, 55,700 Lake Shore, 22,800
Union Pacific, 7,700 Erie, 7350 New York Central,67u0
Wabash, 5500 Pacific Mail, 4800 Northwestern common, 4600 St. Paul common, 4500 Rock Island, 1000
Ohio & Mississippi.
Tlie loiiowmg were tne quotations oi Government
securities:
Uuited States eoupouH’s, 1881,.
121$
United States 5-20’s 1862. ....115
United States 5-20’s 1864.
116}
United Spates 5-20’s 1865, old. 117}
United States5-20’s 1865,newex-int
119}
United States 5-20’s 1867,.
1204
United States 5-20’s 1868,..-.

San Francisco, June 3.— Further returns
from the Oregon elections indicate a majority
for Grover, (Democrat) for Governor. The Republicans claim the Congressman.
lllETEOKOLOOICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR

THR

NEXT

HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

1

War Dkp’t, Office Chief Signal
)
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
June 4, (1 A. V.))

Fuglnud,
and the Middle States, generally cloudy weather and rain will prevail,
followed by clearing
For New

weather.

....

FOKKl C* N.
Battle

Imminent,

..

The

Stocks:

following

(Sales

officers.
The buoy marking the shoals six miles northeast of Cape Florida light house has shifted
nearly two miles from its proper position,
The boy, Fred English, who claims to have
boen kidnapped in Brooklyn and carried to
Boston, is looked upon in the former city as a
fraud.
Base

ball at Chicago—Bostons 11, Whi te
10.
Senor Rascon will probably be appointed
Spanish Minister to Washington.

Stockings

FINANCIAL AND COiUMEKCEAL
Review el Porllmul Market*.
Week Ending June

3, 1874.

Trade has been quiet during the past week, the
amount of sales having been fair but not large. A
gratifying increase is noticeable in the wholesale
trade with other portions of the State. The market
shows some changes in staple articles, though tbo
fluctuations are but slight. The month of May as
compared with the correal tori' ling mouth ot last year
shows increased sales; but an increase of eflort has
been necessitated and lire margins liave been small,
The
so the net profits will show soma reduction.
Gold liar ranged front
money market remains quiet
112@112§, closing dull at 112 on Wednesday, June 3d.

3.1
—

..

@ 106}
@ 120}

..
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The

California will soon be in the hands of consumers.
Fleeces are scarce and wanted, and prices range from
55 @ 60c for X, XX and XXX Ohio and Pennsylvania,
and leading mills will soon clear the matket of this
description. Super and X pulled continue in de
mand and have been selling at 40 @ 56c
lb, choice
Eastern sii|>erB ranging from 55 @ 56c ^ lb. Combing wool is in demand and will meet with a ready
sale when a better assortment of new offers.
Washed combing and delaine langes from 55 @62c; and
unwaslied from 42 @ 46c
lb, the latter price for
The manufacturing business is still
new Kentucky.
dull and depressed and during the summer months
we cannot look for any improvement.
Manufacturers are anxious to close off old stock, and the goods
now on hand are being closed oft at very low and unsatisfactory prices. There is a good demand for Australia wools, but very little recent imports now left.
The sales have been principally from 51 @ 63c ^ ft*
with choico combing descriptions as high as 55 @

j
1

574c.
In New York the market has been quite active in a
small way, and prices have been well maintained
throughout. Manufacturers have been pretty free
buyer.-, owing to the slight improvement in the goods
market, but as yet the better feeling has not been
“backed up” with sales of any magnitude.
In Philadelphia supplies of the new clip are beginning to come in more freely, lut thus far there has
been no accumulation of stock. The great difference
in the views of buyers and sellers, both here and
throughout the West, continues to materially retaid
operations, and the transactions thus far, especially
in the West, have been much less than at this time
in former years.

_

Brighton Cattle Market.
the week ending Wednesday, June 3.
At market for the current week: Cattle. 3390;
Sheep and Lambs, 2.738: Swine, 11,700; number of
Western Cattle, 3265; Eastern Cattle—; Working
Oxen and Northern Cattle and Milch Cows 125. CatFor

tle left

over

—.

Prices of Beef Cattle, p cwt. live weight;—Extra
quality $7 25 yaj 7 374; tirst quality $6 75 &j 7 124; second quality $5 874 @ 6 50: third quality $5 00 (ti 5 75;
poorest grades of coarse oxen, bulls, <&c., $3 75 (a)
4 50.

Brighton Hides 7J@8 cents p lb. Brighton Tala 5c p lb.
Country Hides 7 @ 74c p lb. Country Tallow 0 (&
4Jc p lb.
Calf Skins 15 @ 17c p ft. Sheep Skins 2 50 @ 3 00
each. Lamb Skins 50c each. Sheared Sheep Skins
low 0

35c each.
The

in market
supply of Beef Cattleweek

this week is
Drovers paid
were some very nice
lots
of Beeves among them. Prices remain unchanged
from our last quotations, and in gome instances the
Cattle from the West are losing plenty of mono' for
the drovers. For some of the best lots of CaWi* 74 (g
7|c p ft was asked for them. The trade (litl not
open so active as it did one week ago, the supply being larger than the demand reqired.
Working nxen—But few pairs in market and not
much call for them. A few paiis each market day is
all the uemand requires at present. We quote sa es
•f 1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 inches, live weight 2760 lbs,
Tor $155; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 6 incues, live weight 2750
lbs. for $190; 1 pair, girth 7 feet, live weight 3100 lbs,
tor $225; 1 pair, girth 7 feet 4 inches, live weight 3500
lbs, tor 240; 1 pair, girth 6 feet 10 inches, live weight
3000 fts, for $200.
Storo Cakie— But few in market, nearly all the
small Cattle that are iu a fair condition being bought
up to slaughter.
Milch Cows—Extra $55 Q 90; ordinary $25 @ 50 p
head. Most of the Cows offered in market tor sale
There are but few extra or
are of a common grade.
fancy breed of Cows ottered.
and
Lambs—From
the West the supply was
Sheep
light. The trade at Boston for mutton for a few days
been
has
dull, costing lauded at Brighton from
past
74 @ 84c p ft.
Swine—Store Pigs, wholesale, 7 @ 74c; retail 74 @
•be p 1b. Fat Hogs, 11,300 at market; prices at 61

larger than that ot one
higher for them, and there

•Jc

p

ago.

^

ft._
Momewtic

Market*.

Nkw York, June 3—Evening.—Cotton quiet and
|c decline; sales 569 bales; Middling uplands at 18};
forward deliveries declined 1-16§c on early mouths.
Floor—receipts 24,351 hbls; the market is without
decided change in price and a very moderate export
and home trade inquiry; sales 11,400 bids; Western
and State 4 80 @ 6 60; White Wheat Western extra
6 60 @ 7 00; extra Ohio 6 00 a 7 35; extra St Louis at
6 15 (& 11 00; Southern Hour at 6 15 (g U 00, closing

being bear of
Applet
the green fruit, with luminal quotations at $9@$10 i dull. Wheat—receipts 67,550bush; market less plen
are

very scarce, the market

ENTEKTAINMENT8.
MUSIC

lor'whitefor
Western In store.
S’BSE'.'SSr “
lor wnue

Coffee is unchanged

“«“««»-

fair

refilled
M,I1*:"V1“1'’;
ard! at 9f «!M; granulated
toi ® l0j<:; «riuer;standenwhed I0»c;
powdered lOfe. Molasses dull
is unchanged
Petroleum dull; crude on spot at 54c; salts
of
bbls refined at 13$: Napthf lower; sales of ;jooo bbls
at 7$; Yellow firm; Country 7$ @ 8: prime City at 8c.
Naval Stores—Rosin is steady at
Tallow firm at 8c.
2 75 @ 2 80. Spirits Turpentine steady at 39$c. Pork
firmer; sales of 300 bbls new mess at 17 85;seller .June
quoted a» 17 87$ @ 18 00; seller July 18 10 @ 18 20.—
Beef unchange*I. Lard is flriuer ;sales of 100 tes prime
steam at 11$; 2000 tcsseller June at-11$ @ 11 9-I6;3*kio
tierecs seller July at 11$ @11 11-16; 750 do August
11$. Butter firm at 20 @ 28.for new Western ;26 @ 32

for new State. Whiskey is quiet at 1 00.
Wool firm; domestic fleece a 43 @ 68c; pullet! 33
@ 53c.
Freights to Liver?<ool are heavy and decidedly lower; Cotton per steam 3-16*1. Grain—Corn per steam
at !)$;Wheat per steam at 10$*l; Flour per steam at
2s bd.

Chicago, June3.—Flour is Quiet and unchanged;
choice Western extra Spriii 5 50. Wheat is active
and higher; No 1 Spring 1 22} @ 1 23; No 2 Spring at
1 18$ cash or seller for dune; 1 17} seller July; No 3
Spring 1 11; rejected at l 04 @ 1 05. Corn is in fair
demand and firm; No 2 Mixed at 56 cash or for sell, r
June; 56|o seller dulv; seller Aug 5717c; rejected 52$
@ 2}: high Mixed 5o$ @ 56$c. Oats re active ana
higher; No 2 at 451c cash; 42}c sellyr lor June; rejected 42$c. Rye is steady; No 2 at 90c. Bariev dull
and nominal; No 2 Spring 1 40; No 3 Spring at 1 00
bid. Provisions—Pork is in lair demand advanced
at 17 40 cash or seller June; 17 65 seller for
July.—
Lard acliv and higher at 11 cash or seller Juue;held
higher; 11$ bid seller July. Bulk MeatH unchanged;
shoulders at 6$ loose;6}c packed on snot; short clear
middles at 9} packed; no sales. Whiskey is firm at

95c.
Lake Freightsin fair demand and lower rates—Corn
to Buffalo 4$; Wheat to Buffalo 5; Corn to Kingston
at *$.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 112,000 bush wheat,227,000 bush corn, 75,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 1,000
bush barley.
Shipments 6,000 bbls flour, 218,000 bush wheat, 269,OOOoush corn, 73,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 2,u00 1
bush barley.

xoLKbO. June 3.—Flour is firm and In fair demand. Wheat is in fair demand and advanced; No 2
White Wabash at 1 52; No 2 White Michigan at 1 48;
Amber Michigan at 1 36$ cash or seller June; 1 38$ do
July; No 1 Red at 1 42; No 2 do 1 34 @ 1 35 cash or
seller June; 1 36 seller July; No 3 do 1 27$. Corn is
a shade better; high Mixed at 63c cash or seller for
June; seller for Ang at 66c; seller Sept at G6; no
grade 61c; damaged 58c. Oats unchanged; No 2 at
48$; Michigan 50c.
Lake Freights firmer—Wheat To Bufialo 3$; to Osweg) 5} @ 6c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 4 000
bush corn, 6,000 bush oats.
Shipments—2,000 bbls hour, 63,000 bush wheat, 32,000 bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.

HALL—PORTLAND,

WARD’S

ME.

VARIETIES.

Op.n Krrrj tirrmirng
wnii

■ire,

a

mmH Nn.ur.lay M»tiDnlcluu Variny Kul.rloig

Entire change of Programme Mondays and Thursdays.

«)

MONDAY, June 1st,
OR BINT BKOTIIKRK, Gymnasts Acrobats
and champion head balancers; JR’EjI.JK LIJCIA.
the eh nr uiii if female Gymnast; COE.. RUTH
the largest man in the world.
Admission, G.tllerv 25 cts., Parquet te 35 ets., Orchestra Chai is 50
Boies $4.00 Grand Matinse
every Saturday Afternoon at 2 o'clock. Matinee
prices, Gallery 15 cts., Parouette and Orchestra
Chairs 25 cts.
Box OlMce open from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.
Jultt

tiONHX>Ti,

cfs.,

leutijheT
ON

SUNDAY EVENING,
a

June

7th,

Lecture will t>e delivered at the

Cathedral

of the

Immaculate Conception
—

BY

—

Rt. Rev. Bishop bacon,
under

the auspices ot the

Portland Catholic Union.
The Holy Father.

NI'BJKCT

tVAdm is* ion 25 cents.
Doors open at

Ju4

6£.

Lecture to commence at

o'clock
d3t

THE OR EAT AND ONLY

New York Circus.
L. B.

LENT,

DIRECTOR.
AT

—

—

PORTLAND,
Monday,

June

8th.

is quiet and unWheat is in fair demand and firm; No 1
1 25$; No 2 at I 22} cash; seller June and
seller July l 22$. Corn is in lair demand and higher;
No 2 Mixed at 56c. Oats are in fair demand and higher at 44$c for No 2
Rye is firm ;No 1 at 89c. Barley is
dull and nominally; No 2 Spring at 1 30; No 3 Spring
90c. Provisions arc uuiet and firm.
Pork strong at
17 50. Hams in pickle 11. D*y salte-l meats—shoulders 6}; boxed middles at 9} @ 9f. Lard—prime 10}

changed.
Spring at

@ 11$.

Lake
go 10.

Freights—Wheat

Receipts—8,000
hogs.

bbls

to

and firm at 18 00.

flour, 153,000 bush

wheat.

0,000

Lard is quiet

95c.

Charleston, June 3.—Cotton isdull; Middling uplands 17$c.
Savannah, June 3.—Cotton dull; Middling up-

17}c.

Mobile, June 3.—Cotton firm; Midlling uplands

at 17c.

New

Evening

at 8.

should be distinctly understood that this establishment is
It

only First-Class

The

Circns

America, established in a large city, conducted in
metropolitan style, and which has acquired a metropolitan reputation. With the New York Circus will
in

be found the

names

of

and firm—summer

10$c loose; jobbing sales of kettle ll$c. Bulk
Meats in fair demand and firm; shoulders held at
6 60; clear rib sides 9 15 @ 9 17$; clear sides 9$ @ 9|.
Bacon is steady; lobbing sales ot shoulders 7$ f clear
sides 10c; clear sides 10$ @ 10}.
Whiskey steady at

steam

lands

Performance Afternoon at 2 1-2

Bufialo 5$ ;Corn to Oswe-

^Shipments- 6,000 bbls flour. 143.000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, June 3.—Provisions—Pork is quiet

Orleans, June 3.—Cotton quiet; Middling
at 17}c.

William II.

Havana Market.
■Havana, June 3.—Sugar—No 12 d s at 21 @ 22 rs.
Exchange excited; on United States60 days currency at 1 23 @ 1 26 prem; do short sigh t at 1 27 @ 1 28
prem ; on London 1 87 @ 1 90 prem; Spanish gold 2 75
@ 2 76; no sales; Gold Exchange on Fran.e not auoted.
European .Harken.
London, June 3—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92|@
92$ for money and account.
London. June 3—12.30 P. M.—American securities—U. S. 5 20s. 1865, old, 108; United States 10-40s
at 104f. Erie 30$ @ 30$; \ referred 49

Liverpool, June 3—12 30 P. M.—Cotton tending
down ward ; M i.idhng uplands at Sf @ 8$d; do Orleans
at 8}d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales tor export and speculation.
Frankfort, June 3—4.30 P. M.—United States
5-20s, 1862, at 98}.

Morgan,

who has achieved the most triumphal successes in all
the Capitals of Eurojie in his challenge BAREBACK.

STEEPLECHASE ACT.

M’lle Carlotta
exquisite grace

The

Deberg

and

peerless riding of M'lle Deirresistible abandon and a

berg, con blued »ith an
fearless dash, incomparably surpae^es every species
of Female Equestrianism hitherto seen on this Continent.

Le Petit

uplands

Tony,

(aged only 5 year*), the smallest and prettiest rider in
the world, oi^.his Fairy Bareback Ponies.
The Great Brazilian Wild Horse Tamer,

Martinho

Lowande.

(WITH HIS CHARMING INFANT SONj, who his
won the highest honors ever awarded to any
equestrian from the most critical audiences of all notions,
and who stands absolutely unrivaled in bis marvellous feats upon a single BARt BACK HORSE, or in
his magnificent act upon FOUR OR SIX FIERY
BAREBACK STEEDS— thus pre. enting the

FIVE BEST RIDERS IN AMERICA
in

be

company, a combination which cannot
in any equestrian troupe in the world.

one

equaled

G(J$$ LEE,
Popular Clown and Vocalist.
FRANCISCO GERARD,
The Famous Grotesque.
TOMMY WARD,
The

HOTELS.

The

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
Daily Press may always be found.

the

ALFRED.
Allred

House, B.

U.

Gcdiag, Proprietor.

AUBUBN
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. Sc A. Young,

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Bale
er, Proprietor.
A. A H. Cony. Proprie
G.
Cony House,

Augusta nouse,
tors.

BANCOR.

Harriman House, J.E. HarrimanSc Co.

Champion Trick Clown.
EFFICIENT CORPS OF ACROBATS, forming an array of Fir»t-lla«M Talent in everv department of
Equestrian and Acrobatic
Art never before equated on this Continent. One of
the greatest features of the New York Circus is
With

FULL AND

a

Prof. Jas. S. Robinson’s Brass and Reed
Band.
This Band is three times as targe as any band ever
attached to any other Circus, and will paiade the
principal streets abont 10 A. M.. in the largest, most
massive and elab rately carved and decorated Gold
kn Chari*vt ever constructed, and drawn by
The IlnndftomeM Team of 40 Horses
that the world can produce
Admission 50 cents; children under ten. 25 cents.
Doors 0|>en at 1} and 7; Grand Entree at 21* and 8
P. W.
83T*fn order to avoid the crowds upon the Circus
Ground, tickets have I teen left fm sale at the Music
Store ol C. K. HAWES, 77 Middle St.
ju2dlw

Proprietors.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R. Quinby,
witb HI D HIcEnughiin Sc Son., Prop.
BATH.

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House, Bowdoin Square,Buifinch.
Bingham, Wrisley A C’o.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. HI. Stetson, Propri
elor.
Tremont

Wrisley
Bethel

Hou«9, J. F. Bardin, Proprietor.
Chapman Bouse,—Andrews A Record,

Proprietors

BOLSTER MILLS.
Hancock House,—HI. Hancock, Prop.
BRUNSWICK. HIE.
Rooms, W. R. Field.

P. A K.

F. n. 2MII.F1

—AHD—

Commission

Merchants J

Salesroom 176 Fore Street*
(Office 15 Exchange Street.)
O. BAILEY.

C. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, commencing at 9 o’clock ,*». M.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt!

Norton Bros. Sale of Plants
AT AUCTION.

Dining
Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

June 9th, at
o’clock, at Salesroom,

On

Tuesday,

etor.

Proprietor.

lO

and Tea
Hardy Perpetual
and single Geraniums, Fuchsias
WERoses, double
shall sell

International

A f!A

AUCTIONEERS

F.

BETHEL.

SALEST"

AUCTION

House. Tremont St. Bingham
A Co. Proprietors.

Wool Iflarket'

Boston, June 3 —\_Peported *or the Press.}—The
•'oHowu.g is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Domestic—Ohio and Pennsylvania pick-lock 58®
60c; do choice XX 55 @ 57c; do fine X 54 @ 55c; mt>
dium 54 @ 65c: coarse 49 @ 52c; Michigan extra and
XX 51 @ 53c; fine 50 @ 51c; medium 50 @ 51c; common 45 @ 47c; other Western fine and X 50
@ 52c;
medium 48 @ 50c, common 44 @ 47c; pulled extra
40 @ 56c; superfine 40 @ 56; No 1, 25 @ 35c; combing fleece 60 @62c; California 18 @ 38c; Texas 20
@ 35c; Canada 40 @ 55c; do combing 60 @ 62; Smy rra washed 18 @ 35c; do unwashed, 16 @ 25c; Buenos
Ayres t7 @ 37c; Cape Good Hope 34 @ 40c; Australian 45 @ 53c; Donskni 20 @ 36c; Mestiza pulled 50
@ 75c.
The demand for wool continues good and manufacturers are supplying themselves quite liberally with
all available supplies now ottering. California continues to attract the most attention, and the new
spring clip sells readily from 30 @ 38}c & ft, good
lots ranging
principally from 35 @ 36c. Supplies
continue to arrive quite freely and the entire clip of

rests.

town

scare*

Sagadahoc House, John S. HI ill ike n, Pro
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

Sales at Auction.
York Manufacturing Company.,.1600
Eastern Railroad .1.
_65} @66
Boston dfc Maine Railroad.1053
@106
Eastern Railroad.
@67}
Eastern Railroad 7*s.

Point foundry at
were bound and gagged
The safe was
morning.
in government bonds and
were obtained.
No ar-

Murresboro’, Tenn., drove oat of
Tuesday night several internal reveuue

HiOMion Block liini.
at the Broker’s Board. June

Boston and Maiue Railroad.—
Saco & Portsmouth Railroad

West

A mob at

33}

Portland,

son.

mills were

s

bonds.82}

Reinforcements of 3000 Republican troops
have reached San Sebastian.
President Watson of the Erie Railroad will
retire in July, it is said, and H. J. Jewett is
the most prominent candidate for the position.
It has been offered to the Vauderbilts and Tom
Scott but neither would accept.
Capt. John E. Saler, a well known retired
ship-master of Portsmouth, died yesterday.
A Chicago s|iecial states that a Catholic
priest named Father Terny has been removed
by Bishop Foley of that diocese for stating in a
recent sermon that the story of Eden and ell
the book of Genesis was nothing but a grand
epic poem.
The crew of the ship Neptune mutinied after
leaving Liverpool for New York.
Several
were wounded and 15 arrested.
A race for steam yachts at Newport is proposed by the New York yacht club this sea-

The Lercester, Mass., woolen
damaged $20,000 by tire yesrerday.

of

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
92}
Union Pacific do.
S6}
Union Pacific land grants...78
Union Pacific income

night.

The persons supposed to have been drowned
by the capsizing of a yacht off Jersey City
were rescued by a passing lighter.
The Canadian authorities fear an uprising
among the Indians.

U4|

..*....

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
.T. Helm of San Francisco, owner of the trotting horse Sam Purdy, dropped dead Tuesday

islature.

....

closing quotations

Chicago & Rock Island. 95 j
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail-

before the ministers
The Canadian commissioner will return to Washington shortly and
endeavor to obtain amelioration of certain proposed terms from Washington authorities.

Children under fifteen years of age found
playing musical instruments on the streets of
New York, are to be arrested hereafter in accordance with the law passed by the iast leg-

a!

shade
Mixed

closing firm; prime
tmnles^ho tbe.,atter f,,r choice;
Yellow 81 (a 83c. Oa.s-reSX L Western
m:,rket
and firm;sales 71,000 hush-^?XaS,;
69c for
TOU wllI;,1"', Mixed Western; 66
Mixe‘1 Wo“teru in store; 66c

Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 56}

—

Vanderbilt ticket was elected in the
ballot for directorsj'ot the New York Central

the

i Erie preferred. 52
Union Pacific stock. 26
Illinois Central.
nai
Chicago & Northwestern..
39

Reciprocity.
At a meeting of the
Ottawa, June 3.
Privy Coaucil last evening, the skeleton of the
reciprocity treaty was discussed and the report
of Senator Brown’s negotiations were placed

The

were

....114*

Erie.

pendence.”

pie.

....

Western Union Telegraph Co.
72}
Pacific Mail. 42
N. Y. Centra'aud Hudson River consolidated.... 97*

leaving with his body. Bayamo is the Capitol
of the Oriental department and it was there
that Cespedes tirst proclaimed Cuban inde-

At Hamilton, Nev,, Tuesday evening, Patrick Casey was fatally wounded by his brother
Thomas Casey, who instantly blew out his own
brains.
Tom Scott has been elected President of the
Pennsylvania railroad.
The Spanish Republican troops have reached
San Sabastian, greatly to the relief of the peo

bu-*h; Corn scarce and a
08
J9*0**0 hush; new aud.ld Western

.120§

is said Col. Santel is the demon who was the
terror of Guanahacoa, got killed and his whole
column was cut to pieces. Mauzanillo is having the insurgents at her doors, who may get in
any moment. This U3ws has seut gold up to
150 per cent. The Spaniards in Havana commeucee to grumble and say that Concha has
come to sell them out like sheep, but they will

The watchmen of
Cold Spring, N. Y.,
by robbers Tuesday
blown open and $3500
about $7500 iu money

moderate export inquiry.
freights
strengthened the market;
158,00!) hash; No 2 Chicago at l 44 @ 1 45; No 2
Milwaukee at 1 48; Canada Club in bond 1 50; unIowa and Mlnne ota Spring at 1 40 @ 1 50,No
graded
1 Spring 1 4!) <a) l
51$; common to choice Winter Red
Westeni 1 50 @ 1 57; poor White Ohio in tore 1 58;
North Western 1 46; also sales of 80,000 bush of
rjo2
winter and Canada to arrive in cne week at 1 57.
sa.en

United States 5’s, new.114}

United States 10-40’s.,ex-iuterest.
Currency 6’s.

Bayonne, June 3.—A battle is imminent at
Estella where the Carlists are in great force.
Bayamo in PosweMNion of tbc Imrgenls.
New York, Juue3.—A private letter dated
May 18th has been received in this city from
Havana by a Cuban merchant, from which the
following is an extract: “Bayamo is in possession of the iusurgents since the 20th of this
month. They went in and are holding the
place so far. Gen. Yigueras was defeated by
Gomez and also Bazocnes. Figueras had 4000
men.
The insurgeuts went into Puerto Principe and took away all they wanted. Around
Cienfuegos anot' er fight took place, where it

aTlfl 1 @ 2c higher with a
Jy
I lie decline in
has

Milwaukee. June 3.—Floor

EASTERN RAILROAD.

by which Congress is to be deprived of its constitutional right to control these important subjects thus specifically confided to it by the ex-

thejr respects.

at-Arms.

adjourned.

State street

Botanical Excursion.—The High School
class of ’75 to the number of forty went down
to Hog Island yesterday afternoon botanizing.

elected|Sergeant

In the House this afternoon the newly electel officers were sworn. Information was sent
that the House was ready to meet that branch
aud proceed in completing elections. The members first filed around to the clerk’s desk and
drew the number from a lottery box from seats
which they will respectively occupy to-morrow.
The Gevernor transmitted the returns of the
votes for Railroad Commissioners by which it
appears there was no choice made by the people. The message was laid on the table.
The Senate reorganized by cbosing Hon.
Henry Talbott temporary chairman with the
last year clerks. The Senate met the House in
convention.
The convention balloted and filled the vacancies in senatoral disilricts from the two highest
candidates constitutionally elegible electing
four Democrats.
The Committee to couut votes for Governor
reported the whole number cast last year to be
71,893; necessary for choice 35,947; scattering
44.
John Blackmar, (Prohibition) 2097;Luther MeCutcliins, (Rep.) 34,143; James A. Weston, (Dem.) 35,608. There was no choice by the
people. The convention then elected by ballot Hon. Jas. A. Weston, Manchester, Governor for
the ensuing year.
The vote stood:
McCutchins 151; Weston 182.
At 6,25 the convention arose and the House

$4000.

on

was

IVeMoo Klicicd Governor.

Pleasant from near foot of South toward Maple; in Congress from Washington east 400
feet; the estimated cost of the whole being

Industrious.—The dwellers

Compulsory Pilotage.

pointed doorkeepers, and Clark F. Rowell of

Keene

Committee.

a

WASHINGTON,

—

J————————
ptr bbl; dried apples, of which there is a scant supjiy, range from 12<a|16c per lb. Beans are firm, mediums having advanced to $2 37@2 52.
Butter i6
unhanged, nice lots coming in and selling at 35c,
iJbeese ia firm and steady. Coal is without change
3xccpt in chestnut, which has fallen 50c and is now
without limitation.
quoted at $7(®7 50. Coffee is dull, and another full
The next important amendment was the in- in prices has taken place, Java selliug at 30@32c and
sertion of an item of $50,000 for the construe* Kio
23@24. Cooperage is dull, with the exception of
t»qn a military post on the north fork of Loup some demand for molasses shocks. Copper shows a
River in Nebraska. Non concurred in.
AH the amendments affecting the decision of little change in Y. M. bolts, now quoted at 30c. Corvarious bureaus of the War Department of dage is dull. Dry goods are quiet, and sales not
claims for quartermasters stores,&c., were non
large. Drugs and dyos are unchanged. Duck is
concurred in.
steady, with good demand for Portland manufacThe hill was then sent to the Conference
tures. Fish are in good demand for home trade, but
which have received grants on condition that
they should be ajpublic highway for the use of
the government free from tolls or other
charges
the words “or upon any conditions for the use
°*
the object hei ug to avoid any
technical limitation tbit might be put on the
definition. The amendment was <5hncurred in

Various

NEW

asylum,

Adjourned till

or

ard there was not the same necessity for passenger travel.
A leading representative of the “bull” interest expressed his views as follows: There
will be a general stagnation with firm prices
until the end of June, when there will be a
slight upward tun,, but that the real upward
movement will not begia until the end of the
fall, when all the crops will have been moved
and there will be not only an improved tone in
con tnercial anJ financial circles, but also more
money from the sale of the crops.
Various matters.
Messrs. Grousset and Jourdi, two Communis, leaders who eseaped from the penal colony
at Caledonia, with Kochcfort, arrived in this
city last evening.
There lias b"en 400 men discharged from tlie
iron mines at Port Oram, Morris couuty, N. J.,
and 5000 will be discharged from the Hibernia
mines next Saturday.
Mrs. Dwver, who killed three children and
fractured her husbaud’s skull, in Brooklyn,
yesterday, is pronounced insane.

CALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

D.

Simpson.

CAHIDEHI.

Bay View House, E. H. Demnth, Prop.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Crnnd Trunk Railway Depot, HI. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Bourbon

double and single in yariety, baskets of Verbenas
and Pansies, choice kinds, a good collection of baskets of mixed
Plants, Pelargoniums, Petunias,
Heliotropes, and a general collection of Bedding
Plants from the favorite Conservatories of Norton
Purchasers at Norton
Bros., Dorchester. Mass.
Bros.* previous sales will remember their plants as
very superior stock.

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
ju4d5t

Auctioneers.

D1X FIELD.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

Book, Card and Job

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan A Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.
FOACROFT.

Exchange.

Foxeroft

P. HI.

prietor.

Jeffords, Pro-

PRINTING

GREAT

FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor
HA RTLAND.
Park House—R. L. Williams,
Hartland

Prop.
House—I. R. Littlefield, Prop.

109

EXCHANGE STREET

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Huston, Pro*

prietor.

LEWISTON.

DeWitt House,
Proprietors.

Waterhouse ft Melleu

Daily Press Printing House

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

prietor.

LITTLE r ON, N. H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

Everv

desert nfinm

a.

MACH I AS.

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

promptly and

carefully executed

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.
NORTH
Nemaskei
etor.

nnd at the Lowest Prices.

WINDHAM.

House, W. W. Stanley, PropriNORWAY.

Beal’s Hotel, O. If. Green, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh

Proprietor.

WM.

M,

IVIABK8,

NAPLES
Elm House, Nathan Church Jr Sons, Proprietors.

Dnuforth

NORRIDGEWOCK.
House, D. Dnnforth. Propraeto

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown Sc Hilton, Propri*
etors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

manager.
IV'OTICE is hereby
given, that the subscriber hits
l>een duly
■V.
appointed and taken upon herself
the
trust ot

Administratrix of the estate ol
STEPHEN B. CHASE, late of Portland,

in the
bonds

of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
the law directs.
of said deceased, are
upon the estate
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebtm
nient to
ed to said estate are caded

County
as

demands

etor.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey A Co.

prietors.

^Iubbnrd

PARIS HILL.
Hold. II.
Hubbard,

Portland, May 19.1W*.
Pro-

Propriet.

PITTSFIELD.
I.nur, IIoum— Fletcher & Oale, Proprictors.

Robbiu.on,

_

P«BTI.AN».
Adam. H„m>, Temple Ml- C'harle. Adam.

Proprid.i.
Albion llon.r, 117 Pederul St.J.O Perry*
Proprietor.
American House, India St, J. H. Dodge,
..

Proprietor.

may22dlaw; wF»

AdmbiSinlor’f Sale of Ucal Estate

t»Y virtue of a license from tire Hon. JOHN
h> A. WATERMAN, Judge of Probate Or the
County of Cumberland, T shall sell on Tuesday the
twenty-third day of June, 1874, the house and tot in
I leering belonging to ihe estate of Thomas Leonard
decease.1. Said lot is situated on the lane leading
to the Portland Stone Ware Company's
premises*
and Is sixty feet on said land and one 'hundred and
thirty-two feet deep
W. H.

PI1ILLIPM.
IIoum-, Adnm dfc
Proprietor.

Rnrdrn

upon^to ake£ay

"■S"22

FESSENDEN, Administrator.
law3wE

__

Law Library,
Fuinittire, Tilton & McFarland Sale and
elegaul Wuluut Book Case for salt', inquire ol

OFFICE

mylaeodtf

GEO. C. HOPKINS.
11«>^ Exchange Street.

_

PKINTINfil of every
JOB
eiecuwd at Ui« office.

deecriptiou ueatjv

r-—

THE PRESS.
Portland Wholesale Price Parreut.
Corrected for the Press to June 3J1S74.
00
14

9

Sheet &
Pia...

9J
8j

@
(g)

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

liakers.

To the Harbor Commissioner* oi
Portland Harbor.
Portland, May 29,18*4.

W. C CURB, No«. jS null 30 Pearl Street.
Uu direct route betweru New Contain
House and Pool Office, near the [Market.

Pipe.. 8
Green,. 00@10
Dried,western 12@
I,rather.
do eastern.
14 @16
NewYurfc,
Ashes.
@ 30
Pearl, p* ft— 11 @ Hi Light. 28
29 ® 31
Mid. Weight
Pot.
9 @ 11
29® 31
Heavy
Beaus.
38 ® 43
Slaughter..
Pea.2 75 @3 00
Mediums.2 37 @2 G2 Am. Call.1 00 ®110
Lime*
Yellow Eyes...3 25 @3BO
Rockland e’sk.
@120
Roi Nliooki*.
l.< umber.
Pino. 6IKS7S
Clear Pint,
Bread.
00
Nos. 1 & 2.50 00 @00 00
Pilot ..10 00 @12
9 00
No. 3.40 00 @4500
Pilot ex. 1001b 7 50 @
6
00
No. 4.30 00 @35 00
5
50
@
Shii*.
Shipping. .20 00 @25 00
CiackersplOO 40 @ 50
Bauer.
Spruce.15 00 @17 00
30 @ 35 Hemlock. .12 00 @15 00
Family, ^lb.
20
25
Clapboards,
Store.
@
Candle*.
Spruce ex.3000 @35 00
do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
@ 13
Mould,pib....
37«
35
Pine.45 00 @00 00
@
Sperm.
Sii ingles,
Cemeut.
Cedar ex... 4 00 @ 4 75
pbbl.2 25 @
Cedar No 1. 2 5o @ 3 25
Cheeae*
do Shaved 4 00 @ 0 50
Vermont,p ft. 16 @ 17
Pine do... 4 50 @ 7 uo
Factory. 18fc@ 19
1 75 @ 2 00
S. Y. Dairy.. 16 @ 17
Spruce
C’oa I—(Retail.)
Laths, Spruce 2 uo
Cumberland.. .8 50@ 9 00
Pine. 3 oo @3 50
JlaUii«M.
Pictou.7 50 @8 00
1 05
Chestnut.... ..7 iO @7 50 Star, p gros.
.TIoillMheM.
Frauklin.9 00 @9 50
08 @ 73
new
Kieo
8
50
.8
Porto
L’gh&W.Ash. 00@
CionfuOgos new 43 @ 45
Coflee.
40 @ 42
dava,pft. 30 @ 32 Muscovado..
70 @85
Rio. 23 @ 24 (New Or leant.
tart.
Mus
Cooperage.
42
new.
@ 45
Hlid. Shooks aud Heads Sagua
Nails.
@26‘
Mol. City....
25
Cask.4
@
Sim. City... -2 30 @
9

business directory.

Booksellers and Stationers.
BOVT, I'OOO A BREED,No.91 [Middle
Street.

....

Book Binders.
wyt. A. QUINUY, Room II, Printer’*
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

HIMAI.I. &
Mtreeti

Confectionery.

UriigH and
Alcohol, *?gal.2 00 ®
25 ®
Arrowftoot,
7 ®
Bi-Carl) Soda,
20 @
Borax,.
Camphor. 35 ®
Cream Tartar 44 ®
Indigo,.1 25 ® 1

11*®

Logwood ex.,

(

55

8*

30
00

18 Five 8trcet.

Wood,

2*
2*

Red Wood....
Fish.

1|®
5*®
2*®

Plate.....

ExP4te,..
Pork,
Backs,....

Cod, per qtl.,
Clear,.
L’ge Shore,. 50 ® 5 0C Mess,.
L’ge Bank, 4#'0 @ 4 5t Prime,....
Small,..... 3 U0 ® 3 50 Hams,...,..

.1.

u:

,,

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Hone the cheape*t und best by 8« YOUNG,
Wo.

at

•*

102 Fore St.

In Board

J. A. MERHd.l, A
J.

A.

»nt1

CO., 139 Middle
A.

St.

KEITH.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

In Board

IV

E.

J. I.
I

St.

Pattern and Model Maker.
RAliBOrR, 330 Fore Street, Cor.

•/

Portland.

roKN,

Photographers.

00

Attest:
A true copy,
Attest:

J. N, McCOY A CO., 3S Sprin. Street.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

8. YOUNG. No. 103 Fore Street.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER I.OWEI.I,, 155 Middle

Family,....,.

@

No. 1.

Stair Builder.
®-P. UIRRT, I.o. 353 Fore Street,

Norway
Steely..

7J@

@

Cast

20
14
64
9

German Steel
Shoe Steel
Spring Steel
Sheet Iron,

@
@
@
@

fc*... 1%

Ga*v^a.

22
jjs

%eiF’*y.'-tb"arm®
125a
t>

12}
12}

*

lb

..cc3,

13} 8

Fail.
Caddie*,.

18 <te
10 @

14

13§@ 14J

Damar,.1

Indorsed and prescribed by all the leading physicians throughout the country as the greatest Antacid
vet presented to the medical public.^,It immediateIp and certainly reheves

HOUSE,

SOUR STOMACH,

DYSPEPSIA,

M

myOdlm

caused by sourness or acidity of the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is superior
to any other preparation, requiring no
to
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
females during pregnancy.
A
sure prevention
against the food of infants souring on the stomach.

persuasion

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale

Boston.

HOUSE,

Carriage

10
15
20

I

am now

prepared

....

...

...

....

OF

....

I

RATE!*.

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by giving notice at the
office,
will he entitled to a proper deduction.
Wc particularly request that neglect to leave the
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the ofl'ice at once, and it will be attended to
THE

111

rnoemi

i-P

o.s.l

CAKE,
__I

SOMETIIIAG HEW !

C_.•_•_

ice,

we desire customers to order tbeir
supply before
the 10th ot June. We cannot agree to furnish any
ice, at present prices, to those not engaging oi us
previous to that date.
my23d6w

FAR RAND’S IMPROVED

Self-Folding Tucker
ble

A

DYER
on

of

Coal and Wood Dealers
JOHN T. ROGERS,
No. 160 Commercial Street,

2000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Wharf iu order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
and get our prices before purchas-

RANDALL &

Hemmer.

Valuable Improvement

mh27*1.3m

mc4

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

St.

Leon

Spring

AN

wu-Uam

w.

dyer.
dtf

Copartnership

OF

DRY

baJines™fdaC°I'artner?hil’

COAL AND WOOD
No.

THE REST GRADES.

WOOD,

RICH

DEALERS,
«

t
the best

COAL AND WOOD.
s. shtjrtleff
D. S. WARREN.’
mylSdlm
Notice.
Proposals for building abridge across the
Androscoggin river from Lewiston to Auburn,
according to plans and specifications made by Read

SEALED

Moore, will be received until Sune 9th, 1874.
Said plans and specifications can be seen at
office ot Read & Moore. Lewiston
City Building.
00K*Ci' of *ke Building

&

in<LH

Ju3<Ita_

Committee,

«JAS. DEMPSEY, Chairman.

For

ii,

AjK

Sale.

250
fAOOOD SCHOONER,
o:iler-

rn,:Ur4 sex"

ton., well

CHAS. H. CH4SE A
CO.,
113 COIfIMEllClAIj STREET.
ap20
w

I have as fine a stock of Horses and
Carriages to do a summei's business as there
is to be found east of Boston, I wonld call the attention of the riding public to it. I am prepared to
furnish any kind of carriage wanted at short notice
and reasonable rates, witn or without drivers. Any
cumber Hacks furnished for funerals,weddings, parties, &c. Particular attention paid to calls for cars,
boats, &e. All kinds of Single and Double Teams
lKJ
at either of m v s; ables. Parties wishing
Beaaon will be dealt with liberally.
as u*uaI'
A lct
6eco,,(1-

v°UT1,J

lwJ.n.by Tthe

handCafriaKcffor^u"
Stnbli-B-No.

114 •’«•»!« HI., No. 311 Coilgrew Mircct.
F. I.IBDY,

myl2dcotUm_jJ.

Proprietor.

Colby’s Book Store.
Exchange Street.

Has reopened with the largest Stock in the city. We
retail all books at lowest wholesale prices. Second
.and hooks bought and sold.

myO

caused by wearing garters!
For sale

by

all dealers in La-

dies* Underwear, Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods, etc. Manufactured only by ELLIS MANUCO., Waltham. Mass. Samples Ohii35 cents; Ladies, by mail, 85 cents.
A CO., Selling Agent*,
Church, Portlaud, Ifle.

Proposals for Furnishing Rations
and Ship Chandlery lor Failed
States Revenue Vessels.

The Government
oil VM,,

reject

right

to
reserves the
WACHRTTRNI

ICUA1TT

any

eo(16t

may23

100.000 best Rift Locust Treenails,
130.000 best Hawed White Oak do.
20,000 best quality Canada Knees.
—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
AT

LOWEST CAHH PRICE'S

& JUDKINS,
eod7m

L.

TAYLOR,

178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND.

MATTI

dtt

IRE.

EXTERMINATOR.
By the use of this valuable prepar-

1ML v/ JL XI
ation, every household infested with Moth, Roaches,
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will

many times its cost, and in some cases
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repel
these insects, but will absolutely destroy them
and their eggs. Especially adapted to the protection
of Carpets. PRICE 25 CENTS.
Sold Dy all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by P. J.GRANT& CO.,

perhaps

mh9-3n?

350 Fore Street, Portland.

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed Executrix ot the Will of
NOTICE
is

ABBY D. KELLY, late ot Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken
upon herself that trust as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
LYDIA C. KILGORE, Executrix.
Portland, May 19, 1874.
my20dlaw3wTh*

VOX WANT to enjoy good health, do you not?
Yes, certainly. Well, then, first of all, see that year
dwelling is WELL DRAINED. What is the best article to use for the purpose? Hydraulic Cement
Pipe, we thiuk. The P. C. D. P. Co. manufacture
it. Kendall & Whitney, N. M. Perkins & Co., F. &
C. B. Nash, or O. M. & D. W. Nash would no doubt
attend to your case cheerfully, or vou can sten into
a Spring Street horse car and visit the works of the
Company on the Western Promenade.
my27d9t

SEBAGO LAKE ROUTE.

Colby’s Sons.
tf

STEAMERS

the above route will commence rutiniug to and from Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison, on Juiie tut, 1H74, in connection
with trains on Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad,
which leave Portland at 1.30 P. M.
SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO.

THE

on

my30d6t

HAVE ON HAND

r\-

or can

in:.,.!..

furnish at

_*

short notice

n;_i

Wi_

or

on or

ftp23dtf_

A NEW IDEA.
want a few men of good address to solicit orders tor the finest work published; contains
Will give employment for two
isatl engravings.
fours; paying from $120 to $240 a month. Address
m mediately,
DOUGLAS* & ITI YEBSi,
37 John Street, New Work.
tin*
my13

WE

F. A.

my26d&w3w*

PLAISTED, Old Orchard, Me.

manufacturing: Business for Sale
in the City of Portland.

A
cent,

SPLENDID opportunity for a party with small
capital; a ready market and one hundred jier
profit. Price $800 cash. For particulars apply

UPHAM &

GARDINER,

Real Estate Agents, No. 7 Exchange St.,
PORTLAND.
my28-2w
Notice.

nice new open Box Buggy, and ono second
hand Concord Wagon. Also two setts ot light
wheels will be sold cheap at
HOVEY & DEAN’S,
ap8tf
45 Preble St.. Portland, Me.

hereby forbiil harboring or trustpersons
ing my wife. Abby B. Stevens, on my account,
for
her a suitable home and supafi 1 have provided
port and she refuses to live with me without any just
LEVI B. STEVENS.
cause.
Attest—P. J. LARRABEE.
1874.
June 1,
ju2d3t#

Notice.

FOB SALE,

for Sale at

a

Bargain.

ONE

is hereby given that I shall apply to the
ot Mayor and Aldermen at their next
tor
meeting
permission lo erect a wooden building on
comer of Atlantic and Monument Sts., 24x5a, 2 story.
CHAS. A. WALDEN.
ju2d3t*

NOTICE
Board

^WANTED

CENTENNIAL

FOR THE

GAZETTEERunitkdotates

No book has ever been published of such universal
interest to the American people.
It appeals to no
particular class alone, but to all classes; to men and
women, ot all professions, creeds and occupations
and political opinions—to Farmers, Lawyers, Busi-

young. All want it as a book of constant reference,
ami to preserve for their children and children’s children as the only complete and reliable work, showing
the gigantic results of THE FIRNT ONE
HUNDRED YEARN OF THE GREU'.
ENT REPUBLIC THE WORLD EVER
SAW. It is not a luxury but a necessity to every
well-informed American citizen. Agents make $100
to $300 per month. Send for circular. ZIEGLER
& McCURDY, Springfield, Mass.
my!94wt

W FLORfc.NCt®
liOng-routfNlcd Snit of the
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving
The

I*

Supreme

are

ALL

PINE

FLOORING

SOUTHERN
BOARDS, iu lots to suit purchasers,

to close

a

my28tf

consignment.
•

CO.
over

$450*000
finally decided by the

Court of the United Staten

in favor of the FLORENCE, which alone has
Broken the Monopoly of High Brices.

The New FLORENCE
Is the ONLY machine that sews backward
and forward, or to right and left.

Simplest—Cheapest—Best.

Sold

for

Monday,

Tuesday,

Wells’

Carbolic

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSBOOK tor the best and cheapest Family Bi
ever published, will be sent fr.ee of charge to any
liook agent. It contains over 700 fine Scripture
Illustrations, and agents are meeting with unprecedented success. Address* stating experience, etc.,
and we will show you what our agents are doing.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Phila., Pa.
4wt
myl9

The
all its

and

STEP
lor sale low

RYAN & KELSEV,
No. 161 Commercial Si rset.

great American coffee
distils Cott'ee as clear as amber; extracts
retains all its nutritious

aroma.

new

book

on

the art of

a

the

Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minute. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO., 139 S.
7th St., Pliila., Pa.
iny26t4w

LIVING ST ONE

IS~D EAI)

For 30 Wear* Millions have intenth/ watched
his perilous yet heroic struggles, and grand
achievements, and now eagerly desire the Complete Uife History ot this world-renowned, hero
and benefactor, which unfolds also the curiosities and wealth of a wild and wonderful country. It is dust readv. 2-flflO aaentu wanted auir.klti.
One agent sold 1W4, another 196 one week. For
particulars, address HUBBARD, BROW.,
either Phila., Boston or Ciu., O.
ju2d4wt

500 AGENTS WANTED-

MEN or WOMEN, to sell our Sewing Silk, Linen
Thread, Pins, Needles, Golden Pens, and Pictures,
and Writing Paper. LARGE WAGES SURE. Apply to D. I. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.
ju24wf
The HigheMl Ifletlinnl Authorities of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the medical world is

J U R U B E B A

arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion ofthc

nervous

system,

restores

cleanses vitiated
and arts directly
a

.

vigor to

the

debilitated,

blood, removes vesicle obstructions
on the Liver and Spleen.
Price SI
bottle. JOHN Q. KELLOGG,New York, jultiw

A Gr E N" T 8

AV ANTED

for

“TELL IT ALL”

equiv-

w. D. LITTLE & CO..

BOSTON
—AND—

es.

GEOKGE P. HOWELL A CO,
ADVEKTINING AGKNTN
ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

10It

Dealers in Priuting Materials of every
pe, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Kow, New York.

A

description,

LOCKE,

ROW, NEW YORK.

J. H. Bates, late of

D. U. Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newHpai»er8.
S. M.

Pettengill

& Oo.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

WASHINGTON

STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements received for every
Paper in the
Unitod States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

HORACE DODD.

Steamship Line.

Bxggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

I¥o

From Pine Street Wharf, Phila
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

delpliia,

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.

__

Suprentendent.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

R. R.

For Freight

CHANGE OF TIME.
___

■

TO Long Wharf, Boston.

jp.

commodious ua ora
commodations, will run

ana state icoom

naving

are com-

Remittent and Intermittent FeApue,Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Files,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difliculties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused bg an impure
state of the Hlood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Liver, or
JM_

/III.

J».nwn-r/iv«

_J

»

llj/ M

x »*»/

i*

a/.. .1
/'niv

il.

up

»«-x/

Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining gears. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with, an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.

NBA GO
ING NTEAJIEKN

JOHN BROOK* AND FOKFMT CITY

j

These celebrated Hitters

posed of choice Roots, Herbs, and
Harks, among which arc Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities,
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the following comtaints: Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
iver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

NI PFRIOR

THK

MaBC

ac-

alternately, leaving

_FOB

BARE

EVERYWHERE._

S. L. HOLT &

CO.,

31 & 33 Haverill St.,

29,

Boston,

Mass.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O’CLOCK I?. NX.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare Jffcl.fiO.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced tates.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
aue30ti

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Freight taken at low rates.
J. B. COYLE JR.. GeneralAgent.rocb30t

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, ParsonsMeld

Passage, apply to
K. B. NAlfIPNON, Agent,

FOR BOSTON.

Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

or

jn23-ly

^MfBjland

Passenger trains leave Portland
for Rochester ami intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Ijeave Gorham tor Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

& Sat’U’y1

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 n.m**

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice * given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every >500 additional value.

QUAKER BITTERS

vers,

Wharfage.

.inn

On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
until further notice trains will
L~ "~~"'~-«lt‘nv*, as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and

Wed’s’j

Leave each port everj

trains.

DR. FLINT’S

£

PHILADELPHIA

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY in in splendil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to tlie West.
gyPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEP1NU CARS attached to all through

"PORTLAND"
—

AND

PHIL, A DELP11IA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

of Steamers !

Running between

Providence

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached ny the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading K. KN., and to all
tue principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full im format ion given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
jantl ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

Norfolk and Ealiitnore and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.

WlLLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
oc6tc

Steamships of this Line sail

&

in.

Cabin $100,
These rates in-

ap25(13m 49 1*9 EXCHANGE STREET.

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

Limington, daily.

AGKNCt,

AUVEHTINING

No. 10 StatcSt.,Boston,and37ParkIiow, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
News|.apers in the Uniitd States end British Prov-

SLEEPING

in Portland,

points in the

of Central

end

MAINE

from

Wharf, Boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK
BALTIMORE.
Steamships:—

Manufacturers & L-calers in Portable & Stationary

Steam Engines & Boilers,
Engine (.allies. IManers, l:i>riglit
Drills, an«l all kinds oi M ooti
& Iron Working jVlachinrry

We also have for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” I ever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horn,
power Portable
knginefShaftinE, Belling, Saw and fixture* complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Plane" with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Rnllatone Planer.

and

William Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
WWiam Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
Loveland.
“Blackstone ,” Capt. Geo. 11. Hallett.
'‘John HopkintP Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va. it Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke. R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio It. R. to Washington and 11
"

Summer Arrangement, June 1, 1874.
niiiMin-mm
PaMenger Train* leave Portland for Bouton, at 6.15, 9.10 A. M.
and 3.15 P. M.
Boston for Portland at 8.15 A. M.. 12.00 M.

and G OO P. M.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.25 A. M,
Biddcford for Portland at 11.20 A.M.
Portland for Dover at 6.00 P. M.
Dover for Portland at 6.40 A.M.

FREIGHT TRAINS LEAVE
Portland for Boston every day (except Sat-

urdays) at 5.00
Boston

P. M.

for Portland at 3.50 P. M.
JAS. T.

S. H.
June

“George Api*old” Capt. Winslow

places West.
Through rates given to South

1, 1874.

tf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eantport, Calais

trains leave Portland daifor Portsmouth atxl Boston, (Sun-^«-«days excepted) at *2.00 A. M. 19.10 a.
113.15 P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at ||8.00 A. M., *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth at 7.30 A. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 18.15
A. M.t 12.30, *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Baugor
and St. John at ||8.15 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at flO.28, A. M.:
112.55 P. M., *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Honlton,
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Auusta, Waterville and Skowhegan, at 17.00 A. M.
j-ieave loruapu tvia uanvnie) lor i.ewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowbegan at f 1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Balh, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowbegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45
p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8.00 A. M.. returning at 5.35 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other ot the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through bv either route.
The 9.10* A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5..'M) P. M.
(steamboat) trains lor New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trams
for New Yorlc via Springfield at 9P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tbeGreat rails and
Conway Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train fro n Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland at
checked through to Houlton,
St.

Passenger

—33-M.,

_

junl

A Young man

On and after Monday March Oth
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
•New Brunswick,Capt. E. B. WinChester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P.M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

JOHN

..

PAUKARKMi
WOOD PaILS. 124, 25 and So lbs. each.
50
KKGS, 25, and Ito lbs. each.
CASKS, about 200, Mo anti 600 lbs. each.
CASKS, containing four 251b. TIN PaILS.
12J lb. Wood and 25 lb. Tin Pails 4c lit advance.
SOLD BY

W. W. WHIPPLE A CO.,

—---

ap22

days.

same

Easti»ort tor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst.
Freight received on days of sailing until *4
o’clock P. M.
mc4dtfA. R. STUBBS. Agent.
Connections made

JEWETT & SONS,

182 Front St, New York.

1

at

HI niarltre Mqanre, Portland.

__dtf

Proyidence

Wringer.
.Tlonlton

KOLIiM,

.Ho*!

Darxblr;

Maine Steamship Co.

Doable

Mpitta I

SEMI-WEEKLY' LINE-

€008,

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia
Will until further notice run aa
follows:
I^eave Franklin Wharf.Portland
►every MONDAY ami THUR8DA Y, at 5 P.M., and leave Pier
BHKS-srTE
New
Wver,
York, every MONDAY ami
East
38
THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Fra-jconia, leaving Portland on
is fitted Up with tine accommodations for pas sen gem
making this the most convenient and comfortable
route for travellers between New York and Maine
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Philadelphia, Montrcal. Quebec. St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers ns early as 4 P.
M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply
to

THURSDAYS,

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

«1>22_

dtt

MAI I,

LITE

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,
DIRECT!
connection* to Prince Fdwnr«l Inland, ('ape Breton nud 6*1. John*, IN. *•.

With

The Steamship FALMOUTH,
Cant. W. A. Colby, will leave
Pori lam 1 every Saturday at 5.30
P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,
with the In_- milking connection*
tercolonial Railway, for Windsor, Truro. New Glasfoi
Prince
Edwar-l
gow and Pictou, and steamers
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S.. will Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers
for St. Johns, N. F.
S3T- RETURNING will leave Halilax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sail-

obtain a partnership in a well established
manufacturing business that will pay him more
than ordinary profit if he has 92000 to invest. Must
ing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
be sf good habits and prefer that he should understand bookkeeping. Address A, B. C., Advertiser I Jr., Franklin Wharf.
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
oct2#dtf
Office.
ap26dtf

CAN

I he OYI.Y QUALITY af
While
Lead that we have made far ihe
lam sixteen year*.

St.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Calais,

.,General

Thin In

John. Digby
and Halifax.

and

Wind nor

COMMENCING JUNE 1, 1874.
~sg=a

West.

FURBER,

Portland.

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
«

ana

Fine Passengei aoconimocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00.
time 18 hours; to Baltimore $15, timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
53 Central Wharf. Boston.
jnne2lf

General Superintendent. Boston.

STEVENS, Gen. Agent,

caiphoUne
PRICE PER BOTTLE, ‘*5 CENTS.

us

Third-class $30

New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenger accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold ot the Overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full information apply at the Company’s office, New York,
or to the New England Agents, C. E. BAHTLKTT A Co., Itt Broad St., Bo»t*n- Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents

Rates!

Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R.
R., Portland, Me.

BEUBEN HOYT, Proprietor,
303 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists.
ju3t4w

jjuju. ur

Passage Rates:
Steerage $50.

Northwest, West au<l (Southwest

J.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

Comfort;

AND

Portland, Oct. 18, 1873,

PROVIDENCE. K. I.,

ACCOMMODAAND MEALS
THEREBY
AVOIDING ANY EXTEA CHARGES.

ifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. u.
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
llFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,

TRY IT.

accommodalion.

clude
TIONS,

By Mrs. T. B. H. Stenhouse, for 35 years wife of a
With an introduction by
Mormon High Priest.
HARRIET REEUHER WTO WE. Two
the
author
wrote
a pamphlet on
years ago
Polygamy
which excited the Mormon newspapers to sneertnqly
her
to
a
write
book
invite
and'‘Tell lt|A II.” Eminent men and women uiged her to accept the challenge, and ‘‘Tell It All” is the result. Lt is the
only book on this subject ever written by a real
Mormon woman. 635 pn. superbly illustrated and
bound. It outsells all other books three to one. It
takes like wildfire. 53^*100,000 will be sold. Agents,
now is your opportunity.
Our Descriptive pamphlet,
terms. &c., sent free to all. Address, A. 1). WORTHINGTON & CO., Hartford, Conn.
ju3d4wt

The UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.

Voyage.

~

depart.

No. 5 Washington Building,

TO CALIFORNIA.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. l.ouiM, Omnha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francineo.

—

WIIEELEU,

newnpapekadvcrthhngagknt

CJrrat Reduction in Freight and Pannage
Rate always Lower than by auy
other Route*
Safety
and Economy Combined.

Offices

OGDENSBURG

C. J.

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

&

publishers*

Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Portland, Me.
Night Ntcrliog Check* lawncd for ill
and Upward*.
my27dtf

74 EXCHANGE ST.

PORTLAND

paper

many.

rai?

H. BAILEY. Local
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal
Type and all kinds of
Printem Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
m the United States or
Canadas at
lowest prices. Send f.,r estimates.

Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

TRAINS.

On

The

complete system of Phonetic
shortest, most simple, easy, and
Short-Hand,
comprehensive, enabling any one in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Writing by Sound;

Ocean

to

PRINT.

SERVICE.

irsi-ciarB—loyiuv

alent, according
U. S.
currency.

ARRANGEMENT.

and all

IOC

«

WARKIIOCNt;,

KK»>

BATES

The Glnnaow Line of steamers sail from
every Thursday for Glasgow direct.

ami after Monday, Sept. 15th.
iTrams will run as follows:
Mall train for Gorham and accommo—’Mdation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations^f
Island Poi.d.) connecting with night mail trarti for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

best thing ever ottered. Price $4, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustraled circular. Territorial rights tor sale. DEWITT
C. BKOWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N. Y., myl9t4w
IDEOGRAPH Y>* A

Wharf.

Quebec

.raasugu—

Tickets sold at Reduced

at Railroad

Queeustown.

GK AM) TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

—

the ice will

Derry.
First-class f rtnighily mail steamers of this line
sail trom Halifax every other Tuewday, commencing May -, for Liverpool, touching at

At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at »ow rates!
C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.
jv29dtf

Passenger

as

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail trom Quebec
every Mnlurdsty Jlormug,
for Liverpool, touching at

and Liberty daily.

HOT

strength;

Shortest

At Warren lor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jetlerson and Wbitetield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At. Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington

__

T. C. EVANS,
ADVKRTINING AGENCY

34 PARK

Stages connect at Rockland, lor Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St. George daily.

WINTER

inquire

SUMMER

F. M.

OF

far

AIXAnHUNE

Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00

ALTERATION

or as

Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Portland, May 1874.
mylStf

and
£^”’^^3Warreii
•—2-

PUT UP ONLY INBLIE BOXES.

ble

5 o’clock p. m.
For iurther particulars

Diroc rail route to Wiscasset. New
Prr’ant le, Damarscotta,
Waldoboro,

Tablets.

ATRIEB AND SERE REMEDY
Sold by Druggists,
myl9tlw

Winterport and Hampden,

permit.
Returning, will leave P.angor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at 6 o’clock, touching
at the above named landings, arriving in Portlund at

_

BOSTON

Use

1st.

For Bangor, touching at Rockland. Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, BucKsport,

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

o’clock, commencing Wednesday evening, April

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada*
and British Provinces.
Office No.« Tremont Street, Boston.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.C. Kilby, will leave Railroad Wharf every .flouduy
Wednesday anil Friday EvriiinitM, at IO

cheeked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. 1>. Little & Co., 40$ Exchange St.
D. S. BABCoCK.
L. W. FILKINS.
I’resklent.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
dlv

daily.

For

OTHERS.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonlngton every
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always in advance of all other liuew. Baggagt

At Buxton Centre for

Cash Only.
Special Terms to
CliURH and DEALFKH.
myl9t4w April, 1874.
Florence,Mass.

It

I all kinds of Lumber for building purposes, also
Wagons,
neys, &c., &c.
Cottages built by contract
by the day at very
No Top Beach Wagons short
address
notice. Call

the Concord style Business Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

j Carriages

4wt

ING

LUMBER YARD.

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.
■

RENT PI ANON MARE. These Organs
o.nd Pianos are warranted for 6 years.
PRICES EXTREMELY LOW for cash
or part cash and balance in monfhlyorqnnrterly payments. Necoutl baud iusinim-nts
taken in exchange. AOENTN WANTED
in every County in the U. N. and Canada. A
liberal discount to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES MAILED.
HORACE WATEBN A NON,
4NI Broadway, New York, Box 3507.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

Phaetons, Carryalls,

ind

PIANOS

have great power and a fine singing tone,
with all modern improvement**, and are the

Locust Treenails.

OLD ORCHARD CAMP-CiROUND

and

Scale

New

or

rVillopfnr

Has the largest stock ot fine

rop

BELIEVING

Albert

—

Ex press

Hack &■ Livery Notice

119

BY

JOHN ADAM8

my2lKllw

the

SLABS AND EDGINGS,
FOR SALE

PORTLAND.

mill’d

CAMPAIGN OF 1874.

carrying on the

ALSO

IIS Commercial, foot of Exchange Street,

the best Spring Water known. Tin's water is
for Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Uver and
Kidney Complaints, old Ulcers, Cancer, Suit Rheum,
and all Skin Diseases. It keeps for any length of
time and in any climate. Address
EARL W. JOHNSON,
Mole Proprietor in the United Stated,
No. 27 CongrcM* Mf„ ISon ton, mass.

q

Commercial
keep on hand a lull supply 0t

162

and intend to
giades of

^

for

No more Buckles or Buttons
Worn by ev,ery lady who values
health aud comfort.
jyMore than three quarters of all Female Diseases are

wanted in

a sure cure

Notice.

SHERTLEFp

Others,

THE

PORTLAND

ROUNDS,

all

Water

to sell

COAL AND WOOD.

over

tf

AGEN T
is

hand a full supply of the best

F.

invented for Sew-

Sole Agent for Portland,
WO. 1.17 OXFORD STREET.

—

grades of

WITH PATENT CLASPS,
Ladies, Nuws and
Children,

save

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

HEAD OF UNION WHARF,

<'IIABI.ES

ever

Adjusta-

McALLISTER,

FROM

on

and

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
MBS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

ing.
and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

to whom all applications should be made, and who
has full power to settle infringements,
mcbleodtf

SEALED

mg Machines.

have formed a copartnership for the carrying
the business ot

So. 80 Middle St.,

Collector’s Office, )
Portland, May 22, 1874, J
PROPOSALS will be received at this
Office until 12 o’clock, noon, Saturday, June
13th, 1874, for supply ing Rations and Ship Chandlery
for the use of crews ana vessels of the United States
Revenue Marine Service in this Collection District,
for the fiscal year ending June 30,1875.
Schedules of the articles of ship chandlery to be
merit the
! bid for will be furnished on application to this Office.

pounds.
A

or

MAINE,

Low Rates

The most useful attachment

„„„
ai‘J

—

—

in UNIQUE FRENCH CANEN, are amonq
the best made, and eombiue PURITY of
VOICINO with great volume of toue. Nullable for PARLOR, CHURCH, or MUN1C
HALL.

myl9

eodlm

addition to my very large stock I shall continue
Kimball Phaeton a specially.
Call and examine whet her you want to purchase or not.
§^p~All carriages bearing my name are
thoroughly warranted.
C. P. KIMBALL.
ap28Tuih&Stf

Notice.

R0UNDS~&

So. 2 Park Street

In

COPARTNERSHIP.

Copartnership

who
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts ami its validity established iu eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

to make the

promptly.

30 cents per 100

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS

WATERS’

Its cost every Summer. Butchers
it, in its best form, will soon find their moats

ME.

prices*

more

PRICE

Organs

the most beautiful in stylo and perfect in
tone ever made. The CONCERTO STOP
is the best ever placed in any Organ. 1/ is
produced by an extra set of reeds, peculiarly
voiced, the EFFECT of which is MONT
C H A RIM I NO and NOUC-NTIR RI NO,while
its IMITATION of the HUMAN VOICE is
NUPERR. Terms liberal.

dim

more
use

offer the

With a determination to more than ever
reputation so generally accorded me for building the
STANDARD CAR HI AGE, I have added new and
improved facilities to my factory and shall continue
to improve the quality of my carriages in every possible way. Long experience of myself and workmen
enables us to build cai riages unsurpassed in the U.
S. for BEAUTY and DURABILITY, at low

11.00
14.00

•*

...

....

AT

Extremely

1874,

10 lbs. daily, per month.82,50
15
3.60
..*
4.50

....

intend to keep

to

Ever Exhibited in Maine,

lbs daily, from June to October 1st.$ 8.00

MONTH I, V

....

..

RATES

“

FOR

the Market.

Manufacturer,

PORTLAND,

FAMILIES AND OFFICES:

FOB

Waters’ Concerto

The hest and Only Reliable One in

~~CTP. KIMBALL,

NO. 17 MARKET STREET.

SEASON

Twist,

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

tf

—

....

...

Button Hole

-Argents

myl3

LEWIS RICK & SON.

..

...

“CORTICELLI”

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

D. W. CLARK & CO..

121$....121$
Government 5-20’s, 3862,.115$,...11 i

THE

TWOT1CE is herebv sriven that the subscribers have
1.1 been duly appointed Executors of the Will of
GEORGE S. BARSTOW, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust by giving bonds as
the law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same, and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE S. HUNT, of Portland,
DUDLEY BLANCHARD, ot Lock Haven, Pa.,
Executors.
Portland, May 19,1874.
my21dlaw3w*Th

FIFTH
AVENUE ness Men, Mechanics, Physicians, Politicians, Teachers,
Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men of
Stocking Supporters, learning and men who can gnly read, to old ami

CARRIAGES

6b, 1£81,..

...

TRY

Quality

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
ELLIS’

Largest and Best Assortment

Gold,.112,

1868,.1U$

Warranted.

iNEHT FOR

REDUCTION.
In order to meet the wishes of the Travel ling* Comwe
have
this
munity,
day reduced the price ot Board
for our upper, medium-sized rooms to $3.00 per (lay.
The House contains Passenger Elevator, Cafe, etc.,
and will continue to be kenf as a First-Class Hotel in
every respect. The large and excellently furnished
rooms will be $4.00 per day. Those with bathing and
water conveniences adjoining $1.00 per day extra.

42
33
55
50

SILK,

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

—

and

and

HEADACHES

W. & C. R. MILLIKEX. Propr’s.

00

Government 5-20’s, 1864,..
116$.... 1174
Government 5-20’s, 1865,...117$... 117
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 119$... .1194
Government 5-20's, July, 1867,.120$... .120$
120
Government 5-20’s, July,
Government 10-40’s,.. 114$. ...115
State of Maine Bonds,.
.101$... .102
9 ;}•... 98
Portland City Bonds, M unicipal
Bath City Bonds,. 92$... 93
93
20
Bangor City Bonds,
years,. 92
96
Calais City Bonds,. 95
60
Cumberland National Bank,... 40.59
139
Canal National Bank,. 100.138
First National Bank,.100. 138 .,..139
Casco National Bauk,.. .100.138 ...,139
100
Mercb ants’ National Bank,.. .75.98
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.138
139
Portland Company,.
80
85
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 68
70
Ocean IBsurance Company,... 100. 99
100
Atlantic & St. Lawrence K. R.90
95
A. <& K. R. R. Bonds,. 85
87
Maine Central R. R. Stock.100. 45
55
Maine Central R. R. Bonds. 7’s.96 ... 97
European & North American II.Ii bonds. .70_75
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds, 100.86
87
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100.
86 .... 87
Portland
90
82
OgdensburgR.U. Bonds,gold,
Portland & Rochester R.R. Bonds,7’s,.
80 .85

SPOOL

Length, Strength, Weight and

to Butchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than

HEARTBURN,

my30__dim

mocULim
Daily
For the week ending June 3, 1874
Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, G7 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
Government

“CORTICELLI”

is

From June I(i to October 1, 1874.

AMERICAN

r~

USE OWEY

save

Prew

K-ortlnud

The public are invited to call and examine work in
process of construction and judge for themselves.
eod3m
my6

WILL HE OPEN FOE GUESTS

3oach,. 2 25 @ 5 50
150 @ 2 5
Furniture,
Wool.
Fleece washed 40 @
do. unwashd 30 @
Pulled,Super 50 @
1 25@t
Pelts, large

Congress Street.

302 & 304

for in the Schedule.
Copies of the Drawings, Specifications, and Schedule may he had on application at this office.
All scaffolding required by the contractors to put
the work in place will be furnished by the Government free of charge, but will be erected by the contractors.
Proposals will be made by the piece, lineal foot, or
weight, for the varb us items of work, as called for
in the Schedule. The work will not be subdivided
among different bidders, but will be considered in
the aggregate.
The whole of the Rolled Beams and Cast-iron Columns of First Story and the Beams of Second Floor
must be delivered and set in position within two
months from date of acceptance of proposal, and
the whole work must be completed within four
months from the date of acceptance, or as required
by the Superintendent and the progress of the Work.
Payments will be made monthly, deducting ten
per centum until the final completion of the contract.
All bids must be accompanied by a penal bond of
tw'o responsible persons in the sum of Two Thousand Dollar s, ($2,000,) that the bidder will accept
and perform the contract if awarded him, the sufficiency of the security to be certified by the United
Slates Judge, Clerk of the United States Court, or
the District Attorney of the District wherein the
bidder resides.
The Department reserves the right to reject any or
all bills if it be deemed for the interest of the government to do so. Every hid must be made on the
printed form to be obtained at this office, and must
conform in every respect to the requirements of this
advertisement, or it will not be considered.
Proposiils will not be received from parties wlio are
not themselves engaged in the manufacture of
Wrought or Cast-iron work, and who have not the
necessary facilities for getting out the work.
Proposals will lie enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed “Bid for Iron Work,*’ and addressed to
E. R. SPEAR, Superintendent,
d,3w
may25

A. S. LYMAN’S

GLEN HOUSE, N. H.

19

@2

50

^Remember the Old Repository,

mj7_

FAVORITE SUMMER RESORT.

Sine.
10*
Tobacco.
8'1 riYes and Tens,
23
Best Brauds, 65 @ 75
15
Medium^. 55 @
7
50 @
Com’jaon,—
12 1 lp.r' lb3.,.50 @
jfat’l Leaf,.80 @
« Savylbs.,.50 @
VarniMh.

21 ®
Mi@

Galv,..„..

3olong, choice 55 @ 80
Japan,... .45 @70
Do. choice... 70 @ 100
Tin.
Straits,.. 30 (6) 31
27 @ 29,
English,.
Jhar.I.C.,.. 12 50@ 13 00
Jhar. I. X.,.. 1500 @15 50
Peine-12 25 @13 25
< Joke.
10 50 @

Uiimony,,...

Who has the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maine,
among them many new and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns.) and
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality
which gave to the OEO IlOUWE its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New Eng-

AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT.

..

34.
4 1
7i

SUCCESSOR

HOTELS.
OCEAN

Thompson, Jr.,

SILK AND TWIST

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

00

—OF—

“CORTICELLI”

...

3@

Zenas

D. S. Custom House and Post Office, )
Rockland, Mainf,
[
Office of Superintendent, May 22, 1874. )
PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent until 12 M of the
13th day of dune, 1874, for furnishing, delivering,
fitting, and putting in place the Wrought and Castiron Work, comniising the Rolled-iron Beams of
First and Second Floors, the Cast-iron Columns of
First Story, and the Staircase, ail as exhibited on the
Drawings, described in the Specifications or called

Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert,) each trip from June 19tli to Sept. 18th in addition to her usual landing at So. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Machiasport at
4,30, instead of 5 A. M.

Iliis is the only inside route Avoid;
iug Point Judith.

are

....

Irou.

J. ill, KIMBALL A CO.,

ASK

..

Fine Feed,
@ .35 00
Sborts,.
@52 00
Gunpowder.
Blasting,. 4 50 @ 5 00
Sporting,- 7 00 @ 7 50
Hay.
Pressed,ptonl7 00 @19 00
Loose.16 00 @ 20 00
Straw,..18 00 @

—OF—

eor.

Almonds,....
@
Suit Shell,.. 22 @ 25
CAPE
ELIZABETH
@
BEACH,
Shelled,.... 40 @ 55
@ l 40
This well known and popular Hotel havPea Nuts,.... 2 50 @ 3 00
25
@
Starch.
Citron,....... 33 @35
ing been thoroughly repaired during the
9 @
past winter will be opened for the season on
Currants,
8£@ 9
Pearl,.
10*
9 @ 10
SAT UKDAY, June 11.1874,
Pates,
Sugar.
Figs,. 14 @ 18 3ranulated,,
iJ. P. CH&MBERLAIN, Prop’r.
10$ 1
_SK
14 @ 17 Notice A,
Prunes,
In3tf
10
Extra C„.
Kaisins,
@94
Layer,
@3 25
C.
9* KIRKWOOD HOUSE
L. M. new
3 75 @4 00 Syrups,.
60 @
80
NewVal.pib 13 @134 Eagle Sugar Refinery:
C C....
SCARBORO BEACH,
Lemons,p box 10 00@11 oo
Bg@8*
C....
Oranges p box.. .7 50@S 00
8*@8*
Giraiu.
OAT?
TTTT.T
TVriT'
ExC....
rpb}
90 @ 93
Hav. Drown
Corn, Mixed,
90 @ 93
Nos. 12 «& 16 10 @
Yellow, ....
10*
This favorably known and popular seaside resort is
Meal. 92@
Refining,
7i@ 8* now open
for the reception of Guests for the season
Teas.
Rye..
@ l 30
Of
1874.
OTIS KAF GK & SOIV.
25 @ 45
Parley,. 75 @ 85 Souchong,
J»i32w
35 @ 50
Oats. 70 @ 75 Dolong,.

Swedish.

Magnesia.

J. W. A H. II. MCOUFFEE, Cor. Middl
A' l' nion Sta.

45

—

Old and well known Carriage Manufactory

V

ITIaine.

SEALED

—

Ten Yards on Each Spool, and
You will Use no Other.

0J

@
@

Money

THE

AT

—

St., in Oeleno’a Mill.
G. L. HOOPER, Cor. York Ac Maple
Streeta.
Croaa

7

®

Spleen.
Cassia, pure,.
Cloves,. 55
Ginger,. 20
Mace,.1 75
Nutmegs,....
Pepper,. 25

Fruit.

3£@

\

H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
d3w

Milk of

Street.

Proposals lor Wrought and CastIron Work for ilio Initnl Stales
Custom-House and Post Otlice,

Buying your Carriages

I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

H.

myl9

Ja5dly

BY

—

Read and Passed.

Roofers.

fie

>

Common,....
Refined,..

Aldermen

Munjoy street, from Wilson to Congress street.
Cotton stroet, trom Free to Fore street.
Salem street, Emery to Orange street.
Pleasant street, from near foot of South towards
Maple street.
Congress street, from Washington street up about
four hundred feet.
And that thereafter this Board will determine and
adjudge if public public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said streets.

Real Estate Agents.

none

and

street.

Plumbers.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

Mayor

That

Deer street.
Danforth street, from High through Maple to York

OATIS A CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J.H. I.AMSON, 153 M iddle St., cor. Croat.
A. S.

@25 00
@24 00

Your

Save

Spring street.

near

JAMES MII.I.ER, No. 91 Federal Street.

of

May 18, 1874. J
the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested, by publishing a copy of this
order in two duily papers of this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on WEDNESDAY, the
third day of June next, at 5 o’clock P. M., at the
Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, will hear all
parties interested io the petitions for Sewers in the
following named streets:
High street, from Congress to connect with sewer

ORDERED,

Portland, me,

■

land.

M'lZ + mr

J. R. IH'RAN Ar CO.. 171 Middle au.l
11'$ Federal Street*,

Masons and Builders.
RED1.0JV, 333 1-3 Codeitu

LUBRICATING & WOOL OILS*

YORK,

ALL

OF

AHEAD

IN

Koekland,

ORDERED,

(SilxrAw Wa,.a

MERKI

Aldermen, \
1

May 18,1874.

COW ECU, 155 Middle Street.
Aarenl* for Howard Watch Couipauy.
TawaImw

Mayor and

That all petitions for Sewers to be
built in this city during the present Municipal
must
be
on or before the first MONpresented
year
DAY of July next, as after that date all petitions
for Sewers will be referred to the Dext City Council.
Read uud passed.
Attest:
H, I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dlw
myl9

ABNEIi

WnfnW

of

DEALER

Rockland,
West Harbor (Mt. Desert). Millbridge, Joiiesiiort and
Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thxrsday morning at 5 o'clock,touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains for

STOINOCTOI LIME!
NEW

per Week.

ADVERTINIIVG

__

General Manager.

FOB

S. It. NILES,

MACHI AS

The Steamer LEWISTON,
.Capt. Chas. Dkerino, will
Railroad Wharf loot of
leave
7-^7* B
WJ-mP state St., every ITuinday
mill Friilay Evening. ai
IO o’clock, or on arrival ol Express Train from
Boston, commencing May littb, 1871.
For
Castine, Deer isle, Sedgwick, So.

in.

junt

FULLER,

P.

CARRIAGES !

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

@6 25 Clover lb., ...10} @ ll
®7 25 Rftil Ton hav. 4 7kSh
8 25 H.Grass, bush.3 00 (a) 3 25
®
nB
i)
!
do Canada,
none
xx 8 25 @9 25
Soap.
9
Family 9 25@ 75 Ex St’in Ref’d
@ 8

6 75 @ 7 75
xx,.... 7 75 @ 9 75
Louis x,.. 8 25 @9 00
“xx, 9 75 @11 25

Japans.

Ofllce SOS Fore Street*

Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d3m
mlil4

Meeds.

Illinois *>•
5t.

Approved April 21,1873.
1 hereby give notice that the *‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit oi rubbish in any Street,

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, Wo. 9 Clapp’d Block
Congees* Street, oppowite Old City Hall.

13 @ 134
Pollock,.3 00 ® 3 50
ftUce.
10
Haddock,.... 2 25 @ 2 50 Rice, p* lb,..
8J@
Hake,. 2 25 ® 2 50
Malera ns.
Herriug,
94
Saleratus,
Dib, 7 @
Malt.
Shore,*? bbl 4 00 @ 5 00
Scaled,*? bx 23 ® 28 Turk’s Is. &
18 ® 22
No. 1,.
bbd.(Sbus),. 2 37J@ 2 87J
St. Martin,..
Mackerel, P’ bbl.,
none
BavNo. 1, 15 50@17 00 Bonaire,
2 50 @ 3 00
50
No.
13
2,
00®14
Bay
Cadiz,duty pd 2 75 (g 3 25
Large 3.11 00® 12 50 Cadiz,in bond 2 25 @ 2 75
Shore No. 1,..20 00®22 00 Liverpool,duty
No. 2,.13 50® 15 00
paid,.3 00 @ 3 50
Medium.. .,10 00® 11 00 Liv. in bond,. 2 50 @ 3 00
Clam Bait.5 00@6 00 Gr’nd butter, 25 @

Clour.
Superfine,.... 5 75
6 25
Spring
x,...
‘*
xx,.. 7 25

Up-

doue to order*

1 rX

50@20

(City

Ofdce,

Pcni

10 00 @11 00
13 00 @ 14 00
14 00 @15 00
17 75 @18 00

19

ORDERED,

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, Wo. 8!> Federal 8t.
All kind* of Uphold'rriug and Repairing

18

1*®

St. Domingo,

Oils.

Trips

Two

Passenger trains leave Portland
daily.
a. m. and

Leave Dover for PortMiuoulh and Porflaud
al 8.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p. in.
A treight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.
CHARLES F. HATCH,

mar2-Gm

II. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.

In Board of Health, March 13,1S'4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of HanStable lot) and the dump at the foot
over street
oi Franklin and Smith streets as the places tor deposit, of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, < yster or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
house, cellar, yard, cr other place within the city
limits.

Street.

C. F. HOYT, Wo. 11 Preble 8treet.
holHteriiig done to order.

..

Peach

and

AUG.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

eral Streetd.

1 25 (g 1 50
Elaine,. 55 @ 58
Paints.
Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Pure Gr’d do 11 5U @11 75
Pure Dry do 11 50 @
Am. Zinc12
10 (g
Koclielle Yell
34
3g
4
Eng.Veu.Ked
34'g
lied Lead,...
11 @
12
11 @
12
Litharge.

Beef,..
Mess,

Varnishes

es-

ju3dt20

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.
BEWJf. ADA1TIS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

astor,. 2 00 @212

Mess
Ex

and

&

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1,1874.

June

8 for Portxmouth and Dover
—«„„-j(Sun.iays excepted,) at 9.10

—“-*"3.15 p.

Shellac

AND

ous to the advertisement for sale having expired,
such estates will be advertised for sale, unless such
taxes are paid previous to June 20, 1874.

GEOEGB
A. WniTNEY, Wo. 5tt Excliaage 8t.
LplioUiciiug of ail kinds
dou«* lo order.

r._.

Neats Foot

on

Furniture—W holesale and Retail.

Exchange

and

hereby given to parties owning real
tate
which the taxes for the year 1873 remain
NOTICE
ILLUMINATING,
unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previ-

WAI.TER CORK V A CO., Arcade, No.

Plaster.
3* White,
ton,..
@3 25
none
Blue,.
5* Ground,in big 8 00 @ 9 00
4*@
Sulphur,...
Vitrol,. 12 ® 13 Calcined, brig 2 75 @ 3 00
Duck.
Produce.
9 @ 13
No. 1,.
@ 44 Beef Side,^Ib
No. 3,..
8 @ 10
@ 40 Veal,.
No. 10,.
® 20 Mutton,. 12 @ 15
Ravens,
Chickens,...*. 18 @ 22
22
8 oz.,.
Turkeys,. 20 (g 22
28
10 oz.,.
Eggs, 4* doz., 17 @ 19
DyewoodN.
Potatoes,l^bu 85 @ 9 0
3 @
Onions, crate.. 2 75@ 3 00
Barwood,....
6 ®
Brazil Wood,
7 Cranb’g-p bbl.15 00(gl6 50
7 Round hogs_8 @
6®
9
Camwood,..
Provisions.
Fustic,.
2J® 3

Logwood,
Cam peachy,

Loom, Harness

DOVER R. R.

Commencing Monday,

BANGOR

Steamboat Company.

—

PORTSMOUTH

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

is

POSTER’S Dye House,‘41 Union Street.*

Neatsfoot,....

22
37
40
5')
12

15®
Madder,....
Naptha. *?gal 25 (®
Opium,. 9 50 ®
Rhubarb,.... 75 ® l
3 ®
Sal Soda....
Saltpetre.... 10®

OX

Kerosene,

TAXES.

l)ye-liouse.

....

1

Polishing,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Street, opWHITKEI A .MEANS.
po.ite Park._

...

l< Uivra

Furniture,

Wool

AND

—

Sperm.

Pearl

HOOPER A EATON, Old

Coach,|•

Whale,

PORTLAND,

EASTERN RAILROAD

Machinery,

(Commissionsrs.

Carpenters and Builders.

Naval Mtorcft.
5 50 @5 75
Tar,p bbl
Country Hi MolPitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Hb’dSb’ks 1 i5,aj
5
Wil
Pitch....
50 @5 75
Jib’d Headings,
Sitnce 35 in. 28
Rosin,.4 .00 @ 7 00
40 @ 50
Soft Pino,.. 23^
Turpentine,gl
Oil.
Hard Pino, Hu (rjj
Hoons,(Urt),28 00 & 33 00 Kerosene,....
@ 21
Port.Kef. Petr
K.OakStaves ou uu ®
@ 10
Devoe brilliant
Copper.
@ 30
35 @
Sperm,.1 90 @ 1 95
Cop.Bolts.
(a 24
Y. M. Sheathing
Whale,. 85 @ 90
Bronze do.
® 24
Lank,. 58 @ 08
Y. M. Bolts,.. 30®
Shore,. 50 @ 00
50 @
55
Cordage.
Porgie,
American,*? lb, 12* @ K Linseed,. 94 @ 95
13# ® 1J Boiled uo.,..
99 @1 00
Russia,.
17* ®UH Lard,. 90 @95
Manila,.

1832.

1

£■
Me.

Portland

o

19* ®
Dyets*

35 Plum

SUACKPORD, No.

J. PERKINS innuufncinrer of plain
an«l fancy Candied,

O>lry...lC0<sllG;

MauilaB’ltr’p

ORDERED, That a hearing on the foregoing petition be had on WEDNESDAY, June 10th, 1874, *t
the head of Merrill’s Wharf, at 4 o’clock, P. M., ani
that the above petition, together with the Order
thereon, be published daily for seven days previous
to the hearing, in two of the daily newspapers published in Port. ami.
JACOB McLELLAN, l
Vo
"
r
ALBERT MARWICK,
w
C. H. FARLEY,
Portland, June 2.1874.
ju2«

E.

..

lug!

Gents.—1 would request permission, as one oi the
owners of “Merrlil’s Wharf,” to extend said|wbarf on
the southwesterly side, commencing at the present
line of solid wharf and continuing about one hindred and fifty feet southeasterly.
W. S. DANA
Respectfully yours,

ESTABLISHED
Lard,.

AGENCIES.

_steam ers.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

baiiiil

Workiat!
Adjustable

I'urfrd

CLAHP,

Hold-

Firnae-t1

PROYIDENCE

TOOL

CO.,

Provi<l<-ncp, K. I.
J.

II.

WORK, .l«rai,

___deowly
Assignee's snip.
"fl sell at PuUlc A net Inn on
X TUfcSDAl, June 18,1H74, at 9 A. M„ all ihereal
larataa, cl perwmal
propertymMigned tnhim by.lnwph
of Yarmouth, and in trust f,,r the
benefit ot
hi* creditors, viz.: The 3
story dwelline house,ell.
and large stable
attached, know:- as the Wm. N.
with fi acres of land appurtenant,
well stocked with Irutt and
ornamental trees, at the
lower village on Koval’s river, in Yarmouth.
Also the right of
ledemption of one-halt the dwelling house and lot adjoining, known as the David

Gn°dhj|,

>icH'kbritlge,estate,

lrue House.
Also the right of redemption of
thirty acres of good

mowing land, with

barn thereon, on Wolfe Point in
•aid Yarmouth.
Also five acre* of land in N.
Yarmouth, on Rov »1**
Kiver, adjoining the homestead farm of George York.
Also brickyard and wharf, on
Royal’s River, with
fight of way to the same from the County road. Said
wharf has teen latelv built, and has a frontage on
tide water of about 400 leet, by 150 leet in width.
Also 150,000 bricks in kiln on said wharf, with 5
irick machines. moulds, wheelbarrows, and tool*
ised in brickmaking.
%
Term* made know n at time of sale.
B FREEMAN, Assignee
A. L. LORING, Auctioneer.

Yarmouth, May 15,1874.

my21td

